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Howe finishes sixth
in state match

Cards set attendance figures
thanks to travelers
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Three children die in
McCracken mobile home fire
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KMA may call for

Confederate memorial

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

tax hike to pay for
indigent health care
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky's doctors may add their
voices to the call for a tax increase
to pay the rising cost of health care
for the indigent.
Dr. Robert DeWeese, president
of the Kentucky Medical Association, said Thursday such a proposal
would be made to the organization's trustees and its governing
House of Delegates, which meets
in September.
"I think the KMA is ready to
say ... now is the time to act," said
DeWeese, a general surgeon from
Louisville.
An estimated 370,000 Kentuc-
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Friday night and Saturday
will be partly cloudy with a
chance of thunderstorms. The
high on Friday will be in the
mid-80s, and there will be a
southwest wind at 10 to 15 mph.
The low Friday night will be
around 70.

WORLD — NATIONAL
WASHINGTON — House Speaker Jim Wright, still denying the
ethics charges against him, is painting himself as a. victim of political
retribution and of a desire to accomplish too much, too fast in
Congress.
LONDON — President Bush, declaring "it was a wonderful trip,"
heads back home to Maine today from a European visit and a NATO
summit where he dampened criticism he was moving too cautiously
toward the Soviet Union.
BEIJING — Helmeted soldiers jog through Tiananmen Square by
the hundreds in the latest government ploy to intimidate Chinese students protesting since April for democratic reform and more freedom
in Communis4 China.
0
MOSCOW— Secret cables on a clash in Soviet Georgia that left 19
protesters dead, claims of the forcible annexation of the republics of
Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia and promises of shakeups in the Soviet
Cabinet — all in a day's activities before the new Soviet parliament.

STATE
FRANKFORT — The Feder Highway Administration has
approved a request to erect a perm nent marker at the site on Interstate
71 where 27 people died last May i a fiery bus crash, but not the type
of memorial that families of the v"c.tims had hoped for.
MADISON VILLE — U.S. Rep. Carr 1 Hubbard has begun a series
of radio advertisements in which he denies having tried to influence
the outcome of the May Democratic primary for mayor in
Madisonville.
PADUCAH — Authorities are investigating the cause of a fire that
roared through a mobile home in about four minutes, killing three
children and injuring their parents.

SPORTS
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Rick Pitino promised to turn around the
downtrodden Kentucky basketball program, and warned boosters:
"Stay away from my players."
CHICAGO — Scoring 100 points in the Eastern Conference finals
is proving to be difficult for the Chicago Bulls and Detroit Pistons.
INGLE WOOD, Calif. — OK, OK, everyone knows that sports
spectators in LA arrive late, leave early and clap with one hand. So
what's with Lakers fans, who have been rocking the Forum to the rafters with newfound zeal?
PARIS — Andre Agassi, the self-proclaimed "spoiled American,"
will try to end three decades of American futility at the French Open.
NEW YORK — Back from the West Coast come the Mets, weak in
the knees and the bat, and a little farther back in the NL East.
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AKRON, Ohio — BFGoodrich Co. reported Thursday it
has agreed to sell its elastomers
business, which produces synthetic rubber products, to Zeon
Chemicals Inc., a subsidiary of
Japan's Nippon Zeon chemical
company.
Terms were not disclosed.
BFGoodrich makes elastomerg at Louisvillle, Ky., and Hattiesburg, Miss. The division has
300 employees.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or .by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular ofTice hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

kians are classified as medically
indigent — not covered by Medicaid and unable to afford private
health insurance.
The KMA believes indigent
4icalth care is a societal responsibility, so any tax to pay for ii. should
be broadly based, said DeWeese.
who did not suggest a specific tax.
'The Kentucky Association of
Health Care Facilities, which represents 248 nursing homes in the
state, has also called for a broadbased tax increase to pump more
money into Medicaid.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Brock generally supports
Wilkinson education plan

Members of the United Daughters of the Confederacy met with Callo-way County Judge/Executive George Weaks at the Confederate statue
on the courthouse lawn this morning to honor Confederate Memorial
Day. Members of the group on hand included president Mary Davis,
Effie Vaughn, Ginny Morgan, Hazel Lancaster, Kim McFarlen, Emi
McFarlen, Ed Davis and Cobbs Battery co-founder David Bowker,
kneeling.
Starr photo by Mark Cooper

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's latest
education proposal has drawn a
mixed review from state schools
Superintendent John Brock, who
chided the governor for not consulting with education -interest
groups before drafting the
document.
Although he praised portions of
the proposal, he questioned the fact
that neither he nor any education
groups had a role in crafting the

Sen. McConnell introduces bill to reduce
number of lawsuits streaming into courts
WASHINGTON (AP) — As he
has at least twice before in his
Senate career, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell introduced legislation
designed to stem what he called a
torrent of lawsuits streaming into
the nation's courts.
McConnell, a Kentucky Republican, said the large number of suits
has clogged the courts, cost American consumers billions of dollars
each year and crippled the United
States' ability to compete in the
international marketplace.
"There is something very wrong
with a system that fosters a 'suefor-a-million' mentality and
encourages people to take every
problem to a courtroom for resolution," he said Thursday. "Ultimately, the cost of these lawsuits is

Sen. Mitch McConnell
Introduces legislation

document.
'I can't see a groundswell of'
support for it," Brock said in his
first public comment on the issue.
"It seems it's a document about
involvement but nobody has been
involved in preparing it. Jack Fos-ter needs to be willing to say to the
governor there are other things that
need to be done."
Brock said that Foster, the gov(Cont'd on page 2)

JPAC festival
highlights the
activities for
this weekend

a kind of lawyer's tax' on nearly
every produce and service we
use.''
The measure is almost certain to
face stiff opposition from trial
lawyers.
Bill Wagner, president of the
Association of Trial Laywers of
America, said his organization sees
'absolutely no need for federal
legislation' concerning an issue
that should be addressed in the
state legislatures.
Such legislation "discriminates
against the party who has been
wronged in favor of the people
who have caused the injury," Wagner said.
McConnell said the "lawyer's

The Jackson Purchase Arts &
Crafts Festival highlights
weekend, activities for the Murray area as more than 100
artists and craftsmen will be on
hand at Kenlake State Park.
Sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce Business Committee
for the Arts, the festival begins
Saturday morning and continues
through Sunday evening.
One notable addition to this
year's festival is helicopter

(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

By DAVID TUCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Nesbit meets
requirements
for bicycle
trek in June
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Steve Nesbit, an assistant professor in Murray State University's
industry and technology department, has met the requirements to
participate in the American Lung
Association's TransAmerican
Bicycle-Trek.
Now the hard part begins.
Nesbit said donors from the area
and across the state have helped
him collect the $5,000 entrance fee
required for the trip, which is set to
begin June 5 in Seattle and end in
Altantic City, New Jersey July 21.
a gruelling 3,359 mile trip.
Proceeds from the trek will go
directly to American Lung Association cofers in the state.
People in the area have been
very generous in listening and contributing to his plans for the trip,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Sigma Phi Epsilon alumnus Steve Nesbit, at right, presents the Murray State University chapter with an
award of appreciation for their $750 donation towards his participation in the American Lung Association's TranAmerica Bicycle Trek June 5. Pictured from left are Tim Barton, Jim King, David Dixon,
Sigma Phi Epsilon president Steve Welk and Nesbit.
Stift photo h* Mark ( (wiper
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Hubbard says he did not influence
Madisonville mayor's race outcome
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard has
begun a series of radio advertisements in which he denies having
tried to influtnce the outcome of
the May Democratic primary for
mayor in Madisonville.
"I had absolutely nothing to do
with the mayor's race," Hubbard
said Thursday in a telephone interview from Washington, his first
comment on the matter.
The Courier-Journal in Louisville reported May 15 that the race
had statewide interest because it
involved former Federal Highway
Administrator Bill Cox, who
defeated incumbent O.L. Lantaff in
the May 23 primary.
The newspaper said that Hubbard reportedly supported Lantaff
because Cox may have been seeking the mayor's job to set himself
up for a later run at Hubbard's seat
in Congress. But Cox assured Hub-

bard that that wasn't the case, the or's race statewide news, while
newspaper said.
mayor's races in Hopkinsville and
Hubbard said reporters from The other communities received no
Courier-Journal and The Messenger statewide publicity at all.
of Madisonville were trying to
"If I were involved in the maydraw him and Gov. Wallace Wilk- or's race
in Madisonville, longinson into the race.
time friends of mine who live there
"My staff workers here told the must wonder
how
reporters that I wasn't supporting to contact you and why I failed
... to suggest how
any candidates in the 1st District," you vote. The
fact is, I can assure
he said.
each of you that your congressman
In his radio ad that began airing did absolutely
nothing to influence
Thursday, Hubbard charged that the mayor's race in
Madisonville,"
the statewide interest in the race the ad says.
was because of a "shrewd" effort
Cox, who faces no Republican
by "Mayor-Elect Bill Cox and his opposition in this
fall's general
close friend Tom Clinton, editor of election, called the
ad "absolutely
The Messenger newspaper, (who) incredible."
have tried diligently to convince
"I don't think Bill Cox
you and people statewide that Bill friend Tom Clinton have and his
tried to
Cox had to overcome the opposi- paint anything. I don't
care (who
tion of Carroll Hubbard in order to Hubbard was supporting).
I was
defeat Mayor O.L. Lantaff.
worried about people who voted
"It was that shrewd accusation here. The accusation didn't
come
that made the Madisonville may- from me," Cox said.

Attorney says she was never a 'no show'
employee, calls herself a workaholic type
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney Lezli Baskerville said Thursday she has never been a "noshow" employee of Congress and
described herself as a workaholic
who always arrived early and left
late.
Ms. Baskerville read a statement
denouncing what she called a
"smear campaign" against her and
Rep. William Gray, D-Pa., the
fourth-ranking Democrat in the
House, and criticizing past news
coverage by The Associated Press.
Sources this week told several
news organizations that Justice
Department investigators were
interested in some employees who
worked for Gray while he was
chairman of the House Budget
Committee. In several accounts,

Ms. Baskerville was mentioned by
name.
Ms. Baskerville said she has
"heard absolutely nothing from
Justice or the FBI." Gray on
Thursday released an affidavit from
her in which she described the
work she did for him.

Ms. Baskerville gave reporters a
resume indicating she worked for
the Budget Committee last year
and formerly worked as a consultant and district office director to
Del. Walter Fauntroy, D-D.C.
At her news conference, Ms.
Baskerville accused AP of "irresponsible" reporting last year. Last
Ms. Baskerville said she was October, AP reported Ms. Basker"the first to arrive at the office and ville had been removed from the
the last to leave" in a series of payroll of a House Public Works
short-term jobs for members of and Transportation subcommittee
Congress.
when she failed to show up for
"I have been accused of being a work.
no-show. No-show? Ask the guards
Ms. Baskerville challenged AP
on night duty. ... No-show? Ask to reveal its sources.
my colleagues who left me at my
In its October story, AP cited
desk when they went home at 6 subcommittee officials, including
p.m. No-show? Ask the members chief counsel Carl Lorenz, as sayof Congress for whom I worked," ing they did not recall seeing her in
she said.
the office.

Chinese send troops to show new force
BEIJING (AP) — More than
1,000 helmeted soldiers jogged
near a city train station Friday in
the third straight day of muscleflexing aimed at unnerving prodemocracy protesters holed up in
Tiananmen Square.
The People's Liberation Army
troops came out of the station, ran
through the surrounding neighborhood and returned to their camp in
the station. But they did not
approach Tiananmen Square just
over a mile away.
The square, the symbolic heart
of China, has been occupied by up
to 200,000 students since they
launched their protests more than
six weeks ago. About 10,000 students are massed there now in
defiance of martial law orders to
leave.
The students, who have gained
considerable support from ordinary
citizens, are demanding more
democracy, an end to corruption
among officials, and a dialogue
with the government.
Instead, the government has
engaged them in a war of nerves,
and this week's shows of force
indicated that officials are poised
to enforce martial law and put
down the protest movement.
On Thursday, about 300 army
troops marched within a blOck of
Tiananmen Square on Thursday.
National television showed hun-

dreds of soldiers fast-stepping out
of the city railroad station.
The previous day, a large procession of military motorcycles roared
through the capital.
Beijing citizens, in a show of
support for the students, blocked
troops from entering the city after
the government declared martial
law on May 20.
But residents for the moment are
subdued as the government wages a
propaganda campaign warns that
participants in pro-democracy rallies face pay cuts and other
punishment.
A city spokesman issued a stern
warning Thursday to foreign journalists, saying they were banned
from covering student protests and
that all media coverage in the capital must receive prior approval by
city officials.
Ding Weijun also said foreign
journalists are not allowed to invite
Chinese citizens to their offices,
residences or hotels "for interviews on activities prohibited"
under martial law.
The Foreign Correspondents
Club of China said the regulations
were a "deplorable case of press
censorship and harassment" and
urged the Beijing government to
rescind the restrictions.
Ding's seven -point statement,
read at a weekly Foreign Ministry
briefing, expanded on martial law

regulations banning foreign press
coverage of the student protests.
The restrictions include a ban on
photographing or videotaping military troops.
Beijing-based foreign journalists
and hundreds more who have come
to cover the protests had faced few
problems until this week, when
police warned at least two U.S.
television networks and a Japanese
network that their crews were violating martial law regulations.

Fire department
answers calls
The Murray Fire Department
answered several calls this morning
and Thursday, according to information from Code Enforcement.
At 12:36 a.m. this morning, the
alarm went off at West View Nursing Home. The fire department
investigated only.
Also this morning at 12:48 a.m.,
there was a transformer failure at
4th and Vine. The fire department
notified the Murray Electric System and stood by until they arrived.
At 12:07 p.m. Thursday, a truck
overturned when the load shifted at
the intersection of U.S. 121 and
16th. The fire department stood by
and assisted the Murray Police
Department.
At 6:18 p.m. Thursday, there
was a 10-45 (accident with no injuries) at the intersection of U.S. 641
and Hwy. 1346. The fire depart ment responded and stood by.

Lawsuits...
(Cont'd tram page 1)
tax" accounted for "95 percent of
the cost of child vaccines, at a time
when our infant mortality rate is
one of the highest among industrialized nations. It also makes up a
third of the cost of a step-ladder,
and puts a $300 surcharge on what
parents pay to have their baby
delivered — if they can find a doctor who will take the liability
risk."
The fear of lawsuits has deterred
companies from establishing onsite day care centers and has forced
high schools to close chemistry
labs, he said.
McConnell said his bill, the
"Lawsuit Reform Act of 1989," is
supported by a coalition of more
than 30 organizations.
The bill would attempt to reduce
lawsuits suits and put limits on liability by:
—Abolishing the joint and several liability doctrine, so that no one
would be held responsible for the
wrongdoing of anyone other than
themselves.
—Ensuring that a person's share
of the damages is proportional to
their share of responsibility for
causing the injury.
—Requiring the loser in any
civil action covered by the bill to
pay the attorneys' fees and costs of
the winner, unless the loser is cenifiably indigent.
—Prohibiting people from bringing lawsuits for damages if they
were under the influence of illegal
drugs or alcohol at the time of the
accident, and their condition was at
least 50 percent responsible for
their accidents.
—Encouraging use of alternative
methods of resolving legal
disputes.
—Alleviating the liability burden
of local governments by reducing
their exposure to certain statutory
lawsuits. The section would limit
lawsuits filed against local and
state governments under a federal
statute enacted after the Civil War
to aid freed slaves.
Lee Ruck, general counsel for
the National Association of Counties, said the proposal is aimed at
preventing corporations from using
the civil-rights law in what are
really commerical disputes. True
civil-rights cases would not be
affected, he said.
While agreeing the major impact
would appear to be on commercial
cases, Eric Schnapper, an attorney
with the NAACP legal Defense
Fund, said, "I think civil-rights
groups will be uncomfortable with
any tampering" with the law.

Activities...
(ConI'd from page 1)
rides by Hawkeye Aviation of
Georgetown. A small fee will he
charged for the helicopter rides,
giving visitors a chance to see the
festival and the lake from the air.
Another feature of the festival is
the "Cartoon Express," a small
train that will carry youngsters
through the park.
In addition to the helicopter and
train rides, activities at the festival
on Saturday include an appearance
by the Kentucky History Mobile
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., performances of "The Great Cross Country Race" at the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theater at the
park amphitheater at 3 and 5 p.m.
($2 admission), and free tethered
rides on the Riddle Insurance Hot
Air Balloon from 5 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.
Molly Ross of Murray will sing
Sunday at 1:30 p.m., followed by
the Memorial Baptist Puppeteers at
2:30 p.m. and Murray's Home
Remedy at 3 p.m. The Quick-Step
Cloggers of Paducah will dance at
3:30 p.m.
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Three children die in
mobile home fire in
McCracken County
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Three
children were killed and their
parents injured Thursday in a
mobile home fire seven miles south
of this western Kentucky city that
probably destroyed the trailer in
about four minutes, officials said.
State Fire Marshal Tommy Kimbro said that because of the tight
construction of trailers, there would
be a tremendous amount of heat
buildup before the outer walls
began to melt.
"Once the fire begins to start
spreading in a trailer, in four
minutes it's a total loss," Kimbro
said. "In this case, it doesn't really
matter whether your fire department is five blocks or five miles
away. It's going to just about go
every time."
McCracken County Coroner Jerry Beyer identified the victims as
Kammi Jo Tucker, 1, and her
brothers, David, 3, and Daniel,
three months.
Beyer said the bodies of the two
oldest children were found on a
bed in a middle bedroom, while the
infant's body was 'found in the

Education...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ernor's education secretary, was
involved in devising the plan.
Brock said he planned to ask to
meet with Foster soon to discuss
Wilkinson's proposal.
Brock, during an interview Wednesday and later during the taping
of a public television program in
Bowling Green, had both praise
and criticism for the proposal,
which was unveiled last week.
"I'm more for it than against
it," said Brock, who called the
proposal "a really good plan."
He said he supported
professional-development centers,
benchmark schools and schoolbased management — all of which
are in Wilkinson's ,restructuring
plan.
But he seemed leery of a cashbonus system for teachers and a
new agency called the Institute for
Educational Leadership that would
be appointed by the governor and
would be separate from the Department of Education, which Brock
oversees.
The institute's five-member
board would direct Wilkinson's
restructuring program.
"I don't think it's a good idea to
add too many layers of bureaucracy," Brock said during taping of a
program on WKYU-TV, a public
television station at Western Kentucky University. It will be aired
Monday at 9:35 p.m. CST.
"I don't know what that does for
education. You need to do something that affects children and all
of this seems to be geared toward
affecting adults and what they do,"
Brock said.
Wilkinson's proposal does not
give a cost estimate, and some legislators have questioned where
money for the plan will come from.
Foster said last week that Wilkinson wants to keep the annual cost
at about $75 million, although
others estimate it would cost more.
The legislature has proposed its
own school-improvement package,
which would cost $570 million. It
includes most of the governor's
restructuring plan as well as more
money for poor school districts,
universities, early childhood education and other programs.
Brock said he saw a need for
"some leadership somewhere to sit
down" and put the various plans
that have been presented on improving education into one package.
The superintendent said he still
believes a special session of the
legislature will be called to deal
with education after the state
Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of Kentucky's system of
financing its schools. He said he
expects that ruling in the next few
weeks.
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parents' bedroom.
Michael J. Tucker, 25, and his
wife, Dorothy, 23, managed to get
out of the trailer. Both were in
stable condition at Lourdes Hospiu.
tal in Paducah.
"I dragged him (father) away
from the trailer," said Don Davidson, a neighbor. "His arm was cut
so bad, I was afraid I was going to
pull his arm off. I ran back in the
house and got blankets to cover
him and his wife."
Tucker underwent surgery for
deep lacerations to the right arm.
Davidson said a cut on the arm
below the elbow appeared to "go
all the way to the bone." There
also was a deep cut above the
elbow.
Tucker broke a window in their
bedroom on the south side of the
trailer and crawled out, Beyer said.
Dorothy Tucker was dazed by
the heavy amount of carbon monoxide she breathed and "was quite
concerned about her husband and
children," Beyer said after a brief
interview with the childrens'
mother. "She was quite
emotional."
He said the woman suffered no
major burns.
Beyer said the woman said she
was not able to reach the infant and
was only able to reach to a door off
a back hallway and get it unlocked
to escape.
"They (the children) all had
high concentrations of carbon
monoxide," based on tests of body
fluids, he said.
The cause of the blaze was not
immediately determined. Fire officials were investigating.
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Nesbit...
(Cont'd from page 1)
according to Nesbit, who will pay
at least $1,500 out of his own
pocket for plane fare and expenses
along the way.
Nesbit said his biggest sponsor
has been Murray State's Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity which donated
S750.
The trip will be carefully
mapped out by ALA and the bikers
will be supported by the group
throughout the tour. Bike repairs,
nightly camp sites and other necessities will also be provided.
The TransAmerica Bicycle-Trek
and another Pacific Coast Bicycle
Trek have become two of ALA's
most popular fund-raising events,
generating over $3 million in
pledges each year.
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Health care...
(Cont'd from page 1)
DeWeese said basic health care
for indigents would cost about
S200 million a year. He said his
"rough guess" was that $100 million of that total would be needed
to cover hospitalization costs for
indigents.
DeWeese made the statements in
an interview and in testimony to
the Kentucky Health Care Access
Foundation, a private group that is
trying to design a health-care plan
to present to the 1990 General
Assembly.
Chief among the foundation's
proposals so far is a statewide
program to provide outpatient medical, nursing, nutrition and counseling care.
The program would contract
with local private physicians and
work in cooperation with health
departments or other health-care
institutions.
The foundation estimates the
program could cover every Kentuckian living below the federal poverty line and not covered by Medicaid or Medicare for $6.3 million
the first year. There also would be
a $2.4 million start-up cost.
But DeWeese said the proposal
is flawed because it makes no provision for hospitalization, one of
the single greatest health-care
costs, and many of those people
will be seriously ill.
More money will be needed to
adequately address indigent healthcare, he said.
"This issue has to be raised
above political consequence," he
said. "We would support, we
would lead the fight, we would do
anything we can to secure adequate
funding. ... We think the time has
come, that bold action must be
taken."
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Murray Middle School students design 'space station home'
-

Students who were involved in the design and construction of the simulated "space station home" at Murray
Middle School are shown as a group at the conclusion of the project. About 50 students in the gifted and talented
program from grades five through eight participated.

Four students put the finishing touches on the bathroom pod before the project is opened for public viewing. They
are (clockwise from left) Megan Harrington, Melissa Muscio, Keisa Bennett and Ginger Crouch.
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AlThe earth and stars can be seen through a porthole from aboard the home in space. Shown(from
left)are students
Beth Rose, Lori Cook and Angela Fairbanks.

0% INTEREST
24 MONTHS
FOR LIMITED
TIME ONLY

A family in space?
The concept may sound too farfetched to some -- but not to a group of
about 50 gifted and talented students
from Murray Middle School who
worked more than two months of the
spring semester to build a simulated
"space station home."
Under the guidance of teacher Margot McIntosh,the students in grades five
through eight stretched their imaginations to transform the EPCOT-style
exhibit from idea to reality with a
shoestring budget and a ton of
determination.
"To be honest, they exceeded my
expectations," Mrs. McIntosh said.
"They became visionary people who
took on a project that challenged their
creativity and developed it into something worthy of a public viewing."
Following a ribbon-cutting ceremony, the "space station home" was on
display for three days the final full week
of classes. Visitors included parents,
other students at both the middle and
elementary schools and a few interested
individuals who shomehow "just heard
about it.
What they saw in a second -floor
room in the arts building at the middle
school was a six-pod dwelling designed
for a family of four living in space and a
docking bay and airlock in the stairway
leading up to it.
Pods in the "home" included a living-eating area, a control unit, a girl's
pod, a boy's pod, a greenhouse and a
bathroom. Student guides took visitors
on tours as a recorded narration explained the function of each unit.
Mrs. McIntosh explained that the
students submitted plans for the design
of the project after determining that the
family would include parents, a girl, 15,
and a boy, 10.
"They dubbed them the Jetsons," she
chuckled.
Classroom discussions of the "Star
Wars" trilogy revealed to Mrs. McIntosh a fascination among many of her
students for space adventure and its
ever-changing technology.
"They knew that NASA is working
on Skylab -- so they decided to go a
generation or two farther into the future
and build a home in space," she said.,
When John Hina, principal at Murray
Middle School, gave his approval to the
project, things began to move in a hurry.
Beth Stribling, band director at the
school, offered to relinquish the use of a
band practice room, and both the Murray fire chief and the head of maintenance for the city schools inspected it
and advised the ambitious students and
teacher of fire and electrical regulations.

Mrs. McIntosh said they obtained Mrs. McIntosh found enthusia
sic supsome resource materials from teachers port from parents, friends
several
and
who had atineded NASA workshops. local
businesses
Then they went another step -- and
"We spent only about $75 of the
called a regional NASA representative. availabk budget," shehote
d,then added
"He agreed to send another packet of with a smile,"But for
two or three weeks
information," she recalled, "and joked we were combing
the area almost daily
that they might send some engineers too for anything that would
help us accomas observers since they were not as far plish our objectiv
e.'
along as we were."
For both students and Mrs. McIntosh,
A budget of $100 was authorized and
students were organized into pod com- that objective was the completion of the
mittees, with representatives of each "space station home." But the teacher
grade on each committee. However, was also focused from the beginning on
yet another objective -- to conceive and
since each grade level had only 'one
carry through on a project to teach her
two-hour class with Mrs. McIntosh each
week, students from different grades students some valuable lessons.
"They took an idea, transferred it to
seldom had the opportunity for face-topaper and then from that constructed a
face discussion.
three-dimensional unit," she said. "In
Instead they communicated by casthe
process, they learned about coopersette. They left taped messages describating
in a working situation, about
ing what they had done and making
suggestions to those in following clas- solving problems by improvising as
circumstances dictate and about observses about what to do next.
"By the end of April the committee ing the limitations of a budget."
But the most important thing she
system had developed a beast that could
best be described as a space camel," believes they learned was that good
Mrs. McIntosh quipped. "but we results usually take time and work,even
streamlined our procedure and some of in the microwave age of instant
the kids really took charge to shape gratification.
"Some of them expected to be finthings up quickly."
ished
in a week or two," she explained.
Throughout the construction process,
"For
them the greatest benefit was
the limited budget necessitated a perpetual search for anything that could he probably the realization that there are no
substitutes for patience and hard work in
used for the project. The students and achieving success."

Weekly Arts Calendar
June 3
"Graveyard Cleaning-Off Day" — by Becky Reynolds. Tour
to Frankfort for Theater Kentucky. For more information contact
Playhouse in the
Park, (502) 759-1752.
"The Great Cross-Country Race" — by Alan Broadhurst.
lake amphitheater for the Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts Tour to Ken Festival. Performances at 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. Admission $2. Directed by
Liz
Performed by Young Actors Guild and Children's Theater Co. Bussey.
Sponsored
by Murray Cablevision and the Arts and Entertainment
Network.
Jackson Purchase Annual Arts and Crafts Festival -- 9 a.m.
Sat., 10. a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday. Kenlake State Resort Park at to 7 p.m.
of Hwys. 94 and U.S. 68 and KY. 80. For more informa the junction
tion call (502)
753-5171.
June 4
Jackson Purchase Annual Arts and Crafts Festival —
see above.
June 5
June 6
Senior recital --Lisa Belongia senior cello recital at 6:45
p.m. in the
Anniex Recital hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free.
June 7
Murray Art Guild — Gallery open 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
June 8-11
"Fools" — by Neil Simon. 7 p.m. picnic dinner on the Playhou
se deck. 8
p.m: performance. For more information contact Playhouse in the
Park at
(502) 759-1752.
If you have an art event you want to include, please contact
Pam Shay
at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce (502)
753-5171.
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Nowyoursmall business
cancopytheFodune500.

The control unit was one of six pods in the space dwelling
designed for a
family of four. Adjusting the computerized controls are
(from left,
standing) Christopher Fuhrmann and Rob Carpenter (kneeling),
Thomas
Daniels and Philip Brown.

The new Xerox 5008 and 5008 R/E
Personal Copiers
Now the biggest name in copiers is
lust the right size for your business
Both offer
Auto and manual exposure, for
proper copy contrast.
Special papers copying, for letterhead, labels, envelopes, etc.,
Three reduction and enlargement
settings(5008 R/E only),
And, attractive payback vs. outside
copying costs
Call today for a demonstration.

THE MA\ THE MOVIES THE MAVERICh

MIUST \

Hosted by ROBERT MITCHUM
Featuring Conversations With PAUL NEWMAN,
LAUREN BALL, MICHAEL CAINE, ANGELICA HUSTON

World Premiere Exclusively On Cable
Monday, June 12 7PM (Cr) CHANNEL 19

512 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

CAIBLE
VLSIIIIN

753-0123
44T14
I1 L

American Heart
Association

"Catch Murray's
Newest Channel."

Bel-Air Center

753-5005
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Agree Or Not

Few planners look Should granny be in the slammer?
at the Big Picture
By S.C. Van Caron
and Todd DuVall
Government today has almost as
many planners as typists and stenographers. They plan new bridges
and highways. They plan healthcare programs and recreation facilities. They plan for future economic
development and they plan for protecting the environment.
All of these planners are in the
executive branch of state government and usually their perspective
is limited to a narrow field of
expertise. Few of them look at
what can be called the Big Picture.
The General Assembly, at long
last, is getting into the planning
field and it intends very much to
look at the Big Picture. Last week,
the Democratic and Republican
leadership of the General Assembly, the Legislative Research Commission, sponsored a conference in
Louisville called Kentucky Horizons and Beyond. The conference
brought together local and state
government officials, academics,
legislators, representatives of business, industry and advocacy
groups. The purpose was to look
ahead on a broad range of topics to
determine where Kentucky should
be by the year 2000 and beyond.
House Speaker Donald Blandford told the group, "It becomes
clearer each day that picemeal,
short-range solutions to current
problems will not put us where we
want to be in the 21st century...
With the fast pace of change today,
we are in danger of being left far
behind unless we find mechanisms
to anticipate what lies ahead and
prepare for it."
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose stressed the need for
long-term perspective for the General Assembly. "We are looking for

suggestions on how the legislature
can enact or promote long-term
efforts throughout state government, academia and the private
sector," Rose said.
With a serious commitment to
this kind of farsighted planning, the
General Assembly can have an
important impact on what Kentucky is like 10 years and even 50
years ahead. After all, governors
last only four years; their cabinet
secretaries come and go with them.
With the exception of Court of
Appeals judges and Supreme Court
justices, the membership of the
General Assembly provides a continuity of service not found in any
other elected office. '
If exactly this kind of long-term
perspective had been used two
decades ago, it is possible the General Assembly today would not be
wrestling with the sorry state of
education in the commonwealth.
After Kentucky spent many millions developing a nationallyrecognized state parks system in
the '60s and '70s, one that was
filled with people from Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana, those states
today have their own fine parks
and the impact on Kentucky's system is being felt. Someone should
have foreseen what has happened
and planned ahead to adapt Kentucky's parks system to a new
clientele.
As an institution, the General
Assembly is coming into its own,
taking greater and greater responsibility for the budget it enacts and
the programs it approves every two
years. When members begin thinking and acting in terms of 20 years
instead of only two, the legislature
indeed will have an important role
in 21st-century Kentucky.

Of all the inmates in America's
federal prisons, there can't be any
who are less menacing than DOFothy Eber, a 64-year-old granny
from a Chicago suburb.
Since early February, Mrs. Eber
has been doing a two-year stretch
in a maximum -security prison in
Lexington, Ky. It's almost certain
she will serve every day of her
sentence.
And what crime did she commit?
Well, she didn't shoot, slab, rape,
rob or pOison anyone. Nor did she
peddle drugs. She didn't loot a savings and loan association or cheat
on her income tax. And she wasn't
a judge or politician on the take.
Mrs. Eber is an anachronism,
which the dictionary defines as
something or someone existing at
the wrong time in history.
What makes her an anachronism
is that she is a 1960s-style peacenik, a protester, a person with a
social conscience. And in the eyeon-the-bottom line 1980s, that
makes her as rare as a wood tennis
racket.
She was not formally charged
with being an anachronism, since
being one isn't against the law. But
that's what landed her in prison.
For most of her life, she was a
wife, a mother (four children) and
a grandmother (11).
But when her kids were grown,
she became involved in volunteer
do-gooder projects.
And when her husband died, she
took a bigger step. She decided that
she didn't want her grandchildren
growing up in a world that might
disappear in a big mushroom cloud.

She became an anti-war, antinuclear activist and protester.
There are still a few of them
around. They aren't as rare as the
bald eagle. But they aren't as
numerous as crooked S&L
executives.
When she got into her protests,
she was arrested a few times for
flopping down in front of defense
contractor plants.
But then she went big-time, at
least by today's protest standards.
She and several others went
through a fence into a nuclear missile site in Missouri. They did it
four times.
They planted some flowers, then
sat right down on the concrete lid
that covered a missile and prayed.
They were arrested, which they
expected. And they were charged
with trespassing on property, which
they couldn't deny. And they were
found guilty, which they also
expected.
But what Grandma Eber, her
children and grandchildren didn't
anticipate was the severity of her
sentence.
The penalty for trespassing is six
months. She was found guilty on
four counts. That meant the judge
could have let her serve all four
sentences at the same time. Instead,
he strung them out and that came

to two years.
The government and the judge
did offer her a deal. She could
promise to never do it again and
get probation. But she said her conscience and beliefs wouldn't permit
that compromise. So she took the
full load.
Now she's in the federal pokey,
working the night shift in the prison hospital as a nurse's aide and
doing a little scrubbing and
cleaning.
Meanwhile, her family, friends
and some clergymen are urging
anyone who will listen to write to
congressmen, senators and the
president, trying to get Grandma
Eber sprung. One of them contacted me for help.
But I have to admit that I have
mixed feelings.
On one hand, I am a softy when
it comes to tiny, white-haired, dogooder grannies. And although I
don't sit on missile lids myself, I'm
against wars in general, and
nuclear wars emphatically.
On the other hand, I also believe
in the Gandhi-King tradition of
civil disobedience. If you knowingly break the law, even for a noble
purpose, you have to expect to pay
the penalty.
But on the third hand (for the
sake of discussion such as this, two
hands aren't enough), I can't help
but think that this is a silly waste
of precious prison space.
Every day, judges open the exit
doors for head busters, porch climbers, window creepers and various
fiends, because they have to make
room for the next batch. President

Bush says he wants to spend $I
billion, at $44,000 a cell, just to
make room for surplus criminals.
So from a practical point of
view, I don't see much sense in
keeping Granny Eber locked up for
two years, when.there are so many
drug dealers, embezzlers, swindlers
and other riffraff far more deserving of her cot.
Or look at it this way. In his
creepy days, John Mack beat a
woman with a hammer, stabbed
her, slashed her throat and left her
for dead. And he served only 27
months.
Of course, Mack had the good
fortune to be a shirt-tail in-law of
House Speaker Jim Wright, who
used his clout to spring Mack.
Wright not only got him out, he put
Mack on his staff and made him
the most influential aide on Capitol
Hill.
In Mack's behalf, it should be
said that the woman was a perfect
stranger, so his attempt to kill her
wasn't personal.
But if Mack had to do only 27
months for an atrocity, should a
do-gooder granny have to serve
only three months less for
trespassing?
So I leave it to you. If you think
she deserves two years, forget it.
But if you think that some deserving drug peddler could use her
little corner of the slammer, drop a
card to President Bush.
I'm neutral. But keep one thing
in mind. If WW III had broken out
while Granny Eber was sitting on
that missile lid, it would have been
her, uh, bottom.
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MAKING UP FOR LOST TIME,IN RURAL AMERICA
Our government is late in addressing the worsening problems of
rural America, the wellspring of many of our values and much of our
economic strength. But I have every hope that we are about to start
making up for lost time.
As a member of the Senate's Bipartisan Task Force on Rural
Development, I can tell you that this vitally important subject is high
on the agenda of the 101st Congress. As a senator from a state with
95 rural counties, I can tell you also that I am pleased to be involved
in our current drive to pass a comprehensive rural development package
known as the Rural Partnerships Act of 1989.
To me, the very name of this legislation is important because of
the emphasis on partnership. The federal government can never be all
things to all people. But 1 believe that it can be an honest partner with
rural America and other segments of our society in overcoming our
problems in a changing and increasingly competitive world.
Our legislation would devote a modest share of scarce federal
resources to new efforts to work with the private sector, state and local
governments and other groups to encourage grassroots development.
Our new budget resolution assumes $300 million in budget authority
and $100 million in outlays for rural development over the next year.
These investments would include seed money for revolving-loan
programs to generate capital for small business development in rural
communities. This and other aspects of our rural initiative would work
through the Rural Electrification Administration, the Cooperative Extension Service and other established groups across the nation.
This wide-ranging legislation has been introduced in several parts,
and I was very pleased not long ago to sponsor a section directing
the
Bureau of the Census to collect additional data on the rural economy
.
Since no rural strategy can be successful without adequate information, I hope to see this part of our package passed and implemen
ted
as quickly as possible.
To many of us, the quality of life has always been good in rural
areas. But rural America has yet to recover from a lingering farm recession, mining and manufacturing slumps, sharp cuts in federal programs
and other economic blows of the past few years. Unemployment
and
poverty levels are disproportionately high; family income levels are
low,
and health care is inadequate in many rural areas.
In my opinion, we can't maintain our national character without
stabilizing a rural population currently placed at 63 million, including
1.8 million Kentuckians. We can't have balanced economic growth
without a healthy rural America. We can't pretend to be addressing
our economic problems without acting decisively -- and soon -- on the
Rural Partnerships Act of 1989.
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Today In History
Today is Friday, June 2, the 153rd day of 1989. There are 212 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Ten years ago, on June 2, Pope John Paul II arrived in his native
Poland. It was the first visit by a pope to a Communist country.
On this date:
In 1851, Maine became the first state to enact a law prohibiting
alcohol.
In 1883, the first non-league baseball game to be played under electric
lights took place, in Fort Wayne, Ind.
In 1886, President Grover Cleveland married Frances Folsom in a
White House ceremony. Cleveland is, to date, the only president to marry
in the executive mansion while in office.
In 1924, Congress granted U.S. citizenship to all American Indians.
In 1941, baseball's "Iron Horse," Lou Gehrig, died in New York of a
degenerative disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
In 1946, the Italian monarchy was abolished in favor of a republic.
In 1953, Queen Elizabeth II of Britain was crowned in Westminster
Abbey, four months after the death of her father, King George VI.
In 1966, the U.S. space probe Surveyor 1 landed on the moon and
began transmitting detailed photographs of the lunar surface.
In 1975, Vice President Nelson Rockefeller said his commission had
found no widespread pattern of illegal activities at the CIA.
In 1983, 23 people died after fire broke out aboard an Air Canada jetliner, which was forced to make an emergency landing at Greater Cincinnati International Airport.
In 1986, for the first time, the public could watch the proceedings of
the U.S. Senate on television as a six-week experiment of televised sessions began.
Five years ago: In Galway, Ireland, President Reagan criticized the
Soviet Union during a speech that was cut short by a hailstorm.
One year ago: The American Suzuki Motor Corp. defended the Samurai
as "a safe and stable vehicle." Earlier in the day, the publisher of Consumer Reports magazine urged the federal government to recall the fourwheel-drive Samurai, which it said was prone to roll over if maneuvered
quickly to avoid an accident.
Today's birthdays: Actress Sally Kellerman is 52. Actor Stacy Keach is
48. Rock drummer Charlie Watts is 48. Composer MarvinHamlisch is 45.
Actor Jerry Mathers is 41.
Thought for Today: "Hands are the heart's landscape." — Pope John
Paul II.
— By The Associated Press

Looking back
Ten years ago
Murray High School Tigers lost
to Shelby CountY 7-5 in finals of
Kentucky High School Baseball
Tournament at Owensboro. Alan
Gibbs, Bruce Taylor, Brad Taylor,
Thomas Kendall and Herndon, all
of MHS, were named to AllTournament Team.
Twenty years ago
Alvis Graves Sanders, 23, died
today from injuries received in a
traffic accident on Main Street at
12:21 a.m. on June I.
New officers of Murray Kiwanis
Club are Tom Turner, John Keen,
William Boyd and Arlie Scott.

Thirty years ago
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor of
First Methodist Church, Murray,
has been named as superintendent
of Paris District to replace the Rev.
Walter E. Mischke who will come
to the First Church, Murray, as
pastor.
Forty years ago
Capt. Ernest Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Commodore Jones, is
serving with U.S. Air Force at
Dayton, Ohio.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carroll and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Dyer,
May 31.

Letters To The Editor
VFW:Buddy Poppy sale success
Dear Editor:
Memorial Day has passed but
this Memorial weekend will be
remembered by H. Eddie Roberts,
Jr. V F W Post 6291 for many
years. The generosity of the people
of Murray and Calloway county
made the annual "Buddy Poppy"
sale a big success and will help us
"Honor The Dead By Helping The
Living." I would like to thank

everyone who bought their "Buddy
Poppy" this year and if you missed
buying your "Buddy Poppy" we
will have them at all our booths
during the coming year. Thanks
again.
Sincerely Yours,
Leonard Brown
Post Commander
V.F.W. Post 6291
Murray, Ky.

Reader thanks SCEC donors
Dear Editor:
The Special Class at Benton
Elementary School would like to
thank the MSU Student Council for
Exceptional Children for their
donation of the "Touch & Discovcr" computerized toy. The - toy is
very useful for helping children

learn a wide variety of concepts
such as colors, numbers, animals,
etc.
Thank You SCEC!
Susi Harrison
Teacher TMH Unit
Benton, Elementary School
Benton, Ky.

THE

Elkins receives honor at hospital
Donna Elkins, a cafeteria aide at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
has been selected as an "Out of the
Ordinary" employee for the month
of May.
The "Out of the Ordinary award
is presented regularly to an
employee such as Donna, who, in
the eyes of his or her colleagures
and/or patients, demonstrates outstanding commitment to their
responsibilities at the medical

facility.
"I feel that working at the hospital is a job that I take very seriously and it is pleasant to be recognized and honored for my work.
Many other people at MurrayCalloway County Hospital are
deseri,ing of this award. I am very
proud to be chosen," Donna said.
One of Donna's co-workers said,
"Donna always does her best to put
the cafeteria customers in top

Sexton receives hospital honor
David Sexton, a licensed practical nurse, at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital, has been selected
as an "Out of the Ordinary"
Employee.
The "Out of the Ordinary" award
is presented regularly to an
employee, such as David, who, in
the eyes of his or her colleagues
and/or patients, demonstrates outstanding commitment to their
responsibilities at the medical
facility.
"I really appreciate receiving this
award," David said. "I really enjoy
working at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with both the
patients and my co-workers."
As an 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. nurse,
you have to be special for the
patients and their families to
remember you and appreciate the
job you do, David is that special
too co-workers said.
In addition to the award, David
receives a specially-marked parking space for the month, a certificate denoting the honor and a special invitation to the hospital's
annual service awards banquet.
"I have been very fortunate to
work with some very good nurses

here at the hospital, and I would
like to thank everyone for all the
support and encouragement they
have given me since I started working here," David said.
David and his wife Donna have
one daughter, Sherrie, 4. The Sexton's are Murray residents.

David Sexton

the Department of Criminal Justice
Training, now under the direction
of Commissioner Robert C.
McKinney, has trained more than
4,034 Kentucky law enforcement
officers in this intensive and challenging 10-week basic training
course.
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Your Individual Horoscope
FOR SATURDAY,JUNE 3, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll have some good news now,
but delays are to be expected
in
dealings with bankers and advisers.
Be careful whom you confide
in
regarding business interests.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll have some financial luck
now, but it's a poor day to get jewelry
appraisals. Extra expenses are likely
to arise for those who are traveling.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You could get bogged down on a
work project, but you end this day
with increased self-confidence. You'll
be receiving a lot of attention from
friends and loved ones.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Misunderstandings are likely to
occur if you withdraw into your shell
now. Be open with others. A humanitarian concern could pique your
interest today. Become involved.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A social get-together is going to be
more fun than you anticipated. Benefits come through others. Expect an
increase in popularity now. Accept
invitations.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Some further details need to be

)48

Donna Elkins

Three complete rigorous 10-week course
at Department of Criminal Justice Academy
On April 29, Chris A. Greer,
Robert M. Jump and Alvin Parham
graduated from the Department of
Criminal Justice Academy at Richmond after successfully completing
a rigorous 10-week basic training
course for new law enforcement
officers. The Department of Criminal Justice Training is a department
of the Justice Cabinet and has the
primary responsibility for providing basic and advanced training for
Kentucky's law enforcement
officers.
In order for officers to qualify
for graduation, they must meet
acceptable standards of performance in academic and physical
areas. The curriculum presented
covers such areas as Criminal Law,
Accident and Criminal Investigations, patrol, First Aid, Firearms,
Defensive Driving and other police
related topics.
As of this graduation exercise

priority. She always has a cheerful
greeting for visitors and employees. We are lucky to be working
with such an outstanding
employee."
In addition to the award, Donna
receives a specially-marked parking space for the month, a certificate denoting the honor and a special invitation to the hospital's
annual service awards banquet.
A resident of Murray, Donna has
worked at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for two years.

MURRAY

worked out on a business venture, ever, happiness
comes through ume
but otherwise this should be a spent with childre
n, recreational
glorious day for you. New starts are interests and romanc
e
favored and recognition comes to PISCES
Mae
you.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
iradIr
LIBRA
It's not the best day to entertain
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
others, but you'll have luck if looking
A family member may not be able for a new place
to live. Major
to join you on a trip, but otherwise shopping is definite
ly favored. Family
travel is favored. Good news comes interests prosper.
on a publishing, legal or educational
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
matter.
and self-expressive. You have a flair
SCORPIO
for the written and spoken word, but
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
often scatter your energies. You're
You'll work out some last-minute quite versatile, but
must take care not
snags in connection with a business to become a dilettan
te. You'll succeed
deal. Some financial luck comes now. in such fields as
advertising, public
A partner is the bearer of good news. relations, politics
, publishing and
You may make a major purchase sales. You're often
restless and if you
today.
had your way would become a world
SAGITTARIUS
traveler. Birthdate of: Tony Curtis,
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
actor; Allen Ginsberg, poet; and Alain
Problems are easily resolved and Resrtais, filmmaker.
understandings are reached. Some
singles may opt for a commitment in
romance. Togetherness is today's
dominant theme.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Try not to let friends interfere with
work you have to do. Today favors
the start of a new job project. Some
of you will consider buying a pet now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're at a disadvantage if you mix
business and pleasure today. How-

You could win
financial independence
on the 4th of July.

Chris A. Greer

Alvin Parham

Add your name to the list of Finalists
for the $1,000,000 Grand Prize.

,5,0R/4baA/AK
Barbie Nall
Boston KY

Jonnie T Hendrick
BowNng Green KY

Bobby 0 White
Ncholasyie KY

David W Jordan
LoutsivNe KY

Ronald L Under wood
Mount Sherman KY

T

Meeting Your Insurance Needs
-

Home
Auto
Business
Life &
Health

Doron Claiborne
Pot All the Coniniltioroto You Make

The Olympic Plaza U.S. 641 North
Murray, KY 42071 (502) 753-4000

hese signatures represent the five people who qualified last week for the "Two For The Money"
Grand Prize Drawing. Thirty-five people in all
will make the Finals and one will make history
winning $1,000,000 on July 4th.
Find ENTRY, ENTRY, ENTRY on your
"Two For The Money" ticket and you,
too, can get in the picture.
KENTUCKY

K LOTTERY
Watch the weekly drawing Friday night at 7:58 p.m. EDT on your local lotter

y channel.

Louisville Hazard Hopkinsville Owensboro Paducah/Cape Girarde
au Lexington Campbellsville Cincinnati Huntington/Ashland
,:v.wE \,'. ,, ^.' '
TV 43
Owensboro
Kr \,!`
v^,,' T\iO,)
WGRb
MO
Cablevision

Bowing Green
`)'ore' Lob
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Coming community events are announced
Friday, June 2
Kentucky Lake Flotilla of the
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will be
host to District Summer Board and
Staff meetings at Kenlake Park
Resort.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
Gospel singing will he at 7 p.m.

Friday, June 2
at Fairview Baptist Church, Paris,
Tenn.

Friday, June 2
Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.

Twilignt Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Youth Center at 205 North
Fourth St. will be open from 5 p.m.
to 12 midnigt,t. For information
call 753-TEEN.

Saturday, June 3
Young-At-Heart Banquet will be
at 6 p.m. in multi-purpose room of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Saturday, June 3
Kentucky Lake Flotilla of the
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will be
host to District Summer Board and
Staff meetings at Kenlake Park
Resort.
Fr. Stanley C. Tillman, S.J., will
be hern....;,1 at a potluck supper following the 6 p.m. service at Parish
Center, St. Leo Catholic Church.

The annual Murray-Calloway
County Fair Contest will be Monday, Aug. 7, at 7 p.m. at Lovett

Auditorium Murray State
University.
Stephanie Bartlett, 1988 Murray-

FAIR QUEEN
JONTESTANTS
MUST INCLUDE PICTURE
Name
Date Of Birth
Age
Parents
Address
Years Completed (Circle One) 10 11 12
or
Date Of Graduation
4

School Attending (Attended)
Jephone Number
Future Plans:

Special Interest, Activities, and Hobbies:

This information and a small picture will be used for all publicity and
for the night of the pageant. Please complete as you want it to appear in
the publicity. Mail to Dana Stonecipher, 1700 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Ky. 42071. For information call 753-0392.

We'll make you
feel at home
all over town.
Join us at our open houses during the CENTURY 21
Open House Weekend!

Date: Sunday, June 4

Time: 2 pm.-4 p.m.

Calloway County Fair Queen, will
crown her successor at the pageant,
sponsored by Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with MurrayCalloway County Jaycees.
This will be the 30th year for the
contest for the Fair Queen to reign
over the 1989 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair.
Toni Burchett, now Mrs. Johnny
Bohannon of Murray, was crowned
as the first queen of the fair in
1960.
Other winners in the 1960s were
Donna Grogan, 1961; Carol Rolfe,
1962; Sandra Costello, 1963; Diane
West, 1964; Ginger Pierce, 1965;
Rita Hurd, 1966; Phyllis Cunningham, 1967; Debbie Edmonds, 1968,
and Cindi Alexander, 1969.
The 1970s' queens were Nancy
Jones, 1970; Marilyn Simons,
1971; Joyce Hopkins, 1972; Gale
Broach, 1973; Krista Kennedy,
1974; Vicky Butterworth, 1975;
Kathie Broach, 1976; Paulette
Hooks, 1977; Leslie Grogan, 1978;
Janna Bell, 1979.
Queens in the 1980s have been
Donna Swift, 1980; Carol Spann,
1981; Brenda Conley, 1982; Karen
Anne Lewis, 1983; Jill Childress,
1984; Kim Greene, 1985; Marcy
Marine, 1986; Allison Can, 1987;
and Stephanie Bartlett, 1988.
"This annual event is held to
honor the local girls in this special
occasion," said Margaret Yuill,
past president, and Barbara Brandon, president of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Special prizes will be awarded.
A pool party will be held prior to
the contest when Miss Congeniality
will be chosen by the contestants.
Dana Stonecipher has contacted
the local high schools for contestants, but any one not contacted
may fill out the application here
and participate in the fair.
Members of the Murray club will
be calling on the various businesses
for sponsors for the event. "This is
the main fund-raising event of the
Woman's Club and we urge the
public to support us in this special
annual event honoring the young
women of our community," Yuill
and Brandon said.

Theatres
Oaks Estate

2208 Quail Creek
Gatesborough

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
fl
i
ll7p7AN4rir
mai

lair
NO PAISES

MN MITE

7.
7"
OAS

Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Miller Golf Association will
have a Low Gross and Low Net
tournament at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Couples Bridge with Hoyce and
Gene Wrather as hosts will bke at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Fair Queen contest to be Aug. 7

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight.

Workday to paint and fix up
Soccer Complex on Bee Creek will
be from 12 noon o 6 p.m. This is
to prepare the field for the Girls'
State Soccer Tournament June
10-11. All help will be appreciated.

CCC Co. 1517 members and
spouses will have a reunion at
Murray -Calloway County Park.
Each one is to bring a covered dish
for the meal.

Members of the Murray Woman's Club were present at a meeting to plan the Murray-Calloway
County
Jaycee Fair Queen Contest on Aug. 7 at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Those present
were,
from left, seated, Barbara Brandon, Rose Carpenter, Jan Hough, Dorothy Jennings,
standing, Joan Niffenegger, Margaret Yuill, Bonna Yates. Emily Gore and Anna Mae Thurman. Each of the
10 departments
of the club have specific duties for the fair queen event.

Saturday, June 3
p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
A basket meal will be served at 3
p.m.

Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
Festival will be from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Descendants of Johnny and Alice
Orr will have a reunion at 1:30

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Log Building
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Iron Industruct at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homcplace-1850;
Moonshine of LBL from 10 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. and Wagon Rides at 1:30
and 2:30 p.m. at Empire Farm; Visit with the Eagles at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; WKAA
at 8:30 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

Eastwood winners named

PsIOS

?LA Number1 to work for you:

CArtu

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
(502) 753-1492

Wn.ots

SIE

SO Li

7 is
•2s

NOW RENTING
OVER 100 NINTENDOS
OVER 3,000 VIDEOS
(Fierll Your Movies At The Afinv.)
Open 11 a 111 10 p in

Sunday, June 4
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smith will be
honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4
p.m. in Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Breadmaking
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon and Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Wagon
Rides at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Birds of Prey at 2:30
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Bennie Purcell's Mid-South Tennis Camp for boys and girls, 10
through 18, who have not graduated from high school will start
today at Murray State University.
For information call 762-4150.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

McDaniel Cemetery will have its
annual homecoming with lunch at
12:15 p.m.
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have its annual homecoming. The Sheltons will sing.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will have its
annual hornecdming and memorial
day services.
Eastwood Christian Academy recently conducted a Science Fair. Brad
Treas, seventh grader, top photo, was the overall winner for Grades
7-12. John Paul Todd, 10th grader, was first place winner in the high
school division.

Amvets Auxiliary of Post 45 will
meet at 2 p.m. at Post Home at Paris Landing, Tenn.
Annual Jefferson Davis' birthday
celebration will be at 2 iy.m. at Jefferson Davis State Historic Site at
Fairview. Edward Davis of Murray
will*speak.
Junior and Senior High UMYF
groups of First United Methodist
Church wi II meet at church at 2
p.m. for outing to Kenlake State
Park.
Reception for Morgan and Carol
Owen will follow the 7 p.m. worship service.
Young Actors' Guild will meet
at 2 p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.

Eastwood takes tour

Monday, June 5
Events at Murray Woman's Club
will be a training session for all
incoming department chairmen at
10:30 a.m. and executive board
meeting at 11:30 a.m.
Murray-Calloway Camera Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in Annex of
Calloway Public Library.
Murray High Athletic Booster
Club will have a general meeting at •
6 p.m. at Murray High School.
Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout
Core meeting will be at 6:30 p.m.
at Girl Scout cabin.

First, second and third graders of Eastwood Christian Academy
recently participated in a tour of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
in observance of Children's Hospital Week. Pictured, from left, front
row, Kyle Conley, Eston Dodson, Sarah Letterman, Jacob Van
Waters, Ben Todd; middle row, Josh Harrell, Joshua Van Waters,
Teri Jones, Emily Cutini, Matthew Todd; back row, Jacob Toney,
Martha Dodson, Rebecca Todd, Jamie Coates, Jesse Letterman
, Bobby Rutledge, and Mrs. Charyl Jones, teacher.

.GC*4414 -

1616 Miller

Murray Country Club will have
its first handicap tennis tournament
at 10:30 a.m. at the club courts.

Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
Festival will be from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park.

rnru/In
1101 Sycamore

Saturday, June 3
Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will have
a covered-dish brunch and installation of officers at 10 a.m. in church
parlor.

Jennie Smith
bride-elect of
Brett Harcourt
has selected
her decorative
accessories from
Pier 1

Calloway County Retired Teachers will meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.
Children's French program will
he at 1 p.m. and Spanish Program
at 3 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
Masonic Lodge, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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DATEBOOK
Tennis play on Monday
Monday Ladies' Tennis Group at Murray Country Club will play Monday, June 5, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. Pairings are as follows: Court 1
- Cyndi Cohoon, Norma Frank, Bobbie Weatherly and Mug Rigsday;
Court 2 - Marion Posey, Leisa Faughn, Wilda Radom and Frances
Hulse.

Homeless open hearing Monday
Public input will be sought on how Kentucky should be addressing the
need of the state's homeless citizens at an open hearing scheduled Monday, June 5, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at Graves County High School,
located next to Holiday Inn, Mayfield. The hearing is open to anyone concerned with the problems of an estimated 35,000 Kentuckians who are
considered homeless. Input from those attending will be used to make a
report to Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson on the future needs and services for
the homelss. For information contact Randy Langston at 1-247-7454 or
Charlie Ross at 1-247-7171.

Young Actors to meet Sunday
The Young Actors' Guild will hold an organizational meeting on Sunday, June 4, at 2 p.m. at the Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County Park.
The event will give YAG members a chance to get re-acquainted, sign up
to work on crews for the summer shows, and volunteer to work at various
workshops the Playhouse will offer this summer. YAG will also set up a
schedule for the summer including a trip to Opryland and the annual YAG
picnic. Membership in YAG is open to students in grades 7-12. New
members are encouraged to attend the meeting on Sunday. Old members
who cannot attend should call the Playhouse, 759-1752, to get the summer
schedule.

Scouts plant •ine trees
The Wolf and Bear Dens of Cub Scout Pack 73 at Southwest Calloway Elementary School planted pine trees at Murray-Calloway County Park as part of the requirements of acquiring a World Conservation Patch. In top left photo are, from left, Joel Hall, Eric Hicks, Nancy Jones, leader, Chris Jones, Joey O'Donnell and Donovan Brelsford,
Wolf Den II. In top right photo are, from left, Gant Orr, Adam
Nance, Reese Adams, Da v id Perlow, Derick Forsyth, Jason Tidwell.
Jason Gilliam, Kenny Ernstberger, and Debbie Orr and Pam Forsyth,
leaders. In bottom side photo are, from left, Tommy Starks, Robbie
Jones, Charles Taylor, Jason Pittman, Kyle Owens, John Eric Yezerski, and leaders, Kathy Owens and Peggy Taylor.

Temple Hill plans meeting
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Saturday, June 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway 464,
east of Almo. Carl Dalton, master of the lodge, invites all Master Masons
to attend.

Soccer group plans 'work day'
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have a special "work
day" on Saturday, June 3, from 12 noon to 6 p.m. at the Soccer Complex
on Bee Creek, located off North Fourth Street Extended. This will be to
be paint and fix the field in preparation for the Girls' State Soccer Tournament here June 10-11. All members and interested persons are urged to
be present to help with this special project, a soccer spokesperson said.

Camera Club to meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, June 5, at 7
p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. The program will be
on "Developing Film." All interested persons are invited to attend.

MWC Board meeting Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
June 5, at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. Barbara Brandon, president, urges
each board member to be present as important business matters concerning the club will be discussed. Margaret Yuill, chairman of the Advisory
Board, will be present at 12 noon to speak to the board. At 10:30 a.m. the
incoming chairmen of the Alpha, Creative Arts, Delta, Garden, Home,
Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta and Zeta will have a training session.

Scotts Grove plans Bible School
Scotts Grove Baptist Church will have its Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 5, and continuing through Friday, June 9. Classes for
preschool through adults will be from 6 to 8 p.m. each evening, according
to the Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor. For transportation call 753-3053.

Handicap tournament Saturday
Murray Country Club will have its first Handicap Tennis Tournament
on Saturday, June 3, at the club courts. Hugh Waters, tennis pro, is the
director. All men, women and children are invited to enter. Partners are
chosen Saturday and under the handicap system, everyone has a chance to
win, according to Waters. The $5 entrance fee includes tennis balls, food
and refreshments. Sign-up time is 10:30 a.m. Saturday. For more information call Waters at 753-5793, or Nancy Whitmer, 759-4979 or 753-6062.

Parents' meeting on Tuesday
Parents' meeting of Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, June 6, at 6
p.m. at the club house. This will be to sign up and pay registration fees
for Junior Golf, aged four to 16 years, scheduled to start Thursday, June
9, at 9 a.m. at the club. For more information call Tommy Schwettman at
the pro shop.

e*'

Community...
Monday, June 5
Courses in the fields of anthropology, computer science, English
and political science will start
today and continue through July 28
on Kentucky Educational Television. For more information call
762-4149 or 1-800-669-7654.

Monday, June 5
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850 and LBL Woldlife akt 2:30 p.m. at Wood4444..
1s
Nature Center.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Oak Grove Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will start at 9a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will start at
6 p.m.
Cooperative Bible School for
First Christian and First Presbyterian Churches will start at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church.
Cooperative Bible School for St.
Leo's Catholic and St. John's Episcopal Churches will start at 9 a.m.
at Parish Center of St. Leo's.
First Baptist Church Bible
School for age 3 through sixth
grade will start at 9 a.m.
Teen Bible College for First
Baptist Church will start at 6:30
p.m. at home of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Herndon.

Patients are dismissed

Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. as follows: Lottie Moon with Opal Giltner and Betty Sledd with Susan
Tarvin.

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Karl Flood of Murray from Lourdes; Oneda Crider of Farmington and Dolphus Christenberry and Max Morris of Murray from Western
Baptist.

Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

Drugs relieve rheumatoid arthritis
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have had rheumatoid arthritis for years and can't
tolerate pain-relieving drugs. I'm currently on Tylenol, and it isn't effective. Have you any suggestions?
DEAR READER: Without knowing
precisely which medicine you cannot
tolerate, I am unable to give you a definitive answer to your question. However, many drugs are available for
the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis; in one way or another, all these
compounds
act
by
reducing
inflammation.
Aspirin remains a mainstay of therapy. Despite its tendency to cause
stomach upset and gastric bleeding, it
is a simple and inexpensive first-line
drug. Aspirin is available in plain pills
or liquid, buffered form, coated caplets and tablets that don't dissolve
until they reach the intestine. These
special types are designed, by coating
or by containing antacids, to reduce
gastric irritation. They are available
without prescription
Tylenol (acetaminophen) is, in my
experience, not strong enough to relieve the discomfort of rheumatoid
arthritis.
Non-steroid, aspirinlike prescription drugs are often useful in treating
this disease These include Motrin, Indocin, Anaprox, Naprosyn, Meclomen, Nalfon, Clinoril, Rufin, Orudis,
Feldene and 7.orprin. I have been impressed with a newcomer to the field,
Voltaren, which underwent extensive
successful testing in Europe before
being introduced in the United States.
Also, Ansaid, a new drug related to

ibuprofen, shows promise.
Like aspirin, most of these medications can cause gastric upset and
bleeding. To counteract this, a brandnew drug(Cytotec) has recently come
on the market; the purpose of the
medicine is to prevent gastric irritation. As a general rule, almost all patients can be helped by taking one of
the above drugs, with or without
medicine
to
control
stomach
problems.
Gold is also useful in controlling the
inflammation of rheumatoid arthritis. It is available by prescription in
injections or pill form. Because gold
can adversely affect the kidneys, the
skin and the blood cells, it should be
used cautiously, under close medical
supervision.
The anti-malaria drug Plaquenil is
also helpful in treating rheumatoid
arthritis.
Penicillamine, a chelating agent
usually used for removing excess copper from the body, has been shown to
have definite anti-rheumatoid benefits However, it can produce severe,
unwanted side effects - such as fever
and allergic reactions, bone marrow
depression and peptic ulcers - so it
must be used with caution only by
practitioners who are familiar with
it
Cortisone and similar drugs have
been prescribed for years to patients
with severe rheumatoid arthritis.
However, they should be considered a
last resort because, although extremely effective in reducing pain
and stiffness and swelling, they carry
the risk of serious side effects. These
include cataracts, diabetes, bone brit-

(Cont'd from page 6)

tleness, changes in facial characteristics and interference with the immune system.
Finally, many orthopedic surgeons
are now replacing immobile, diseased
joints with artificial ones. Although
prosthetic joints are not appropriate
for all patients with rheumatoid arthritis. the operation can result in miraculous improvement when specific
joints cause chronic pain in selected
patients.
As you can see, there is available a
wide variety of treatments for rheumatoid arthritis. If your doctor has
been unable to discover a suitable
form of therapy for you, I suggest-you
request a referral to a rheumatologist, a specialist in inflammatory
joint disease. Such a physician should
be able to work with you to find a satisfactory solution to your problem. To
give you additional information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicines.- Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1 75 with their
name and address to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
(Z
)
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Monday Ladies' Tennis Group
will play at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Loincloths will be
stripped on painting
ROME (AP) - Art restorers
probably will strip the loincloths
from many figures in Michelangelo's "The Last Judgment" in
the Sistine Chapel, it was reported
Thursday.
"Many of the veils that cover
the nudity in 'The Last Judgment'
by Michelangelo in the Sistine
Chapel will probably be removed,"
Fabrizio Mancinclli, director of
Vatican restoration work, told the
Roman Catholic magazine 30 Days.
Michelangelo painted the main
altar wall containing "The Last
Judgment" in 1536-41. Pope Pius.
IV, scandalized by the nudes,
ordered artist Daniele da Volterra
to paint loincloths on some of the
figures about two decades later.

•

New baby, dismissals
listed by local hospital
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, June 1,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Ealcy baby girl, parents, Dianna
and James, Rt. 3, Box 241, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Norma Elendt and baby
girl, P.O. Box 184, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Rodney Lamb, 504,1/2 South
Sixth St., Murray;
Mrs. Mindy Parker, 719 Nash
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Teresa Sanchez,
P.O. Boa 12, New Concord; Cordis
Hayes Jr., Rt. 1, Box 620,Dexter:

William Wheeler, Box 13A, New
Concord; Herbert Dick, 109 Hickory Dr.. Murray; Mrs. Mavis
Inman, Rt. 2, Box 33, Murray:
Ms. Margaret Jones, P.O. Box
Murray; James Elliott, Rt. 1,
Box 560E, Springville, Tenn.:
Edward Bucy, P.O. Box 2233.
Puryear. Tenn.;
Mrs. Roxie McCreery, Rt. 5.
Box 1272. Murray; Joseph Skelton.
Rt. 3, Box 339, Murray; James
Eldridge, Rt. 1, Box 293, Almo;
Mrs. Molean Jones (expired)
Convalescent Division, MCCH.

WILLYoUR OLD
MOWER EXPIRE
BEFORE THIS
SEASON ENDS?

TOP RANK PRESENTS

THE
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Huffy to your Snapper dealer for great trade-in allowances!
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WORLD SUPER
MIDDLEWEIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIP

Instead of taking your old
rider to the graveyard. take
it to your Snapper dealer
Trade-In
and get at least a $150
Allowance. trade-in allowance` Snappers
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UK HEADS BACK TO THE FUTURE

Pitino promises a proud return to
the cover of SI, warns boosters off
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — The rebuilding of a shattered Kentucky basketball program is about to begin.
Rick Pitino was named head coach of the Wildcats on Thursday, given
a seven-year package worth an estimated $6 million to repair a program
that the NCAA recently hit with three years of probation, including a twoyear ban on postseason play.
But he appeared undaunted by the bleak days ahead.
"I think it's going to be exciting years for Kentucky basketball," the
36-year-old coach said at a news conference. "I think it's going to be a
great challenge for all of us — seeing something so rich in tradition
brought back in a correct manner."
Kentucky, the winningest college program in the nation, posted a 13-19
record last season, its first losing, mark in 62 years. And the Wildcats are
close to being surpassed by North Carolina in victories, holding a
1,466-1,458 edge.
But the tone of the news conference was more on running a clean program than gaining victories at any cost.
'It's a tradition with me to say, 'We'll win right away,'" said Pitino.
"Whether that means in terms of the losses and wins that show up I'm
not sure.
"I think Kentucky people and supporters of Kentucky basketball,
forgetting the score, will leave that arena thinking that basketball team is
a winner."
Kentucky's Athletics Board unanimously approved Pitino's hiring earlier. His contract carries a base salary of S105,000, but that will grow
Substanttally with income from coach's shows, endorsements and clinics,
among other non-university sources.
"It was a lateral move economically," said Pitino, who was released
from the last three years of his contract, estimated at $425,000 a year,
with the New York Knicks of the NBA.
Calloway County's Amy Haskins
won both of her matches in
straight sets yesterday in the
KHSAA State tennis tournament.
Haskins, seeded no. 8 in the tournament, was scheduled to face
the no. 9 seed today.

Meet me — and 3,000,000 more

Kentucky spokesman Bernie Vonderheide said that the contract provides for the university to have right of approval for agents or agencies
representing Pitino outside the basketball program.
"'We will maintain better institutional control over outside income,"
said Vonderheide, noting that the NCAA had criticized the school for its
lack of control in the basketball program.
Pitino, who coached at Boston University and Providence College
before joining the Knicks, said he couldn't pass up the opportunity to
return to college coaching.
"We looked back everyday of our life and we missed Providence College," said Pitino, who was accompanied at the news conference by his
wife, Joanne. "I wanted to be a college coach and part of a college community and part of a lifestyle that's important to the Pitino family.
"That's not in any way demeaning to the New York Knickerbockers.
They're a class organization. They're going to win a championship."
He warned boosters to keep their enthusiasm in the stands.
"Come to the games and cheer as loud as you can. But stay away from
our practices, stay away from my players," he said. "No one will have
anything to do with University of Kentucky basketball other than our
coaching staff, athletic director, and certainly, our faculty."
Pitino gave up a young, aggressive pro team that won the Atlantic Division title and tied for the fifth-best record in the NBA to coach a Kentucky squad that lacks size, strength, numbers and the respect of the
NCAA.
"I gave up a lot. I gave up a potential (NBA) championship to come to
Kentucky," he said. "The lure is the family atmosphere. I wanted to be a
college coach."
But Pitino also indicated he didn't plan on giving up his winning ways.
Noting that the May 29 issue of Sports Illustrated contains a cover
story titled "Kentucky's Shame," he said: "The one thing I promise you
in this room today is you'll see us on the cover of Sports Illustrated once
again. And it will be cutting down certain nets. It won't be for what you
saw last week."

in St. Louis

Meredith Howe led the Murray
High Lady Tigers as she finished
sixth individually, as MHS placed
fifth in the KHSAA state golf
championship.

Howe finishes sixth
in state tournament
Staff, AP Reports
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Murray High senior Meredith
Howe closed out her high school
golf career in style Thursday in the
final round of the Girls State Tournament at the Elizabethtown Country Club.
Howe, the 1989 First Region
champion, improved her first-day
total by four strokes and lifted herself three notches closer to the lead
by firing an 81 Thursday.
In ninth place individually after
an 85 on Wednesday. Howe pulled
herself into sixth place on the individual list while leading an overall
team improvement that assured the
Lady Tigers of one of their bestever finishes in the Girls' State
Tournament.
Murray's team improved their
total by 15 strokes from the opening round to finish with a
385-370-755 total and fifth place
overall in the team standings.
The Lady Tigers were fourth last
year in the team standings, but
MI-1S coach Judy Muehleman noted
that two of her four players had
never experienced state tournament
pressure before while a third is a
freshman.
Lexington Henry Clay swept
their first state championship with
a team total of 675, a 63-stroke
advantage over North Hardin.
Casey County was third with 742.
Howe, who won two regional
titles, was runner-up once and finished third one during her high
school career, closed by avoiding
goals — and pressure — during
state tournament action.
"I don't want to put any pressure
on myself," she said after winning

the 1989 regional title at Princdton
Country Club last week. "I just
want to go up there and have fun,
like I did yesterday."
Murray High coach Judy Muchlemann noted that the E'town
course had been changed since the
last state tournament and that the
grounds were now even more of a
challenge than before.
"It was a more difficult course,"
she said, adding that she was "really, really proud" of Howe's individual finish.
"She was well back of the two
other girls," Muehleman said, "but
I think that placing sixth in the
state is very significant."
Lisa Weismuetler of Henry Clay
shot a 2-under-par 70 in the final
round to win back-to-back individual titles with a 144 overall totai-while second place, at nine strokes
back, went to teammate Elizabeth
Brandenburgh, another senior.
Kim Tyrer, the 1987 champion
from Franklin County, finished
third with a 157. Tracy Hughes of
Casey County claimed fourth place
with a 161, and Madison Central's
Karla Kaye Hopper was fifth with
a 164.
Murray High's Jennifer Howe
improved her second-day total by
two strokes for a 95-93-188 total,
while Connie Steely bettered herself by six strokes to close with a
98-92-190. Karin Fandrich rounded out the Lady Tiger total with a
three-stroke improvement on the
second day and finished at
107-104-21 I.
Calloway County's Lady Lakers,
the regional runners-up, finished
16th with a team total of
432-432-864.
(Cont'd on page 9)

A group from Memorial Baptist Church take in the Cardinal-Astro game Wednes
day afternoon in St.
Louis.
Start photo by David Ramey

Fans go to great lengths for Cards
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

It is 7:30 a.m. on a Wednesday in Murray, and the
sun has risen and people begin their daily routine.
But a group gathering at Memorial Baptist Church
are taking a day off from the routine. They are going
to St. Louis to see the Cardinals battle the Houston
Astros.
Groups like the one from Memorial are the main
reason the Cardinals are consistently able to draw
three million fans, despite being in one of the smaller
markets in the National League.
The Cardinals have been the only National League
franchise other than the Los Angeles Dodgers to
crack the three million mark.
Last season 16 percent of the total Cardinal attendance was group sales, as the Cardinals sold over
550,000 group tickets, tops in the major leagues,
according to group sales director Bridget Wynn.
On Wednesday, a crowd of 34,258 for a 12:30
'businessman's special' enabled the Cardinals to surpass the one million mark for the season, the 27th
straight year St. Louis has drawn a million fans.
Wynn said the Cardinals are on the verge of surpassing last year's group sales total already, and could
draw one million in group sales alone.
For Redbird rooters in west Kentucky, the fourhour jaunt to St. Louis is worth it.

Chuck Ward, director of development for Murray
State University and the one who put this particular
group trip together, calls himself the "ultimate Cardinal fan", and has a couple of stories that back up his
claim.
On his wedding day, Ward and his wife Joette
were married at 10:30 a.m. in Salem. W. Va., and
drove three-and-a-half hours to Pittsburgh, as Ward
and his new bride took in a Cardinals-Pirates game.
In the fall of 1968, Ward, a Vietnam vet who
served in the U.S. Navy, was getting ready to be sent
to Southeast Asia out of San Diego. Ward conned his
commanding officer out of a three-day pass, hopped
on a plane, and flew to St. Louis so he could catch
Game 1 of the 1968 World Series between the Cardinals and the Detriot Tigers.
"What could they do to me?" Ward said. "They
were sending me out ot Vietnam the next day."
While living in West Virginia for three years,
Ward never missed a Cardinal game in Pittsburgh or
Cincinnati.
Ward travels to St. Louis about ten times a year to
see his beloved 'Birds play, and after talking to
Memorial pastor Jim Simmons, put this particular
trip together.
"We talked about it and decided it would be a lot
of fun," Ward said.
While Ward was growing up in the Sixties in St.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Tyson bout could mean a bull in China's shop

NEW YORK (AP) — Mike
Tyson could end up defending his
heavyweight title in China, if he
warns to.
But the great wall of distrust
between the champion, adviser Don
King and estranged manager Bill
Cayton could prevent it.
Bill Wheeler, a promoter who
has contacts with the Chinese government. said Thursday he has a
deal to have Tyson fight George
Foreman or another highly ranked
heavyweight in Beijing. Cayton
confirmed he had reached a preliminary agreement to have Tyson
fight Foreman in China, but "the
final decision if the fight is to take
place is Mike Tyson's."

"I believe the China deal has all
the credentials," Cayton said. "I
understand the Chinese government
will put up a letter of credit. I will
recommend it highly to Mike."

The New York Times said the
price tag on the fight would be $25
million, paid by the Chinese
government.
Foreman, the heavyweight

champion from Feb. 16, 1973, to
Oct. 30, 1974, stopped Bert Cooper
in two rounds Thursday night in
Phoenix. He is scheduled to fight
Tyrell Biggs in July.

Officials plan investigation ofForeman's
latest
PHOENIX (AP) — Former
heavyweight champion George
Foreman knocked out Bert Cooper
Thursday night after Cooper failed
to answer the bell for the third
round of the scheduled 10-round
fight.
The 40-year-old Foreman, 18-0
on his comeback tour, chased
Cooper from the start, landing several hard combinations to the mid4

section late in both the first and
second rounds.
Cooper, 5-foot-11 and 211
pounds, was four inches shorter
and 42 pounds lighter than Foreman. He stayed on his stool in the
corner after the second round
before referee Al Munoz waved off
the fight.
The crowd of 2,000 at the Pride
Pavillion, many of whom paid up

to $60 to see the bout, booed loudly when Cooper refused to
continue.
Officials with the Arizona Boxing Commission said Cooper's
$17,500 purse would be held up
until they investigate what
happened.
"Bert told me Foreman's right
hands were buzzing his brain,"
said Cooper's trainer

"It would depend on George
Foreman winning these .., fights,"
Cayton said.
Cayton cautioned that negotiations for the Foreman fight are far
from complete.
Cayton said he had not yet spoken to Tyson or King about the
proposed China fight. Wheeler said
King and Tyson have shown interest in the proposal.
Neither King nor Tyson could be
reached for comment.
Cayton said he also had "preliminary discussions for a fight in
Italy" against Francisco Damiani.
Tyson's scheduled July 21 fight
against Carl "The Truth" Williams
has been finalized, Cayton added.

Hart Memorial
GEORGE HART MEMORIAL
Wednesday, Juno 7
at Murray Country Club
(Two-woman scramble)
Ti. time 9 a.m.
1A—Wanda Brown and Mary Bain, Mary
Jane Park and Patsy Park. Ethelene McCallon
and Ionia Fike,
1B. Joanna Gibbs and Dana Stonecipher.
Caine Boggess and Tern Lamb, Suzanne Oakley and Sue Outland,
3A. Jertene Sullivan and Kesha Sullivan, Betty Jo Purdom and Carol Hibbard, Anna M
Adams and Frances Hulse,
38. Tillie Talmage and Marilyn Hopson, Teresa Garland and Carolyn Caldwell, Carolyn Howard and Marcia Prschett.
4. lnus Orr and Betty Stewart, Veneta Sexton
and Virginia Schwettman, Betty Lowry and
Mary Anderson.
5A. Ann Anderson and Adrianne Berry,
Laurel Henderson and Debbie Sutton, Della
Miller and Carol Edwards.
5B. Burlene Brewer and Laura Parker, Grace
James and Sue Lamb, Lynda Sandusky and
Margaret Schmidt.
6. Sue Brown and Betty Hinton, Peggy Crews
and Eva Jo Henderson, Betty Scott and Rainey
Apperson.
7. Toni Hopson and Jessie Meurn, Karen
Puckett and Mary Ann Scott, Pat Smiddy anc
Robbie Danner.
8. Mabel Tenkhoff and Dorothy Renaud, Opal
Williams and Jean Halter, Jennifer Crouse and
Jeannie Morgan.
9A. Betty Wade and Judy Andrews, Diane
Villanova and Margaret Shuffett, Sire Wells and
Polly Seale.
98. Jane Bradley and Eulene Holland, Jeannie Bnen and Cathryn Brooks, Lula Bingham
and Sandra Van Dyke.
10. Donna Trogola and Donna Carlson. Billie
Cohoon and Shorn Gibbs, Peggy Shoemaker
and Freda Steely.
12. Chris Urnbach and Ella LaVallie, Lorraine
Kali and Jesses Dunn, Edith Garrison and Nancy Haverstock.
13. Billie Hargrove and Kay Cansler. Peggy
Noel and Bronda Parker, Martha S. Ryan and
Louise Lamb.
14k Kay Kenton and Jane Lamkin, Barbara
Sloan and Anna Duke. Velera Brooks and Barbara Grizzard.
14B. Lois Yarbrough and Miyoka Wheeler,
Martha Broach and Linda Oliver, Hazel Hill and
Joanne Honefanger.
15A, Dons Rose and LaDonna Cooper, Pam
Williams and Pat Holland. Gwen Canter and Elizabeth Brady.
158. Martha Farmer and Beverly Solomon.
Hilda Jackson and Va. Howard, Kitty Long and
Shern Cope
16k Janice Johnson and Melva Hatcher,
Irene Woods and Sue Stone, Vicki Oliver and
Mabel Rogers.
168. Sue Gibbs and Deb Thompson, Lissa
Wnght and Carta Grossnickle, Rowena Cullom
and Frances Richey.
17. K Lopansri and Sawyer, Mary L. Margheno and Mary A. Tnegloll, Janet Wallis and
Mary Wells.
18. Verenda Johnson and Betty Farris, Ruth
Dunn and Peggy Enix, Mary L.. Chambers and
Mary Cunningham.

Lafayette to
defend title
vs.'upstart'
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It
will be the reigning king vs. an
upstart in the title game of the
State High School Baseball
Tournament.
Todd Baxter led off the seventh
inning with a home run to propel
defending champion Lexington
Lafayette to a 1-0 semifinal victory
over Owensboro Thursday.
Top-ranked Lafayette now will
try to become the first team to win
back-to-back state titles since
Owensboro did it in 1976-77.
The Generals will play Paintsville at 5:30 p.m. today at the University of Kentucky's Shively Field.
Paintsville defeated Shelby County
6-3 in the other semifinal game
Thursday.
Lafayette, 30-5, rode the combined five -hit pitching of lefthanded pitchers Garth Goodlett and
Jed Dorough to its 16th consecutive victory.
Baxter's homer broke up a pitching duel between Goodlett and
Owensboro left-hander Jason Crandell, who suffered his first defeat
after 12 victories this season.
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Major league baseball

With two out in the eighth, triples.
Sometimes you win with less than
Hatcher hit a hard bouncer that
your best stuff. He got us out. He
Higuera's fastball was clocked at
Deshaies was unable to handle. The 89 mph and he threw
did
his job."
74 pitches in
ball skipped toward shortstop his fifth start of
the season since
The Brewers used a balk and
Rafael Ramirez, whose throw was coming off the disabled
list May 1. catcher's interferen
ce to take a 4-0
too late to catch the runner.
Trebelhorn saw no point in letting
lead after two innings against Dave
Deshaies (6-3) walked five, him continue.
LaPoint, 5-4.
struck out six and has never lost to
"The only thing that would have
Yankees rookie Deion Sanders,
the Dodgers in six decisions at the
come out of it was another ankle
the fifth pick in the NFL draft after
Astrodome.
an All-American season at Florida
The Astros have equalled the injury or he would give up some
State, was 0-for-3 with two strikelongest National League winning more runs and take a little away
outs in only his second major
streak this season and have posted from outing he had had."
league
game.
a 17-7 mark on the road while
Higuera struck out seven, walked
going only 11-17 under the 'Dome one and raised his lifetime record
Elsewhere in the American
in Houston.
against the Yankees to 10-2. New League, it was
Baltimore 8, Detroit
Dodger starter Mike Morgan York manager Dallas Green, how3 and Seattle 3, Texas 2. Minnesota
(4-3) was roughed up by the ever, was unimpressed. "He's
not and Chicago were rained out.
Astros, as Craig Biggio drove in the Higuera they expect him to
be
The Houston-Los Angeles game
two runs with a homer and ground- later in the season," Green said.
was
the only National League game
out and Billy Hatcher added two "He didn't have a good fastball.
scheduled.

Fans go to great lengths...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Louis, devoted to the Cardinals, Simmons was growing in Chicago and was a fan of the (brace yourself)
Cubs. But even the big Cub fan had a good time out
at the ballpark in St. Louis on Wednesday.
"The Cardinals are a swell team," Simmons said.
"But the Cubs are in my blood."
While Ward was enjoying himself in very familiar
surroundings at Busch Stadium, Simmbns' 10-yearold son Jimmy was taking in his first major league
baseball game from his upper deck seat on the right
field foul pole.
"I thought it was terrific," Jimmy said. "I want to
go again."
Meanwhile Jimmy's friend Bart Rushing, age 11,
was raving about Cardinal shortstop Ozzie Smith.
"I think Ozzie's great," Rushing said. "Where
Ozzie is, that's my favorite team."
Last year, sixty groups from west Kentucky made
the trip to St. Louis to sec the Cardinals play, but
Bridget Wynn thinks a might be more than just the
Cardinals.
"I think it's the whole atmosphere of St. Louis,"

Wynn said. "There're a lot of things to do, and it has
a great downtown atmosphere."
The downtown atmosphere of St. Louis, and Busch
Stadium's accessibility provides the Cardinals with
some great advantages to sell their product, but still
there's more than salesmanship that enables the Cardinals to draw groups like the 1,400 people from one
group in Gibson County, Tenn. who made a trip last
year.
Cardinal baseball is a way of life in America's
Midwest, and hundreds of people in west Kentucky
and throughout the region enjoy Redbird baseball
everyday.
People like Chuck Ward.
"I listen CO Jack Buck and Mike Shannon (the Cardinal radio broadcasters) everyday," Ward said. "And
I never miss a game on television if at all possible."
He sometimes gets the opportunity to get up to St.
Louis.
"We're going to do it again this summer," Ward
said. "It's good fellowship."
Three million people think so.

Youth leagues results

Softball and Park League get in before rain
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Thursday evening wasn't a complete washout among local softball
and baseball teams, as Lower Division girls' softball and Park League
boys' baseball managed to turn one
game in before the storm.
Tony Boyd Insurance made a
storm of their own against Bank of
Murray in softball action, winning
11-1 as four players went 3-for-3.
Jean Orr, Kristen Farmer, Ellen
Chamberlain and Erin Ford each

enjoyed perfect plate showings for
TB!, while Kelli Morris had two
doubles and Jennifer Hopkins
tripled.
Bank of Murray's only run came
off Stephanie Kurz's home run.
PARK LEAGUE
Roberts Realty survived a Mountain Valley Water comeback to
post a 13-12 victory after enjoying
an 11-3 lead.
The game was tied 11-11 going
into the fifth inning after Wesley
Smith supplied a three-run inside-

the-park home run for MVW.
Roberts scored two in the top of
the fifth but Mountain Valley came
back to score one in the bottom of
the inning and had the tying run on
third when Roberts shortstop Adam
Ragsdale gloved a fly on the outfield fringe for the final out.
Jeremy Darnell led the way for
Roberts at the plate, drilling a
triple, double and single. Josh
Smith had a triple and two singles
and Ragsdale added a double and
two singles.
Glen Timmons and Brad Billing-

SEC puts off conference expansion
DEST1N, Fla.(AP)-Expansion of the Southeastern Conference, while an intriguing concept, will not
happen in the immediate future.
Expansion was expected to be a hot topic of
debate in the wake of reports that as many as nine
schools might be interested in joining the SEC.
But the league's annual spring meeting ended
Thursday with no definitive action taken on the
issue, other than a recommendation to form a panel
to study the pros and cons of adding members.
"To my knowledge there was not a great deal of
•

'At-t
ev'c

discussion regarding any change of membership,"
SEC Commissioner Harvey Schiller said.
"I know specifically there were no schools mentioned. The only thing I know is the presidents asked
for a committee to look at long-range planning which
would include things like conference membership in
the future."
Miami, Florida State, South Carolina, Arkansas,
Texas and Texas A&M are among the schools that
have been mentioned as willing to explore the possibility if the SEC expands from 10 to 16 teams.

Howe finishes sixth in state...
(Cont'd from page 8)
The Calloway squad was led by
Angie Haywood (91-98--189) and
Kim Roberts (103-101-204) with
Ami Barnett posting an 11-stroke
improvement in second-day action
for a 121-110---231 total while
Kelly Gupton finished at
117-123-240.
Trigg County's Jamie Towler
closed with a 170 to tie for 10th
individually while Mayfield's Kelly DeMoss finished 14th at 172.
In the Boys State Tournament at
nearby Lincoln Trail Country Club
at Vine Grove, Boyd County senior
Tommy Rupert edged Franklin
County freshman Chad Dawson to
win the Boys State Golf Tournament at the Lincoln Trail Country
Club.
Rupert survived a birdie by
Dawson on No. 18 to win the individual crown 146 to 147 Thursday
on his fifth trip to the state
tournament.
Rupert had a par-72 on Thursday
to go with a 74 in Wednesday's
first round.
First round leader P.J. McDougal
of Bowling Green had a 77 on
Thursday to finish in a tie for third
with 149. Kevin Hurt of Owensboro, who was second after the first
round, had a 77 also to finish at
150.
Bowling Green defeated St.
Xavier for the team title on the first
playoff hole after both teams had
tied at 622. Bowling Green had
been beaten by Trinity a year ago
in a similar situation at the state
tournament.
First Region champion Graves
County finished at 658 while Paducah Tilghman closed with a 677.
Mayfield's Brad Wallace
improved his score by 10 strokes in
second-round action to post the

best individual finish among area
golfers, nipping Graves County
High School's Chris Wilson by one
stroke.
Wallace finished at 82-72-154
to tie for 11th place, with Wilson at
79-76-155 and in a tie for 14th.
Murray High's Craig Schwett-

man closed out with a four-stroke
improvement and finished at
81-77-158.
"That's not a bad showing at
all," Muehleman said. "I'm sure
that if had time to play it (the Vine
Grove course) often, he would have
had much lower scores."

ton had three hits each, Adam Scott
singled and doubled and Corey
Sykes had two singles.
For Mountain Valley, Spencer
Chambers doubled and had two
singles while Cory Duncan and
Cliff Darnell each doubled and
Bradley Marvin and Daniel Dunn
had two hits each.
TUESDAY
Murray Auto Parts wrecked Allison Photography 23-3 in previously
unreported Middle Division Softball action while Martha's Restaurant downed Swift Roofing 16-2 and
People's Bank beat Wisehart's
Grocery 8-6.
Amanda Haneline cranked two
home runs for M.A.P., with Julie
Krouse and Jamie Perrin also supplying 'round-the-bases muscle. Jennifer Paul and Joanna Kind
doubled.
Terri Ford doubled and April
McKeel supplied two of Allison's
three RBIs in the losing effort.
Shannon Williams', Nikki Sattenvhite's and Jennifer Couzan's
home runs were on the menu for
Martha's Restaurant, while Brooke
Fry added a side-order double.
Mary Maddox topped Swift Roofing's batting by going 2-for-2.
Victoria Kendall and Carrie
Watkins deposited home runs for
People's Bank and Erin Grogan
cashed in a double, while Kelly
Felts and Stacy Warren bagged
doubles for Wisehart's Grocery.
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SCOREBOARD

Higuera and Deshaies enjoy flirting with gems
Compiled From AP Reports
Sooner or later.
Two more pitchers flirted with
no-hitters in major league baseball
action Thursday night; two more
pitchers were disappointed - but
Teddy Higuera's disappointment
was tempered with happiness at
being back and his manager's happiness that the no-hitter was
spoiled.
Milwaukee manager Tom Trebelhorn wants to bring along Higuera slowly, but the Brewers' ace
isn't making it easy.
Higuera, recovering from back
surgery and a sprained ankle, held
the New York Yankees hitless
Thursday night until Alvaro Espinoza's leadoff single in the sixth
inning.
Steve Sax also singled and Irebelhorn brought in Jay Aldrich to
start the top of the seventh. The
'manager was relieved that Higuera
had lost his no-hitter.
"It was quite an emotional
game, taking the no-hitter as deer
into the game as he did and then
giving up a couple of base hits,"
Trebelhorn said after the Brewers'
5-0 victory.
"I didn't want to see anything
happen that we could prevent by
taking him out after six. The scoreboard was in our favor."
Meanwhile, the road has been in
the Houston Astros' favor, as Jim
Deshaies came within four outs of
the season's first no-hitter and the
Astros defeated Los Angeles 7-2
for their seventh straight victory on
the road.
Deshaies allowed only an infield
single by Mickey Hatcher and a
bloop hit by Eddie Murray in 8 2/3
innings.
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
oi
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"You more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355
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5
2-44 Lost 1
9-13 14-15
22 29 431
6
2-6-4 Lost 1 14-12 8-17
20 31 392
8
2-4-6 Lost 3 12-14 8-17
West Division
W
I Po
GB 110 Streak Home Away
33 17 660
2-7-3 Lost 1 18- 9 1534 18 654 2-6-4 Lost 1 19- 7 15-11
30 21 588
34
5-5 Lost 2 20- 7 10-14
27 23 540
6
2-5-5 Lost 4 13-10 14-13
26 28 481
9
3-7 Won 1 16-11 10-17
23 27 460
10
2-5-5 Won 2 11-14 12-13
18 33 353
154
1-9 Lost 4
6-19 12.14
• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
GB 110 Streak Home Away
28 22 560 6-4 Lost 1 14-11 14-11
27 25 519
2
2-7-3 Lost 1 15-10 12-15
25 24 510
2'4
3-7 Won 1 14-1011-14
23 25 479
4
3-7 Lost 4 15-12 8-13
21 28 129
64 2-6-4 Lost 1 11-13 10-15
18 31 367
94 z2-$ Lost 8
9-13 9-18
West Division
W
L Pct
GB
L 10 Streak Home Away
29 22 569 0-7-3 Lost I 16-10 13-12
27 22 551
I
5-5 Won 1 13-11 14-11.
28 21 538
14 2-7-3 Won 7 11-17 17- 7
29 25 537
14
6-4 Won 3 13-13 16-12
25 25 500
34
5-5 Lost 1 15-11 10-14
22 29 431
7
3-7 Won 1 13-12 9-17
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
larnesc(a at Chicago, ppd . ran
Baltimore 8 Detroit 3
Milwaukee 5, New York 0
Seattle 3. Texas 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Toronto Cerutti 1-3) at Boston (Dopson 5-3),
635 pm
&lama° ltAlacki 2-5) at Detroit (Tfuitilo 1-1).
6 35 p m
Minnesota (A Anderson 5-31 at Chicago (Perez
3-51. 7 30 pm
New York (Parker 2.1) at Milwaukee (Bosio 6-3).
7 30 p m
Texas (Jeffcoat 0-0) at Seattle (Sven 2-0). 9 05
rn
Kansas City IGubcza 4-4) at California (C Finley
7-21. 935 pm
•
Cleveland (Swindell 5-1) at Oakland IM Moore
6-31. 935 pm
Saturday's Games
Toronto at Boston, 1206 pm
Cleveland at Oakland, 305 pm
Minnesota at Chicago. 2. 4 p m
Baltimore at Detroit, 6 35 p.m
New York at Milwaukee. 730 p
Kansas City at Caktorma. 9 05 p m
Texas at Seattle. 905 pm
Sunday's Games
Toronto at Boston. 12 05 m
Baltimore at Detroit, 12 35 p.m
Minnesota at Chicago, 1 30 p m
New York at M lwaitkee. 1 30 p m

Kansas City at Callorma, 3 05 p in
Texas at Seam.. 335 pm
Cleveland at Oakland, 405 p.m

•

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Game
Houston 7 Los Angeles 2
Only gams scheduled
Friday's Game.
San Diego (Terrell 4-5) at Ciricinnal (Browning
4-5). 815 p m.
Montreal (Langston 1-01 at Philadelphia
IK Howell 5-3). 615 p m
Pittsburgh (Smiley 5-2) at New York (Gooden
6-2). 6 35 p m
San Franosco (Rauschol 9-2) at Atlanta (Glavine
5-1). 640 pm
Los Angeles (Valenzuela 0-4) at Houston (Scott
7-3). 7 35 p in
Chicago (Sutchr• 6-3) at St LOUIS (Magrane
3-3), 7.35 pm
Saturday's Game*
San Francisco at Atlanta. 120 p m
Chicago at St. Louts 1 20 P
San D4ego at Cinannall. 6 05 p in
Pinsourgh at New York. 605 p.m
Montreal at PNIadelphia. 606 pm
Los Angeles at Houston, 715 pm
Sunday's Gams*
Pittsburgh at New York, 12 35 pm
Montreal at Philadelphia, 12 35 pm.
San Francisco at Atlanta. 1'10 pm
San Diego at Cincinnati, 115 pm
Chicago at St LOWS. 1 15 pm
Los Angeles at Houston, 1 35 pm
• • ,

TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (148 at bats)-WCLark, San
Francisco, 362; Larkin, Cincinnati, .333;
TGwynn, - San Diego, .318; VHayes, Philadelphia, .316; Grace, Chicago. .313.
RUNS-WCIark, San Francisco, 40;
flames, Montreal, 35; GDavis, Houston, 34;
RThompson, San Francisco, 34; Bonds,
Pittsburgh, 32; Bonilla, Pittsburgh, 32:
TGwynn, San Diego, 32.
RIBI-Mitchell, San Francisco, 48;
WCIark, San Francisco, 42; Guerrero,
StLouis, 36. GDavis, Houston, 35; Murray,
Los Angeles, 33; ONeill, Cincinnati, 33,
HITS-TGwynn, San Diego, 67; Vs/Clark,
San Francisco, 67; RAlomar, San Diego,

411111000*

56, Butler, San Francisco, 57; Larkin, Cincinnati, 57, Mitchell, San Francisco, 57
DOUBLES--Mitchetl, San Francisco, 18,
Guerrero, StLouis, 16, Murray, Los
Angeles, 15. Bonds, Pittsburgh, 14; Raines,
Montreal, 14.
TRIPLES-Raines, Montreal, 5; TGwynn,
San Diego, 5; Dawson, Chicago, 4; Larkin,
Cincinnati, 4, RThompson, San Francisco,
4, Roberts, San Diego. 4. WCIark, San
Francisco, 4,
HOME RUNS-Mitchell, San Francisco,
15; GDavis, Houston, 12, Strawberry, New
York, 11; HJohnson, New York, 10. WCIark,
San Francisco, 10
STOLEN BASES-Coleman, StLouis,
22; Young, Houston, 20; TGwynn, San
Diego, 19, ONixon, Montreal. IS, RAlomar,
San Diego, 14

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Thank You
I want to thank all my friends and
supporters who voted for me in
District 3. I will continue to serve all
the people to the best ofmy ability the
remainder of my term.
Thanks,
Ralph Bogard

MSU's Saleem still alive in hunt
for NCAA 400 meter dash title
Murray State University sophomore Stephanie Saleem stayed
alive through the preliminary competition in the 400-meter dash
Thursday evening in Provo, Utah at
the NCAA Division I Track and
Field National Championships.

Saleem, from Neptune, N.J., ran
fourth in her qualifying heat with a
time of 52.23 seconds, the sixthbest time recorded during Thursday's preliminary heats.
She will compete Saturday in the
finals of the 400-meter sprint.
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SINCE 1938
'QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIME'

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-3355

••••••

on
• _,

ol

AIR
CONDITIONERS

5,000 to 25,000 BTU

Serving the
Murray & Calloway Co. Area

.CONCRETE BLOCKS .CEMENT •SAND
•GRAVEL .CRUSHED STONE
.MASONRY CEMENT .LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

iS

Starting at

$24900

Over 3,500 Movies In Stock!
•24 Hour
Mon.-Thurs.
•
A
Drop-Off Box
I Iva
10-9
Available
Fri. & Sat.
\\I
h
Sunday
10-10
Ni
1-8
Centra

Ai

l
Shopping
Center

Sales and Rentals

753-7670

753-HOME

•

Ii
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page
This page is made possible by thou firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
ADVENTISTS
SE ENTH
Y ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 6 15 a m
Worship
Sat llOOam

•APTIST

,71111ft\., RUTHIE'S
'4WUNIVERSITY GULF
—

Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S

.tvo C0,1

SAFE- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
'Communicate Before You Medicate - Ash CHARLIE
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175
Mendel. At Whitson lAtross From Ledger 8. Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll
Tire Ina.
753-1489— 1105 Pogue(1 2 Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

•Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Main St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
1.rin Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
11,.ks. 641 N.
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum — Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service
Hwy. 641 North
753-2654

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
ii 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship
Meet Training
wodneedey

10
11 a.m. & 6
5
7

am.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m

caLowATER
Morning Worship
II 00 am
Evening Services
6 00 p m
C'OLDW ATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9- 45
Morning Services
11 00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6'30 p m
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Sunday Night
6 00 p m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
Evening Worship
6.48 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00• m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 am &7pm
Church Training
6 - 00 p in
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a in.
Evening Worship
6 45 p m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m.
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Singing Eve. Worship 6 00 pm
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
730 am.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
10:03 a.m.
Church Training
5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
600 p in
Wednesday Evening 7'00 p m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10'00 a in
Worship Service
WOO a in
Evening Service
5_30 p in
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
7.30 p in
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
1003 a.m
Preaching
11:00am &
600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7'00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2.00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10- 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
- 9 30 a.m.
Worship
11 00 a.m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10'00 am.
Preaching Serv
11:00 •.m.
Nightly Service
0:00 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m. & 6 30 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00
Preaching
11 00
Prayer Service
5:30
Church
6:00
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 - 30 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
scorrs GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 03 a in
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
6 46 p in
Training Union
6 00 p m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
e 30• m
Sunday School
10 45 a in
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 46_p m
l'N1‘ ERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
6 46 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Wednesday Mid Week
Service
7 00 p in
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p in
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 am
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p m
Sunday
9 00 a m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 4 00 p in Sat
8-00 a m Sunday
11:00 a m Sunday

CISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10.30 a m
Bible School
9'30 a in
Evening Service
600 p in
111.••••110r

CERISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave & 17th St Murray
Sunday
11 00 a in
Sunday School
11.00 a in
2nd Wed
7 30 p m
RR 2nd Wed
12-00-3 00 p in

CNI/ItOI Of CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10750 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10-00 a.m.
Morning Service
10'45 a.m.
Evening Worship
8 00 p.m.
Wed Worship
7 30 p.m
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10 : 00 a. m
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
700 p.m
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a . in.
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
GLENDALE ROAD
CFIL'RCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Warship
Bade Study
10 sm.
Evoning Worship
6 p.m.
Wad. Bible Study
7 p.m.

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168

<PACIZATS)
510 Main St. 753-2975

900 Sycamore

Roy IVIcKendree Pharmacist
753.2380

Olympic Plaza

IWtucky Fried Chicken

RANDY THORNTON

Jack Marshall - Franchisee

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

D & WWe Auto Supply
1nstoll Auto Gloss
512$. 12119

Auto Paint Material
Try Our Car Wash
•

7534563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
DEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Summer Schedule
Holy Eucharist
9 30 a in
Daily Morning Prayer 8:30 a.m

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Morning Worship
10 3.0 a in
INDEPENDENT
NORTHSIDE
McKinney Road, Dexter
10:00•.m
Sunday School
1100a.m.
Worshio
LIFE
NEW
CHRISTIAN CENTER
a.
408 Main Street
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Tnt. NEW TESTAMENT
MURRAY
CHURCH 'IF
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship
liam & 7 pm
Wednesday
7 15 p in
759-9862

0
SERVICE CENTER

Rudy Lovett—Owner
5 Pointi — 753-3571

JEHON'AH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10:30 a in
Bible Lecture
9:30 a.rn.

LIETNERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
9 30 a m
Bible Class
10 30 a in
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9- 30 a in
Sunday School
10- 30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 6.00 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 •.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night 7:00 p.m.
COLD WATER
Worship
11 a in
Sunday School
10 a in
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9'00
Sunday School
9'45
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 03 a.in
Worship
11:00 a.m.. 600 p m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 •.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10:00 •.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Evening Ser. Wor.
6:30 p.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11'00 •.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 -00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 46 a.m
Church School
10 46 am.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a in

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

10 a m
11 am

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
645am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 46• m.
Morning Wprship
10 45 a m.
Evening
6 00 p m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11'00 a m.
TEMPLE RILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 03 a.m.
Sunday School
11 -00 •.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

A

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10-00 •.in.
Ilam & 7pm
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 30 p m

DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10 a in
Sunday School
Worship
11 am & 6 pm
7p m
Saturday
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Heights
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Servicell a in & 7 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2208 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
10-11 a.m.-7,00 p m

435-4415

753-6656

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
Ham & 7pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Everting
7:00 p.m.
wMn
10.30 a m Se 7 p m
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11
Evening Worship
6p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11am & p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL.
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv. 1100-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10.00 a in
6 00 p in

PRESOTTIIRIAN

Judy's
of Murray
Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th
753-1515

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753.3540
East Main Street

riaLLER.
rUNE141., 1-G011,ES
Murray
753-4612

Hazel
492-8758
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director

STOCICADE6

SIRLOIN

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
41b.
NISSAN Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

ERA' HERITAGE REALTY

The R,
out, past
Marry

"We Make House Calls"
Chuck Williams, Broker — Owner
The Village
'759-9ERA

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship

CAJBLE
VLSIeN 753-5005

10:45 a.m.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.,
Worship Service
11:00 am.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worship
Service 11 00 a m & 7'00 p.m

Center

gnc

c7unerd

is<

Murray, Ky.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
NCORPOIIIMED

1401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONF
LOWELL K. BECK
ADMINISTRATOR
(502)753-1304

MURRAY GULF

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

COUPON'

99

Spaghetti
• 8z Garlic Bread
Central Shopping Center

Empires 4_1S-09

7§-§:a°9-22L
6t COUPON.

DINE

759-4796

QUICKPRINT
of murray

WI Ca PICK-UP

South side
Shopping
Center

"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

"Burgers Like They Should Be"
Next To Duncan's Market • 5 mi. E. on Hwy. 94
Call In Orders 753-6425

All Yon
Can Eat

9apirtar.

Shell

DownhomeSteakhouse.
•

OPEN 7 AM-MIDNIGHT — 7 DAYS A WEEK

C

•• •

..
.
;

TAKE ME BACK CAFE

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station'
Calvin Clark — Owner
753-2593
1417 Main

HWY. 841 SOUTH AT GLENDALE
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BLALOCK-COLEMAN

`Gulf

GOLDEN
CORRAL

TH
JORD/

753-5312

507 N. 12th

753-3822

804 Chestnut

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
10•00am
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m & 7 p.m.

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0

712 S 12th
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Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies

PENTECOSTAL

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

Chevron

Murray

FLAVORICH.

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
MURRAY CHURCH
9 45 a in.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 6.30 p.m.

401 Olive

408 N. 4th

Vanc
Callow,
inform
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Lord Is
vice. T1
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MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

The

AIL
Pizza

MT CAR!dEL
Worship
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
Worship
Sunday School

Worship

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut
753-8181

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
11 00• m

INDEPENDENT

753-5142

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
530 S 16th St
Sacrament Meat
10 am.
Stauky Schaal
11:20 s_ra.
Relief Society and
Piahood
1110 p.m.

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

DISOUNT PHARMACY
1008 CHESTNUT

Jun

COERCE OF
MIST Of LATTER
DAY SAINTS

BUCK'S BODY SHOP (
4
)
Arh
ROY'S

THEATRES

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00 am.
Worship
10:00 •.m.
4 00 p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11'00h.m.
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7:00 p.m ,

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

641 Super Shell
Open 6:30 a.m.-Goss 11:00 p.m.
Sunday Op.. I:00 co.-Close 10:00 p.m.
Smith 12th -Phnom 753-9131
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Speakers and music announced
Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released
information concerning their services on Sunday, June 4, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
First United Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
minister, will speak about "Guests
of God" with scripture from Matthew 9:9-12 at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
Holy Communion services. Steven
Littlefield will sing a solo, "The
Lord Is My Light" at the early service. The Chancel Choir, directed
by Dr. Bruce Chamberlain with
Joan Bowker as organist, will sing
an anthem, "I Need Thee Every
Hour," at the later service. During
the 10:50 service Bibles will be
presented to students who have
completed the second grade.

scripture from Genesis 2:18 and I from John 1 at 10:30
a.m. service. Luke 7:11-17 at 10:30 a.m. service.
Corinthiaqns 7:27 at 10 a.m. ser- The Rev. Ronnie Adams,
mission- Holy Communion will be celevice. The Chancel Choir, directed ary to Venezuela, will speak
by Anne Lough with Susan Cham- p.m. service. The Church at 6 brated. Alice Witte will be organberlain as organist, will sing' an directed by Tommy Scott, Choir, ist. Assisting will be Don Bray and
will sing Mike Friebel. Sunday School with
anthem, "Nature's Hymn of "Cornerstone" and Martin
Sevems Marty Futrell as director will be at
Praise."
will sing a solo at morning hour. 10 a.m. and Church Training with
Eastwood Baptist
Patsy Neale and Susie Scott will be Ricky Stewart as director will be at
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will accompanists. Freda Adams
will
speak about "You Must Be Born sing a solo and the Church Choir 6 p.m.
Bethel United Methodist
Again" at 11 a.m. service and will sing "From the First Hallelu
jah
The
Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor,
about "Why I Preach Jesus Is Com- to the Last Amen" at evening hour.
will
speak
at 9:30 a.m. service.
ing Back" at 6 p.m. service. GunFlint Baptist
James Miller will direct the song
ner Nance wiull direct the music
By Abigail Van Buren
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor, service with Judy
Lamb and Janice
with April Mack and Bob Sisk as will speak at 11
Untrersa, P,ess Syncbcate .
a.m. and 6:45 p.m. Farris as accompanists. Sunday
accompanists. Loma Borders and services. Sunday School
will be at School with Gary Evans as director
DEAR ABBY: With all the stepfaWhat can I do to change his mind?
Tom Holderby will sing solos at 10 a.m.
milies
in today's society, maybe your
will
be
at
10:30
a.m.
morning hour. At evening hour
DEAD END
answer can benefit others with the
University
Brooks Chapel
Sheila Nance, Belinda Sisk and
same
proble
m.
Church of Christ
DEAR DEAD END: Nothing.
United Methodist
Pam Treas will sing solos. Assist"Ira" and I have been married for Just be
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
grateful that he's being
Tte
Rev.
Eulas Greer, pastor, seven years. When he married me,I
ing will be the Rev. Steve Todd, speak about "Unity
honest instead ofleading you on.
: Who's will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. had two childre
n, ages 2 and 3 years When a person says,"I
announcements, the Rev. Randolph Responsible?" at 10 a.m.
was hurt
service services. Donald Cleaver and Don- old,from a previous marriage.
Allen, Bible reading, and Brent and about "The Gospel
Ira is once, so I am afraid of making a
According na Downing will be in charge of the only father my children have commi
First Baptist
Evans, John Brittain, Jerry Conley, to Wall Street?" with
tment,"do not walk — run
ever known.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
for the nearest exit. There is no
Bob Tanner, Calvin Todd and Max from I Timothy 6:6-18 scripture the music. Sunday School will be
Now, my problem: Whenever we future with this
at 6 p.m. at 10 a.m.
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. serman.
are with my mother-in-law and she
Dowdy, ushers.
service. Assisting will be Doron
Just because a person ate a
vices. Bill Adams Jr., deacon of the
Oak Grove Baptist
introduces us to anybody, she says, bad meal
South Pleasant Grove
Claiborne, Marten Wood, Glen
once shouldn't stop that
week, G.T. Moody and R.P. Hodge
The Rev. Dennis Norrell, pastor, "This is my son, Ira,
his wife, Mary, person from eating.
United
Gibbs,
Method
Roy
Starks,
ist
Chuck
Wilson
, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. and Mary's two childre
will assist. Joetta Kelly have a
n,"emphasizThe Rev. Bob Dotson, minister, Jay Simmons, Rodney Key, Bobby
children's sermon at morning hour
the fact that they are my chil*5*
will speak about "Rocks That Grogan, Steve Spiceland, Joey services. Dan Billington will direct ing
dren, but not Ira's.
when children's day awards will he
Talk" with scripture from Joshua Bazzell, Daniel Williams, Bill the music with Jennifer Downey as
These
children are her grandchilmade. Steve Littlefield, minister of
DEAR ABBY: I am personally in4:21B-22 at 10:45 a.m. service. Boyd, Bobby Bazzell, Billy Pritch- accompanist. Sunday School with dren;they call her"Grandma."I have
music, will direct the music.
debted
to your Operation Dear Abby,
Tolbert
Story as superintendent told Ira that I am hurt and offende
The Choir, directed by Dr. Truman ard, Kennie Colson and David
d because had it not been for you, this
Richard Jones and Tamara Outland
will
be
at
10
a.m.
by his mother's behavior, and since native Iowan
Whitfield, will sing "The Way That Thompson. Bible classes will be at
will be accompanists. The Sanctuhe has been a father to these chil- a U.S. Marinenever would have met
Sinking Spring Baptist:,
He
Loves"
9
with
a.m.
Kathy
Erwin
and
named John Patrick
ary Choir will sing "This I Know"
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor, dren since they were infants, he of New Jersey.
Joyce Gordon as accompanists.
Elm Grove Baptist
at morning hour. Debbie Bell will
should ask
mother to please refer
We started corresponding when
Assisting will be Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. to them ashis
sing a solo, "The Corner Stone" at
"our" children, which is he answered my.lett
services
.
Michael
Milby
will
er in 1985, and
direct
Darrell Clark, Steve Gordon, James will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
the
way
Ira refers to them. •
the evening hour, when 12 memwhat a wonderful long-distance
the music with Sharon Furches and
Rogers, Charles Nesbitt and Gary services. Music will be directed by
Ira says his mothe'r doesrv't mean romance it was!
bers of the church will present Cooper
We've
.
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett Laura Paschall as accompanists. anything by it, and I tarn being too married for two years. been happily
characteristics of a vital church
Sunday
School
with
Jim
Potter
sensiti
as
ve. Meanwhile,she continues
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Abby, I am curious — as I'm sure
from the book, Twelve Keys to an
superintendent will be at 10 to hurt me this way every chance she others
Mr.
Jack
Smith
Jones,
are — to know just how many
will
interim
sing
"Beula
pastor,
h
will
Land"
Effective Church by Kennon L.
a.m.and Church Training with Eric gets. What do you suggest?
lives were changed when your readspeak about "God's Purpose in Sal- at morning hour. Sunday School
Callahan.
Knott as director will be at 6 p.m.
MARY ers sent cards or letters to lonely
vation" with scripture from
with Brooks Oswalt as director will
Goshen United Methodist
servicemen (and
New
Life
Hebrews 12:14 at 11 a.m. service
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
DEAR MARY:Ask Ira to please their Christmas women) to make
The Rev. Susan AllsopChristian Center
away from home a
and about "Moses: Our Example" with Bill Outland as director and
be more supportive. But don't little brighte
r.
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
The Mark Welch, pastor, will you permit
with scripture from Hebrews Junior Choir will be at 6 p.m.
this to become a diviWhy don't you do a survey? It
a.m. service. Ronnie Hutson will 11:24-26 at
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The sive issue in your marriage.
7 p.m. service. Terry
Memorial Baptist
would make interesting reading,And
be lay assistant and Donna Parker Byerly will
Rev.
Karen Welch will direct the
What's wrong with saying: encourage others
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
direct the music with
to send cards,cookwill be in charge of children's Jean
music. Men's prayer breakfast will "Mother, you hurt me when you ies and letters
Brandon and Carol Kelly as
to the troops away
will
speak
10:50
at
a.m.
and
p.m.
7
church. Robert DeSimone will accompa
be at 7:30 a.m. and Sunday School emphasize so emphatically that from home during the holidays.
nists.
services. Coffield Vance, deacon of at 9:30
these children are mine. Ira has
direct the music with Carolyn Pool
a.m.
KARY WILLIAMS.
First Christian
the week, Mike Farmer, minister of
been a wonderfulfather to them,
and Donna Parker as accompanists.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
and he refers to them as his chilDr. David Roos, pastor, will education and youth, and Randy
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School will be at 10 .m.
dren. I wish you would too."
The
speak
Euchari
Holy
about
"The
Post
st
Trinity
will
will
assist.
be
with
"
Morgan
celeOwen,
DEAR KARY: Great idea.
Hazel Baptist
Readers,if you,a friend,relative
The Rev. James T. Garland, pas- scripture from Joel 2:28-29 and interim minister of music, will brated at 9:30 a.m. Fr. Andre Tre***
or buddy found romance or a
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 Acts 1:6-8 at 10 a.m. service. The direct the music with Margaret vathan will be celebrant and
mate through Operation Dear
preache
r,
Chance
assisted
Wilkins
l
Stephen
by
and
Brenda
Choir,
Hale,
Hart
directe
accomas
d
by
Lee
DEAR ABBY!' have been dating Abby, please let
p.m. services. Gene Orr Miller will
me hear from
lay
reader,
Kem,
panists.
Dennis
and
The
will
Sanctua
Johnso
sing
ry Choir and
an anthem,"0 God
n and this perfectly wonderful man stead- you. Write
direct the music with Oneida White
to Abby, P.O. Box
Nancy
Handbe
Schemp
of
ll
Ensemb
Peace.
p,
lectors.
le
Coffee
ily
will
Assisti
present
for
ng
more
will
be
Kennet
than two years. I am 30 69440, Los Angeles, Calif.
h
and Roger Hutson as accompanists.
90069.
and divorced (no children) and he is
The Church Choir will sing "0 Crews, Judy Lyle, Clegg Austin "On Jordan Stormy Banks" and the hosts will be Whitmer and 38
and
has
Schrnit
never
Chapel
tou.
been
Dan
Chimes
married
McKee!
will play "Faith,
. He
, Bill Huggins, Jim
That Will Be Glory" and Steve
tells me he loves me, and I have
*5*
Smith, youth director, will sing a Boone, Bud Childers, Lynn Grif- Hope, Love — These Three" at
fallen head over heels in love with
Murray Church of God
morning hour. The ordinance of
solo at morning hour. Sunday fiths, Benny Maddox, Scott Marhim.
He
treats
me
like
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak
a queen and
Michael Ridley, Ruth Pickens The Lord's Supper will be
School with Joe B. Adams as direcIs your social life in a slump? Get Abby'.
about "Your Answer, Jesus Christ" we are perfect for each other.
observe
and
evening
at
d
Krista
hour.
Crass.
Sunday School
The problem: He does not want to booklet,'How to Be Popular"— for people
tor will be at 9:45 a.m. and Church
at
11
a.m.
and
6
p.m.
services at make a commitment.He says he was of all ages. To order,send your name and
Glendale Road
Training with Charles Overcast as will be at 9 a.m.
building at Sycamore and South hurt eight
Church
years ago and is afraid of address, plus check or money order for
Westsi
of
de
Christ
Baptist
director will be at 5:30 p.m.
$2.89 ($3.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby.
15th
Streets.
Sunday
School
will
being
hurt
be
again, so he refuses to Popularity Booklet,
John
The
Dale,
Rev.
minister, will speak
Glynn Orr, pastor, will
P.O. Box 447, Mount
First Presbyterian
at
10
a.m.
make
any
kind
of commitment.
Morris, Ill. 61054.
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerh- begin a new series on "Invitation of about "A Kinder and Gentler
Martin's Chapel
Church" with scripture from II
out, pastor, will speak about "To Life" from John on subject, "And
United
Methodist
Timoth
y
2:23-25 at 9 a.m. service
Marry Or Not To Marry?" with God Became Man" with scripture
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
and about "A Modern Parable"
with scripture from John 4:35-38 at pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. ser6 p.m. service. Assisting will be vice. Ralph Robertson will direct
Jerry Bolls, Jerry Ainley, Dal Bar- the music with Carmaleta Eldridge
rett, Randy Young, Rudy Tripp, as pianist. Sunday School will be at
By H.C. CHILES
Bill Nix, Gary Page, James Lee 10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
Harmon
THE CROSSING OF
, Jim Wilson, Mike Henwho bore the ark of the covenant
United
Methodist
previously stood, and carry them to son, Kenny Hoover, James 0.
The
Rev.
Thomas
E. Cary Jr.,
JORDAN MEMORIALIZED
Lamb and Larry Pea.
the other side of the river and with
By James H. Cain
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. serGrace Baptist
the rocks to erect a memorial of
vice.
Diana
Tatlock
will direct the
At this juncture in the book of what God
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson,
had done for them.
music with Margaret Kennedy and
Joshua God made known the fact
pastor,
will
speak
at
10:50
a.m.
and Betty Poole as
In compliance with God's
accompanists. Sunthat a new day for the Israelites
instruction Joshua selected twelve 5:30 p.m. services. Ortis Guthrie day School will be at 10
had arrived and things were entire- reliable
a.m.,
will
be deacon of the week. Leland
men to take twelve stones
Intermediate UMYF at 4 p.m. and
ly different. The scorn and hard- and
Peeler
will
direct
the music with Senior UMYF
carry them to Gilgal, east of
at 5 p.m.
ships of the previous 430 years of Jericho,
where they were set in Dwane Jones, Susan Jones and
slavery were behind them. The place
Kirkse
y Baptist
as a memorial of this mira- Donna Eaves as accompanists. The
I. Freedom is the oxygen of the soul.
tragedy of forty wasted years in the culous crossin
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
g of Jordan. It was Choir will sing "Till the Storm
There is nothing in the world so much admired as a man
2.
wilderness were gone and would the will of God
will
speak
at
a.m.
11
Passes
and
Away"
6:30
p.m.
at
mornin
g
hour
and
that important leswho knows how to bear unhappiness with courage. Paul Harvey
never return. Henceforth, things sons be learned
service
Sunday
s.
School
"LetMe
will
Touch
at
be
Him"
at
evening
, commitments be
3. We would worry less about what others think of us if we
were to be entirely different. Gilgal made, and monume
10 a.m.
nts be eracted. hour.
realized
how seldom they do.
had become tremendously impor- This memorial
Murray
Baptist
Mission
West Fork Baptist
would afford the
4. Wise people believe only half of what they hear. Wise ones
tant in the lives of the Hebrew peo- people a spiende
The
Rev.
Parvin
Hall,
pastor,
The
Rev.
Jack Geurin, pastor,
opportunity to
know which half to believe.
ple. It was the first possession of impart interest d
ing information and will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
5. Have you given to God all that the income tax laws allow.
which they could truthfully say, spiritual instruct
Bible
Study
will
be
at
p.m.
2
ion to multitudes services. Alvin Usrey will direct
6. The reward of a thing well done is to have done it.
"This is ours. God has given it to
Calvary Temple
who would travel that way in the the music with Janet Arnold as
7. A man should never be ashamed to admit he has been
us just as He had promised that He future, and
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
without hesitation asked accompanist. Sunday School with
wrong, which is but saying, in other words, that he is wiser today
would do."
speak
at
11
a.m.
and
6:30
p.m.
serpointed questions.
Stanley Anderson as director will
than he was yesterday. Alexander Pope
Joshua 4:1-3, 8
vices. Sunday School will be at 10
Joshua 4:15-24
be at 10 a.m.
a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic
Joshua prepared to lead -God's
The Lord increased greatly the
Masses
will be at 6 p.m. Saturpeople across the Jordan River in
prestige of Joshua, the young man day and 8 and 10 a.m. Sunday with
compliance with the divine instrucof great promise, whom Moses had Fr. Stan Tillman,
S.J., as pastor.
tions. Their having dwelt in tents
selected as his successor, and he Assisting will
be Chris Woods,
indicated that they considered
measured up to the days and Victor Fromm
, James Westphal,
themselves pilgrims en route to
demands which he encountered. Lisa Whitaker,
Jim Stroud, Lynn
another land. On this occasion their
Previously he had assured Joshua Fromm, Aaron
Whitaker, Tom
removal from their tents and their
that He would supply his needs in Roggeman, Tom
Dowdy, Larry
journey to the bank of the Jordan
the promise: "As I was with Moses, Wheeler, Jane
Blair, John MikulRiver, within approximately five
so will I be with thee." In view of cik, Michael Ross, Caleb Johnson
miles of Jericho, was in obedience
,
all the wonderful things which God Frances Ross, James Schwart
to the command of God. Leading
z, Bill
did for Joshua and the Hebrew peo- Lalicker, Chris Kurz, Judy Krouse
the procession were the priests who
,
ple, God challenged them to honor Larry Krouse, Marie Clark, Al Gay
were carrying the ark of the covento ourfamily,friends and those of you I
Him all the days of their lives in and Julie Maddox.m. followe
havejust
d by a
ant. This ark, which represented the
the hope that through their influ- reception.
met who supported me in my rolefor magis
presence of God, was followed by
ence many others would come to
trate.
Immanuel Lutheran
the people. As soon as the feet of
know Him in the forgiveness of
Than
k
you
for
the
enco
The
urag
Rev.
emen
Clarenc
t
Helmic
e
you
W.
gave me
h,
the priests stepped into the water,
their sins, and dedicate themselves pastor, will speak about "To Proand the confidence you had in me durin
the flow of the river was stopped
to the doing of His precious will. cessions Meet" with scripture from
g the
miraculously at the time when it
camp
aign
.
I
woul
d
like
to
compl
iment
was at flood stage.
my opponents in the way they c9riducted their camp
In Joshua's time rocks were used
aign
CALVARY TEMPLE
for the purpose of emphasizing the
and
hope
they
feel
the
same
Hwy
about
641 S. Murray
me.
need for keeping in remembrance
First Presbyterian Church
753-7389
I am going to do my best to treat everyone
the activities of the Lord in behalf
16th and Main
fairly
of His people, and for making it
Sunday School
and
Murra
equal
y,
10:00
ly.
A.M.
KY
Feel
free
to
call me at 492-8252
possible for future generations to
Worship A Praise
11:00 A.M.
when
I
can
be
of
be kept informed about their signiservi
ce
to you.
Time of Celebration . .
Summer Hours Begin
6:30 P.M.
ficance. The Lord commanded
Again
I
Wednesday • Family Hight
want
to
say
June
4th
thanks to all.
Joshua to select one representative
7:30 P.M.
Illereery I Treneportation Provide
from each of the tribes and instruct
d
Bobby C. Stubblefield
Church School
him to pick up a rock from the
Pastor I. F. Clore
9 AM
Worsh
ip
midst of the Jordan River in the
Service
10 AM
Magistrate District 3
place where the feet of the priests
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TVA biologists keeping close eye
on two nesting bald eagles in LBL
nest," according to LBL manager
Dr. Charles Buffington. "We know
that one of the adults is wearing a
leg band but we haven't been able
to read it. We don't know yet if it's
an LBL hacked bird."
From 1980 through 1988 there
were 44 yound bald eagles released
at LBL in a cooperative restoration
project between TVA, the U.S.
Fish and Wildife Service, the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency,
anhd the Tennessee Conservation
League. Using a process called
"hacking", young eaglets were
raised in elevated cages and their
behavior monitored as they were

GOLDEN POND — Biologists
from the Tennesee Valley Authority are keeping a watchful eye on
the only active bald eagle nest in
Kentucky with high hopes that in
two weeks it will become the first
nest in the state to fledge eagles in
more than 30 years.
The nest is located in a dead tree
in the :northen portion of TVA's
Land Between the Lakes (LBL)
national recreation area, a
170,000-acre pensiula between
Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley
in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
"There are two eaglets in the

fed and cared for without human
contact. The birds were then
released and tracked for as long as
possible by means of tiny transmitters attached to their tail feathers.
The first visible sucess of the project was recorded in 1984 when an
LBL hacked bird and its mate constructed a nest in the southern portion of LBL and produced' two
offspring.
"Presently there are five active
eagle nests within a 75-mile radius
of LBL," Buffington said. "Each of
those five has at least one banded
adult bird, and two of those five
banded birds are definitely LBL

The Murray
located west of
rezoned to RA public hea
Chambers, Sec
description fol

birds. No one had been able to read
the bands on the other three yet."
In addition to the nest in the
Kentucky portion of LBL, there is
a nest in the Tennessee portion too.
"This nest also has two eaglets. If
they leave the next successfully
they will be the seventh and eighth
birds produced from that location."
The remaining three nests are in
Tennessee outside the LBL
boundries.
Buffington said the young birds
in the Kentucky nest should be
ready to fly within the next two
weeks.
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John and Da‘id Bugden caught a mixture of bluegill and shellcrackers on crickets.

Anglers make it through busy holiday;
bluegill and shellcrackers a nice change
We made it through one of the
busiest holiday weekends we've
had in recent years without a
scratch. It was so windy most of
the fishing population was forced
to work the same areas over and
over and some traffic came pretty
close. When you have to reel your
line in to keep a boat from running
over it, that's close.
Anyway, we caught some nice
fish and kept the folks happy. We
threw topwater and spinnerbaits
early but the high pressure "cold
front" had put the fish down. After
a while we changed to plastic
worms and found some bass more
receptive. Four pounds even was

the largest but that is a good bass
any day.
The next day we threw worms
all morning and really made up for

Boaters encouraged to
follow safety on water
National Safe Boating Week
begins Sunday, June 4 and ends
June 11. But when boaters leave
for a day on the water, their
chances of becoming a boating statistic can become a reality any
week of the year. The U.S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary, a national boating
organization for both men and
women, urges every one who gets
into a boat to take several smart
precautions.
Experienced boaters and professionals wear a well-fitting life jacket every time they are on the water.
They don't overload the boat with
more people and gears than the
boat is rated for by the U.S. Coast

Guard. Even on a calm day, at least
have your own personal life jackets
readily available.
The Kentucky Lake flotilla of
the Coast Guard Auxiliary also
urges you to file a float plan with a
friend. In this way someone will
know your plans in general, as well
as when you expect to return. That
friend can notify the Auxiliary, the
Rescue Squad and anyone else who
can help locate you when you do
not cancel the float plan. So, this
week or any week, be a smart boater and have a good time as well as
a safe return home after a day on
the lake.
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Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
"Limp In — Leap Oat"

759-9831
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Something Fun
For Everyone!

'sky
Super Products'

Three local anglers finished in the top 50 at the S35,000 Lady Bass
Kentucky Invitational on Kentucky Lake recently.
Sondra Grimes, Jeannette Storey, and Pat Mullins all of Murray
placed in the top 50. Grimes finished 17th, with a big bass of 4.28,
Storey finished 32nd with a big bass of 1.69, and Mullins finished 49th
with a big bass of 2.04.
Other local anglers to compete in the tournament included Teresa
Storey and Jeanne Maupin.
Julie Martin of Springfield, Mo. won the event with 21 bass weighing 50 pounds. Sue Cavanah of Paducah was the top local finisher in
fourth. Other area finishers included Glenda Holycross, Benton, 11th;
Jerry Berry, Benton 16th; Joyce Cobrun, Calvert City, 25th; Kathie
Williams, Calvert City, 39th.

The McClure 's

Super Deals'

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1 1/2 Mi. on Hwy 94E . Murray, Ky 753-6116
*AEA E.

ATLANTA (AP) — Fly fishing
for bluegills, known as bream in
the South, has to be sinful.
Everything else that's as much
fun seems to be.
The bluegill, which must be the
Lord's favorite fish, because he
made so many of them in so many
places, is a prime target for light to
medium fly fishing gear.
The plop of a- "gill" hitting a
topwater bug has much more gusto
than the slurp of a stream trout
feeding on hatching insects.
A 71
/
4 - to 8-foot graphite rod
that throws a 4- to 6-weight line
will do the job. Anything less
you're showing off, any more and
you're using whaling gear.
While a number of regular trout
flies will take blucgills, popping
bugs of cork or plastic seem to be
the most popular object to hang on
to a 4-pound leader tippet.
The bugs' color seems to make a
difference. I don't know why, but
the fish do.
I have been blanked with a yellow bug, changed to a red one of
the same shape and size and started
pulling them in by the stringerload.
Size of the bugs will run
between 6 and 12. The shapes arc
in four basic classes:

—The cupped front that makes a
pop.
—The nosecone-shaped slider
which leaves a small wake when
retrieved in short jerks.
—Flat-faced, longer bodies that
react in between those two.
—A new back-sloped face that
causes the bug to dip under the surface just a mite like- a crippled
shiner has been effective for me
this season.
Most of the poppers come with
rubber legs. The manufacturers
make the legs so long they tangle
with the hook. I find it best to cut
them off to about a quarter of an
inch.
Another very popular bug is the
rubber spider that will float for a
few seconds then sink. This gives
the angler a chance to score
beneath the surface if the spider
isn't hit on top.
Deer hair bugs that are much
like muddler minnows are also
very effective.
Artists with deer hair, such as
Dave Whitelock, have been producing bass-size, deer hair bugs for
some time, but they haven't shown
up in smaller sizes.
This is too bad because I think
they would 1) sell, and 2) catch
bluegills.
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Chris Cobb, age four, caught this mess of fish on Kentucky Lake.
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Local anglers in top 50
finishers in Lady Bass

Plentiful bluegill a great
way to fish in the south
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over or through one of these beds
is subject to a fierce attack by the
residents. After the beds are established one can actually smell them
when you get close. It's a lot like
smelling a snake.
Chris Cobb, son of Lewis and
Donna Cobb is just four years old
but he feels that someday he will
be a rival to Bill Dance.
Chris fished from the bank and
caught 10 bluegill and one bass on
crickets by himself. Mom and Dad
were just observers.
Water conditions are good
although the elevation was dropped
about four inches on Tuesday.
The shad fry should start moving
around soon and trigger the white
bass into a feeding spree. The
whites are pretty skinny right now.
It looks like a good season
ahead.- ,
4
Happy Fishing!

4
t.,
111

Just add fun.

Industrial Rd.

the other "bad" days.
More anglers are becoming
aware of the huge bluegill and
sheficrackers that are in Kentucky
Lake. Fishing for bass or crappie
one eventually hits a school of
these scrappy panfish and decides
that they are really fun.
It is an ideal way to start a
youngster fishing either from the
b4nk or a boat.
Crickets, mayflies, beetle spins
and rooster tail spinners will work
when fished in the shallows of a
bay or next to a rocky bank.
The mayflies haven't started
hatching yet but it won't be much
longer. When they do start, most of
the panfish began feeding on the
surface and are easy to spot.
They usually school in large
numbers and fan-dish shaped
"beds" in the soft bottom to la)
their eggs. Anything that passes

Beginning at
Southeast corn(
point being an
and 25.00 feet

WELL YOU LET ME
A POOL-OF MY5
AGAIN DIDN'T /141

Justin Hendrick, age three, son of Greg and Donna Hendrick, caught
1.75 pound of crappie on his first fishing trip on Kentucky Lake.
LIE.E.
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— We Install Automotive Glass —

D & W Auto Supply
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Only In A Jeep.
BEETLE BAILEY

Cain'S

Jeep
Eagle

Hwy. 641

.
Murray, 753-6448

THE MEN
DON'T SEEM
VERY
GLJNG - HO

Holland Tire Co.
"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
We Feature • Name Brand Tires
• Computerized Balancing
While You Wait
.The performer With Road Hazard Warranty
E. Main I industrial Rd. Murray

753-5606

A Sportsman's Paradise — 8,000sq. Feet!

Benson
Sporting Goods
519 So. 12th St. • Hwy. 641 So.
753-1342
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone
a tract of land
located west of North 4th Street, East of Northwood drive from Agricul
an
tural to be
rezoned to R-4 Multi/Family Residential
A public hearing will be held Tuesday, June 20, 1989, at 7:00 p.m.
in the Council
Chambers, Second Floor, City Hall. All interested persons are invited
to attend. A
description follows:
A 10.430 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of
Murray, Kentucky, April, 1989, located at the East end of the present
Northwood
Drive in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
and being more
particularly described as follows;
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described
tract of land and the
Southeast comer of Lot 49 of Northwood Subdivision, Plat Book
4, Page 80, said
point being an existing iron pin 1201 feet West of the centerline
of Highway 2075
and 25.00 feet North of the cer =line of Northwood Drive;
thence, North 3° 33' 10" West - 463.29 feet, generally along
a fence and with the
East side of said Lot 49, to a #4 Re-bar set at the Northwest comer
of the
herein described tract of land;
thence, North 59° 01'33" East - 422.04 feet with the Billy Oakley
South Property
4,ine, to a #4 Re-bar set at the Northeast corner of the herein
de-cribed tract
of land and the Northwest corner of Tract 4 surveyed
this date;
thence, South 32° 2038" East - 145.00 feet with the Ruby Hale
West Property Line,
Deed Book 162, Card 899,Tract #4 surveyed this date, to a #4
Re-bar set;
thence, South 41° 0656" East - 243. 86 feet with the West side of
the John Mahan
Property, Deed Book 162,Card 1032 and Deed Book 169,Card 2475,
Tract
#5 surveyed this date, to a #4 Re-bar set;
thence, South 22° 59' 20" East - 150.00 feet with the J. C. Mahan
West Property
Line, Deed Book 124, Page 86 and Deed Book 107, Page 542,
Tract #7
surveyed this date to a #4 Re-bar set;
thence, South 13° 52' 56" East - 199. 44 feet with the said Mahan
West Property
Line to a #4 Re-bar set;
thence. North 85° 14'43" East - 450.00 feet, passing thru an existin
g fence post #4
Re-bar set at 154.11 feet and generally along a fence and with
the Jimmie
Felts South Property Line, deed Book 156, Card 439, to a #4
Re-bar set;
thence. South 10° 29 50" East - 149.93 feet with the West
side of Highway 2075
across the chord of a curved right-of-way to a #4 Re-bar set at the
Southeast
corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, with the North side of Tract #2 surveyed this date,
the following bearings
and distances,
South 84° 58' 36" West - 135.23 feet to a #4 Re-bar
set;
North 85° 29' 36" West - 1021.73 feet across the chord of
the proposed
right-of-way extension of Northwood Drive and Tract #2 survey
ed this date
to the point of beginning;
DEED BOOK REFERENCE: DEED BOOK 162, CARD
1413
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREVIOUS
LY CONVEYED
EASEMENTS AND RIGHT-OF-WAYS.
PREPARED BY: FREDDIE ALLGOOD, 5-9-89
KENTUCKY REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR #2704
A 5.185 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Service
s of Murray,
Kentucky, April, 1989,located at the East end of the present Northw
ood Drive in the
City of Murray,Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particu
larly described
as follows;
Beginning at the Northwest comer of the herein described
tract of land and the
Southwest corner of Tract #2 surveyed this date, said point
being a #4 Re-bar set

WELL YOU LET ME MAKE
A FOOL-OF MYSELF
AGAIN, DIDN'T YOU?

LiA44( PIN T YOU TELL ME
IT ISN'T '‘I-IANSEL AND
GRATEFUC7EVERYBODY
LAUGHED AT ME!

FORTUNATELY, THE KID
WHO SITS BEHIND ME
TOLD ME THE RIGHT
NAME...

11111111
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25.00 feet South of the centerline of Northwood
Drive and 1201± feet West of
centerline of Highway 2075;

thence, North 84°58'36" East - 126.66 feet with the
South side of Tract #2 surveyed
this date to a 04 Re-bar set at the Northeast
corner of the herein described
tract of land;
thence, South 5*01'24" East - 65.68 feet with the
West side of Highway 2075 to a
#4 Re-bar set;
thence, South 3°5815" East -84.36 feet with the West side
of said Highway to a#4
Re-bar set at the Southeast corner of the herein describ
ed tract of land;
thence, South 85°05'01" West - 1142.17 feet, generally
along a fence and with the
Kathryn Outland North Property Line, Deed Book 166, Card
1652, to a #4
Re-bar set at the Southwest comer of the herein describ
ed tract of land;
thence. North 3° 33' 10" West - 314.17 feet, generally along
a fence and with the
West side of Lots 74 and 50 of Northwood Subdivision,
Plat Book 4, Page
80, to the point of beginning
DEED BOOK REFERENCE: DEED BOOK 162,
CARD 1413
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREV
IOUSLY CONVEYED
EASEMENTS AND RIGHT-OF-WAYS.
PREPARED BY: FREDDIE ALLGOOD, 5-9-89
KENTUCKY REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR#2704
If further information is needed, please contact the Department
of Planning and
Engineering at 753-4321.

Being 4.80 acres in section 10 township 1 range
5 east in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and described as follows: Begining at a point
in the Southerly right of
way line of Kentucky Highway No. 121, said point
being located south 21 degrees
25 minutes 20 seconds West 13 feet from the center
of the south end of a6 foot wide
by 4 foot high reinforced concrete culvert under
Highway No. 121, said culvert
being located South-easterly along said highway
approximately 0.95 miles from the
center of the Cherry-Corner Pottertown Road, and
running thence south 69 degrees
53 minutes 09 seconds East along the Southerly Line
of said highway 93 feet to an
iron rod; thence South 4 degrees 29 minutes 29 second
s West 108 feet to an iron
stake; thence South 71 degrees 02 minutes 08 second
s East 15 feet to an iron stake;
thence South 5 degrees 55 minutes 23 seconds West
45 feet to an iron stake; thence
South 70 degrees 09 minutes 09 seconds East 132.55
feet (iron stake located 3 feet
back from the end of this line); thence South 14 degree
s 18 minutes 29 seconds West
588.50 feet to an iron stake; thence North 73 degree
s 32 minutes 47 seconds West
358.17 feet to an iron stake; thence North 21 degree
s 25 minutes 20 seconds East
755.26 feet to the point of beginning and
containing 4.80 acres.
Mac Fitts, Director
This property is not subject to periodic floodin
g.
Dept. Planning/Engineering Being
the same real estate conveyed to Earl Shroader and
wife Elva Jean Shroader
by deed from William J. Green and wife, Inez
Green, Dated May 1, 1979, and of
record in Deed Book 159 Cabinet I. Drawer 11,
Card 2213 in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
PURCHASER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO
ASSUME AND PAY ALL
TAXES ASSESSED AGAINST SUCH PROPERTY
FOR THE YEAR 1988
AND ALL SUBSEQUENT YEARS.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execut
e bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale,
until paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepar
ed to comply promptly with
these terms.

Robert. F Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Murray State University is accepting
sealed bids for the sale
of surplus horses;
MUR-005M-90; To
be opened 6/12/89 at
2 p.m. in the Purchasing Dept., General
Services Bldg., on
Chestnut St., Murray,
Ky. Forms may be
obtained by calling
(502) 762-2705.

44,

Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Live Catfish

FIND
IT
FAST

85V Lb.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19!

Caught Fresh Daily

Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:

Murray Bait Co.
753-5693

in the
classified

HOST (Dry) Carpet
Cleaner, the professional
way to dry clean carpet
yourself Rent the easy-touse Host machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky 753-0839
FATHER'S Day Speciall
8mm film transferred to
video tape_ Only 60 per foot
with this ad! Expires June
18 Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties 759-9246

(HE SAID IT'S
1" HANSEN AND
GRATEFUL"

never thought about it before ... but I
suppose I'd let the kid go for about $1.99 a

"Well, I

Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5)00 to Cx30
753-5562 if no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

47
49
51
54

1

LEECH
ON MY FOREHEAD

Wine cup
4 Traded for

money
B. Flap
11 Toll
12 Rip
13 Frozen water
14 Conjunction
15 Insect
17 Separated
19 Inlet
21 Chart
23 Wire measure
24 Fixed period
of time
26 Small rug
28 Strip of
leather
31 Insane
33 Knock
35 Diocese
36 Proceed
38 Amends
41 Tantalum
symbol
42 Suitable
44 Pale
45 Sweet potato

LOTS OF
SCREAMtNCr,
I HOPE
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IT SEEMS THE MORE THEY
KNOW ABOUT WAR,THE
LESS THEY LIKE It
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24

21
25

31
32
•
ill 37

THERE'S THE
CHOPPER HOW,,ANC:
,
MAJOR COHN.

42

38
43

47

44
46

S4

55

U.U
65

66
71
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Remain
Pigpen
Plaything
Electrified
particle
56 Fri. follower
58 Sorrow
59 Appraised
62 Fish eggs
64 Selenium
symbol
65 Fuss
66 Gull-like
bird
68 "Star —"
70 Sailor:
collog.
71 Baltic and
Caspian
72 Ventilate

DOWN

whirlwind
6 Circuit
7 Apothecary's
weight
8 Names
9 High card
10 "The
Burning
11 — au Prince

16 Printer's
measure
18 "Adam's —
20 Limb
22 Father and
mother
25 Deface
27 Chinese
pagoda
29 Permit
30 Afternoon
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
social
32 Condensed
12
13
moisture
34 Work at
17
18
one's trade
UI
36 Aeriform
22
23
fluid
37 Choose
39 Dance step
26
27
28
29 30
40 Mournful
43 Clothes31
34
35
maker
46 Cut
39
40
41
48
Are
There
45
46
SO Adventure
stories
49
so
si
collo()
52 53
52 One defeated
se
53 Vegetable
58
55 Seines
Ill
57 As far as
64
1
62U63
59 Large tub
60 Girl's name
67
68 69
61 Billy —
UU
Williams
72
63 Sched abbr
67 Sun god
69 Providence's
St
I Eagle's nest
2 Mother
3 Priest's
vestment
4 Vapor
5 Faroe
Islands

--High-Pressure
Washing-Waxing-Mobile homes,
farming equipment, alum siding,
houses,
campers, etc.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DAM
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TAG.S
EARL
ALL
OWE
AMIDE
VIE
ELM
BURST
ETA

Bel-Air Center

Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
Giftware
Lamp

* LOW PRICES *
Call After 5:30 p.m.

753-8691
NOW cherry cabinets with
oak prices' Mantels available Wood Specialty, Sedalia, Ky

Shades

Silk Flowers
New Arrival
Spring Flowers
20% Off
Storewide

COUNTRY Jean's 5 miles
94E, 759-1062, Fridays
4-6p m., Saturdays
10a m -4p.m Jeans for
men & misses, jrs & women Lee, Levis, Jordache.
Lawman, and many more
Blouses, shorts, tops, jackets, some jeans 7, price
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
sizes

pound."

I GOT A

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

"tree local claim service"

Key MiniWarehouses

I WONIX.R vcIAAT IT
WOULD BE LIKE It te
f8ARRIF_D TO AR
11-IE 5LOSTI1OTE 11.ACRED

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St, Murray

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

6-2

WE DRANK FRESH WATER FROM
A STREAM

Lag&
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court National Mortgage
Company Plantiff, VS Earl Lynn Shroader and wife,
Elva Jean Schroader and
County of Calloway, Kentucky; et al Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
CASE NO. 88-CI-027
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Callow
ay Circuit Court rendered at
the March 7 Term thereof 1989, in the above cause,
for the sum of Thirty-three
Thousand Six Hundred-thirteen and 69/100(33,613.69)
Dollars, with interest at the
rate of 10 per cent per annum from the 1st day of June
1987, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray
Kentucky,to the highest bidder, at public auction on the
12th day of June 1989, at 10
O'clock a.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of 30
days the following describe('
property, to-wit:

thence, South 85'38' 17" East - 1022.66 feet across
the chord of a curved right-ofway to a 84 Re-bar set;

--11101111,

MY DATE AND I
WENT HIKIMCr
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753-9234

Thank You
Note
Thefamily ofLottie
H Wilson wants to
thank everyone for
their prayers and
blessings to make the
burden easier to bear
her passing. and
thank the doctors and
nurses that helped
her, Mrs. Ervin, the
Blalock and Coleman
Funeral Home and
Brother John Dale for
his comforting words.
Thank you.
The Wilson Family
and her cousins
Garvin Wilson

SOUTH 641 Water

District
Customers Effective June
1989 service will be termi
nated 25 days after gross
amount is due (15th of following month) No cut-off
notice will be mailed as
grace period is shown on
bill Please pay your Pill by
the due date

1

For Sale
Jumping horse.
Papason chair,
Call Between
3 p.m.- 5 p.m.
763-6298

24 Ft. Harris
25th Anniversary
Edition
Pontoon
Flote Boat
Fully equipped, 70
h p Johnson out-.
board motot, AM/FM •
cassette stereo, grill,
and all the extras'
Great
condition'
$7,000 firm
Serious buyers call
(417)335-5634
6 p.m.-6 p.m.
Ask for Dave.

A CARD
OF THANKS
Thefamily of Mrs.
Clara A. Paschall
wishes to express
their appreciation to
the staff of MCCH
and
West
View
Nursing Home, to
Dr. Robert Hughes
and staff, Bro. Eddie
G. Young, Bro.
Terry M. Sills, the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Choir
and Miller Funeral
Home for their kindnesses shown during
the illness and death
of our mother and
grandmother;
to
friends and relatives
for the compassion
shown to us at our
time of loss.
050
Loaf

And Found
FOUND
Black short
haired puppy, 3-4 months
old 753 4878

2, 1989
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CLASSIFIEDS
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1 EXPERIENCED Cook, 1
Full time produce
experienced waitress
person needed
Above minimum wage pay,
Apply in person
plus over fringe benefits,
full-time work Kentucky
Lake Lodge Restaurant,
Hwy 68 & 80, Aurora, Ky
Food Market
Apply in person and ask for
Bill Hooper
EARN MONEY Reading
ACT in TV comme.011s No books! $30 000/ year ine x penenr-,c‘
..\ s Kids, come potential Details (1)
teen-kx4l.or adults, farm- 805-687-6000 Ext
Cr...ture people, ani- Y-10706
mas, etc Call No.0
- "-en n FEDERAL Jobs Earn
Studios 'is%
$19,654 to 72,500 a year
Ext
occupations
All
(717)327-5341 Dept
ANN'S Country Kitchen, EB-64
Hazel needs a full-time af- HELP care for healthy elternoon waitress and a derly lady Pleasant counpart-time waitress Call
try home Room, board and
492-8195 Position open
salary Call 753-0946 beimmediately
tween 9I-Noon
BABYSITTER needed in
Panorama Shores area
Wanted
436-5464

Owen

Summer Buddy
DENTAL Assistant Parttime, hours must be flexible, will train Send resume
to P 0 Box 659, Murray,
KY 42071
DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products!
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%! Call
today 753-0171

EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send self
addressed stamped envelope to PC Box 23189.
Detroit MI 48223

Deli and

Kitchen Help
Apply in person.

Owen
Food Market
IMMEDIATE Openings
Day or afternoon shift for
MT or MLT Competitive
salary arid benefits Submit
application/ resume to Personnel, Marshall County
Hospital, 503 George McClain Dr, Benton, KY 42025

Accepting applications for Nurses
Aides. 3-11 shift
"and 11-7 shift.
$3.50/hour plus 200
per hour shift differential.
Apply at:

West View
Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
EOE
LPNs/ Nurse's Aides/
CMAs Full and part-time
positions available, excellent salary and benefits
Apply in person Mills
Manor Nursing Home
Mayfield, Ky
MARSHALL County Hospital is recruiting for full-time
and part-time registered
nurses and licensed practical nurses to work in the
Intensive Care Unit Competitive wages and benefits
available
Submit
application/ resume to Personnel, Marshall County
Hospital, 503 George McClain Dr. Benton, KY 42025

1)0

090

Help
Wanted

For 11 Year Old Girl
Must provide own transportation and be willing
to spend time at the pool,
library, etc.
Call 753-2277
After 6 p.m. or
759-1130
For Interview
Ask For Nancy
PERSONNEL Wanted.
Large corporation expand ing Needs people from the
surrounding area Must be
mature, good appearance
and personality, willing to
train and accept responsibility Have full-time (and
management) positions.
$405 to $540 per week if
you qualify Send letter or
resume by June 10, 198910
Personnel Director, Route
1 Box 243, Benton, Missouri 63736

Articles
for Sale

CERTIFIED elementary
teacher, experienced in tutoring, will tutor your child
grades 1-8 in your home or
mine References furnished 753-0330 for further
information

ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
56" wide x 59 height,
$22999 10x12 ft building
with door 56" wide x 61
height, $29999 10x9 high
gable building with door 56"
wide x 60" height, $289 99
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604

I will stay with sick or elderly
at home or hospital Have
references and experience
Call 753-4590 for more
information
WILL mow lawns- any size,
reasonable rates Call after
5P M Mon-Fri, anytime
weekends, Wayne 489-2342
STAY with elderly, cook &
clean, 8 hours daily, no
weekends or nights Call
after 3.30p m 753-0633
WILL babysit my home,any
hour weekdays 1709
Ridgewood Dr
WILL clean houses Ask for
Lacy 436-5811
Ion
Business
Opportunity
LOOKING for a family business! We have an antique
business listed with a national directory. Owner has
other interest. For more details call Vicki at Roberts
Realty 753-1651.
SUCCESSFUL and PROFITABLE retail business for
ale UNIFORMS OF
URRAY. Exceptional
sales growth with established clientel and contracts. Call 759-4882 or
( 4 0 9 )6 9 6 - 6 7 8 9 ,
(409)696-6666.
110
instruction

7e..ktv

for 4 hair stylists in
ultra-modern styling
salon Want to try a
new way to work? Paid
vacation, paid holidays, medical, dental,
life insurance, store
discounts, profit sharing and excellent salary plus high commission available to experienced stylist with
or without customer
following in this area
For personal,
confidential interview
call:

J.C. Penny
Styling Salon
759-9811
and ask for
Pam Ruddie
Interviews
Tuesday, June 6
8:30 - 10:30 a.m.

MEDICAL Secretary/ Tran090
scriptionist Position is fullSituation
time and requires the scheWanted
duling of appointments for
ARE
you
looking for dedoctors and ancillary departments of the hospital pendable care with someMedical transcription and one who offers lots of love,
home cooked meals,
terminology necessary
Submit application/ resume snacks, experience, referto Personnel, Marshall ences? Call me 437-4678
County Hospital, 503 WILL do housecleanin
g,
George McClain Drive
excellent references
Benton, KY 42025
753-3247

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised Your
Rates, Please Call Us Immediately
For A Price Quote.
We Represent 9 "A" And "A+"
Rated Insurance Companies. If
You Are In Average Health For
Your Age, We May Be Able To
Save You Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 27th Year Of Service"
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
4

CHANDELIER, $25 Recessed light fixture, $25
Electric self-cleaning oven
$75 Camper top for small
pick-up, $100 759-4421 or
753-4199

GYMPAK 1500 exorcize
system. $125 Jobe competition water ski 67 $90
753-4029
240

Miscellaneous
BASEBALL Cards - Mickey
Mantel, Rookie, mint condition, $6.500
Call
354-8050
CHANNEL Catfish Fingerlings $60 per 1,000 and up
Can
deliver
(601)840-0307

DESK and chair, $100 Call
753-0839

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

HOT Point refrigerator,
frost free, $275 New TV
antenna, $45. Robin CB
base deck with mics, $125
Bicycles of all kinds and
sizes 474-2262.

POOL Table: Regulation
size, $500. Call after 5p.m.
759-9876.
REDWOOD Patio Furniture, 11 pieces for $550.
Gold Star room air conditioner, 7,000 BTUs, used 4
months, $230. GE refrigerator with icemaker, sealed
fruit/ vegtable/ & snack pac
bins, 1 year old, $500
753-4005.
REMOTE Control Car:
Javelin 4WD, Novak and
heavy duty shocks, Futabe
radio, Kyosho charger, 2
battery packs, paint and
lots of misc, parts and tools,
$225. 527-7894, 437-4751.
TOPPER for small short
wheel base truck, $50
492-8298 after 5p m
XEROX copier 2830
753-5147, ask for Bub or
Gay

GO carts, go carts, go carts!
5 HP single and double
seats_ Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831.
HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
Tiller: only 25Ibs $229.95
Keith's lawn & Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray
759-9831.
LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery. Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831.
LEE'S Pools & Spas is
making pool care easier for
Murray! Chemicals, supplies, parts, paint and water
testing are available Come
by C.J.'s Pool & Patio, 106
North 4th Street, 759-1911.

FACE BRICK
Prices Start At
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CAM Toll Fria

FREEZER: 21 cubic ft.
chest, works good, $50.
753-8119
GE 16' UPRIGHT Like
new! 3 years old Call after
5p m 753-4357
MICROWAVE: 15x15x23,
browing unit, $100. Call
753-7951 evenings

Horne
Furnishings

1-800-334-1203

AMA A refrigerator, sofa
sleeper, wing back chair.
Day 759-4522, after 6p.m
753-8139.
• AIRLINES

DESK, very nice 753-8082
after 5p m.

•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728
A C T TRAVEL SCHOOL
Nat'l Hdotrs, Pompano Bch ft

REFRIGERATORS, 1 new
$300, 1 used $200. Extra
sturdy bunk beds and mattresses, $300. 759-1217.
SLEEPER Sofa Queensize, good condition, $85
753-2698

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 afte
5p m.
BUYING aluminum cans
500 lb.. battery, scrap
metal, copper and Junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days 498-8785
nights
COPPER,aluminum, stainless and radiators Top
prices Open weekends
Cash 753-0467

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x55 1974 MOBILE
home, $2,850 delivered
753-7975
12x60. HOUSE Trailer, 2
bedrooms, appliances, utility pole, $2,500. 759-4805
or 753-8430.
12x65; GUARDIAN, 2 bedrooms, air conditioning,
washer & dryer, appliances, nice and well
kept. 753-6075 after 5p.m.
14 WIDE: 1989, 2 bedrooms, fully furnished, as
low as $515 down and $31
per week Universal
Housing- Clarksville_
14x70: 1989, 2 or 3 bedrooms, includes stereo system and appliances, delivered and set-up, as low as
$720 down and $45 per
week. Universal Housing Clarksville.
2 BEDROOM mobile home
for sale 759-1823

165
140

DOUBLEWIDE 1989, 3
bedrooms and 2 baths, as
low as $950 down and $247
per month, over 6 doublewides in stock Universal
Housing- Clarksville

Antiques

CAROLYN'S Antiques &
Gifts located on U.S. 79,
only 1'4 miles of Dover,
Tennessee next door to
Uncle Joe's. Looking for
that gift or antique or want- UNIVERSAL Housing, Inc.,
ing to sell that antique or 1578 Ft. Campbell Blvd.,
estate, call
us - Clarksville, TN, 552-6948
615-232-4173 or come by •Large Location' Lowest
to see us. Open 6 days- Prices' Largest Selection*
Sunday 1 .30 to 5p.m.
Service After The Sale' 13
Years in Clarksville' Your
PUMP organ, china caWholesale Mobile Home
binet 753-1494 evenings
Outlet'
190

PONY Cart and Harness
Complete for 500Ibs pony
489-2333

Fans
Equipment

Mobile
Homes For Rent

1981 INTERNATIONAL
WE buy scrap aluminum, 4300 long nose tractor, 400
copper, brass and alumi- Cummings and aluminum
num cans Call Balcan Re- dump trailer, road ready.
cycling @ 753-0338
( 9 0 1 )8 2 2 - 6 6 7 1 ,
(901)822-4761
15(1

Ankles
For Sake
GAS cook stove washer &
dryer, 1 male sheep (9
months old), 1971 Datsun
Pick-up 489-2682

640 FORD tractor, 5'
Woods cutter, excellent
condition 753-0144 or
753-5463.

AKC White German Shepard Puppies Males and
females, wormed, $150
each 753-4742 evenings

4 Family
Yard Sale

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109

SIBERIAN Huskies 9
weeks old, red and white,
have had first shots
436-5677

2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment: /
1
2 mile from
campus, water paid, $175 1
person, $185 2 people
Available now No pets No
children 753-5980
2 BEDROOM apartment for
rent, no pets Call 753 0521
before 3 30p m
or
753-9475

Puryear Brick

Mortar

NEW tiller for 16HP Sears
tractor, $225. Portable
electric organ, $75. Fireplace woodstove insert,
best offer 489-2333.

1 BEDROOM Duplex
Apartment $125 per
month, water furnished, references required Call
489-2595

2 BEDROOM apartment
near university 489-2244

$13300

LOWERY Magic Genie 98
organ, 18,000 BTU Fedders A/C, 18,000 BTU
keresene heater, 2/
1
2 dollar
gold coin ring Call
753-6172 after 4p m.

& Steppe's

Per itag

Start at

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
285
Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent

6 MILES south of Murray on
M-FARMALL Tractor 3 641, private lot, city water
point hitch, retook), hydro 753-4155.
lic Call 437-4940
2 ACRE wooded lot, off
paved road, 10 miles west
of Murray off 94 435-4136

2 BEDROOM, 2 Bath
Apartment: Central heat
and air, washer/ dryer
hook-up, appliances and
water furnished. No pets;
references required.
753-3949
3 BEDROOM Apartment.
Central heat & air, stove,
refrigerator,/
1
2 utilities, carport, $400 plus deposit.
Nice 1 bedroom apartment,
partly furnished, low utilities, $200 plus deposit, no
pets. Days 753-1953,
nights 753-0870.
4 ROOM Apartment: Upstairs, partly furnished, 1 or
2 ladies preferred.
492-8727
5 ROOM Apartment: 703
South 4th Street. Call
753-0839 or 436-2935 after
5p.m.
FURNISHED 1 Bedroom
Apartments 1 small- 1
large, $150 & $175/ month,
close to campus, nice,
clean 753-7276
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments located near campus. Also
Houses For Rent near campus. Nice, quiet locations,
one 4-5 bedroom, one 3
bedroom. 753-0606 nights,
753-6111 days.
SPACIOUS 2 Bedroom Duplex: Clean, attractive!
Westwood Drive, $330
monthly, will discount rent
to select tenant. 753-8734.

1004 MAIN. 5 rooms, 1
bath, carpeted, freezer,
stove, refrigerator, central
H/A, $300, $300 deposit.
759-1265 after 4p.m.
2 BEDROOMS, stove and
refrigerator, $225 per
month plus deposit, 501
North 6th Street_ 759-9549
after 5p.m.
2 or 3 BEDROOM: $300
monthly, $150 d000sit,
married coi
mily,
no - kx.ACV,1".:74er 5p.m.
7:Crto
3 BEDROOM house near
university, $375 2 bedroom house near downtown, $325 753-4109
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, brick
ranch home for rent. Central gas heating, central
electric cooling. Located on
quiet residential street in
Murray. $395/ month. Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222_
3 BEDROOM Brick. Located on Oaks Country
Club Road, 1'/i baths,
electric heat, $400. Call
753-1776 or 753-3215.
3 BEDROOM,2 bath house
near university, $380 per
month, 1 year lease, will
discount to select tenant.
753-8734
3 BEDROOM country
house near Hazel 1 bath,
no appliances, $200 plus
deposit 492-8494
360
For Rent
Or Lease
PONTOON Slips Covered
or open, torrent at Cypress
Bay Resort
Call
(901)232-8221
3711
Livestock
& Supplies

&witness
Rentals
BUILDING lust off college
campus Call 753-2967

Commercial
Building
For Rent

Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5570

4

WALKER Coon Hound
Registered, 7 months old,
male, $175 753-4545 after
5p m
410

Fri. & Sat.
June 2-3
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Intersection of Old
641 and Highway
1346 at Dexter.
350 Honda, furniture, CB's, dog box
for 4 wheeler, baby
furniture, toys, tent.

Public
Salo

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. til 12 nmin
1909-B Greenbrlar
Baby, infant & toddler
items, toys & clothing,
few maternity clothes,
few nursing uniforms,
ladies clothes sizes 8-14,
appliances, household
items & more!
Come & see for yourself.
Absolutely no early sales
& cancel if raining!!

Multi-Party
Garage Sale
1512 Chaucer
(Canterbury
Subd.)
Friday
7:30 till 5 p.m.
Saturday
7:30 till 12 Noon
Clothes, appliances,
decorative items &
many many more
things

Yard Sale
June 3, 1989
6 till ?
1711 Keenland Dr.

Twins girl clothes
infant to 2T, toys,
crafts. Girls 1214, boys 3-6.

Yard Sale
Saturday,

Pets
& Supplies
1 SMALL dog Stith Tsu
puppies $150 ready for a
new home, have papers
Will have Keeshoncis born
any day. $150 474-0107
GROomINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new,
modern faaltiy. The ulti
mate for all your pet's
grooming needs.

Pets
Supplies
KEESHOND Puppies. AKC
registered, 7 weeks, $125
247-7436
410
Public
Sala

Garage Sale
1515 Canterbury Dr.

Sat., June 3rd
7 a.m.
Good mens & ladies
clothing, few antique
gas logs, childrens pre
school chairs, lots of
misc.

Huge 3 Party
Garage Sale
Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
909 Pogue
(off S. 9th St.)
Brass & glass coffee
table, roll top desk, odd
tables, new camera &
projector, dishes, pots &
pans, pretty flower arrangements, clothes &
lots of misc.

June 3

1103 Olive
6 a.m
Kerosene
heater,
bus station bench,
anti-gravity swing,
men & women's
clothing.

2 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Oaks Estates
(off 94 West)

Yard/Garage
Sale
Sat., June 3
303 N. 16th St.
MOVING
OUT OF
STATE, MUST SELL.
Furniture, baby/children's
items
and
clothes, books, household goods, outside
items, and lots of
other goodies!!
No Sales Before
7:30 a.m.

Garage
Sale
Fri., June 2
Sat., June 3
1410 Dudley Dr.
Extra nice children and
adult clothing, all sizes, 12
place setting Corelle
vingware, furniture, wicker,
gas barbeque grill, decorative items, bicycle, baseball
cards and toys galore that
would make great Christmas gifts

Yard Sale
Rain or Shine
Sat., June 3
7:00-4:00
North 4th Eat., Gray
house In front of
Oakley's Used Cars.
Two families wad or holy mai
man,. but everythng war/ tin one
house Scetedwrg's got to GOII
Wicker pa to set, washer & dryer. as
condifonst old wooden bed trans.
char, lamps some Ws, clothes
toys dYldran's togas, mud% much
mat [veiling mud b sad

3 Party
Yard Sale
Saturday
7:30 a.m.-?
407 South
12th St.
Lots of children's
& adults clothes,
misc.

Big
Yard Sale
1 mile 94 East - Turn at
Csblevision Office in front
of Eastwood Church, 1st
house on right
Cancelled 1 ram
Camper,sevnng machine,gas
range, canner, dryer, lawn
mower, humidifier, hair dryer.
suitcases, bicycles, Nr clean
ers. leather pillows, toy chest,
refngeralor, kitchen. car parts,
children clothes, home deco'
talons, record players

Phone 753-7374

Garage
Sale
Sat., June 3rd
8 a.m. - Sharp
till 3 p.m.
1503 Chaucer Dr.
Canterbury Estates
Loads of nice dothes,size
6-14, ladies, rnens &
childrens. Gift & decorative items, color t.v. and
many more nice items

Exercize
bike,
storm doors, girls &
boys clothes &
much more.

Yard
Sale
Saturday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
• 1511 Martin
Chapel
Road
Couch, tv's, barber chair, stereos,
much more.

YARD
SALE
Thurs.,
Fri.,
Sat.
505 N. 5th
Street

Carport Sale
Fri. & Sat.

Yard Sale

n
Sat., June 3
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Stereo,
mirror,
clothes,
tennis
racket,
glassware, lots of
kitchen miscellaneous.

3 Party
Garage Sale
Sat., June 3rd
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
1217 Dogwood
Baby items, lamps ladies golf clubs, clothes,
aquariums, & other
items.
In case of rain,
cancelled until 6/10/89

Yard Sale
Saturday
7 a.m. -

Noon

6 Family
Yard Sale

Absolutely
no sales

before 8 a.m.

Yard Sale

8:00-5:00
Hwy. 121 on GravesCalloway
County
Line. Signs.
Antiques by Items, turn*
tune, houaanoid Morn. paw
back books. bar & 2 stools. I
serving can, waltout equip.
'rent odds & ends, lots of
stun 31000 RTU al cord,
t,onto used 2 months

489-2523

Childrens clothes,
baby items, toys.

Saturday
June 3rd
815 Broad St.

RESIDENTI
Commercial/ & Wal
property Call Lile RI
tate (502)354-63
(502)474-8891.
Lots
For See

1 ACRE newly dew
in July of 1988 for Ira
house on Indepeni
Church Road, 5 mile
of Alm° or Dexter. Ne
gallon septic systen
new 24" well, paved
and a quiet neighbor
good water, going ii
estate in 1 week. Prii
sell $4,500. 437-432

21 ACRE hill 10 mile v
tree tops (triangle bot.
3 roads) center Ma
County Look down or
ton's lights! Deer an
turkey. No built
$62,500. Joe W. Na
753-9622/ 527-7864

2 LOTS at Parts Lar
Russwood Shores, $
for 2 lots (502)851-

'/. ACRE lot near
Camp, $4,500 437after 5p.m.

1983 BUICK Regal. 4V-6, steering, brakes
air, 50,000 actual r
759-4059 after 5p.m

2 NEW Homes. By bui
contractor, 3 and 4
rooms. Call 753-3672
5p.m.
BY Owner. 3 bedr
brick, large living room
fireplace, den, utility
carpeted, mini-blinds,
building, 12/10 acres<
West, 41
/
2 miles from
ray $46,500. Must
Make offer. 759-1987
3 BEDROOM horni
country. 2 extra sled
rooms upstairs, large I
room and dining rc
Central gas heat and a
mili3s east of Mu'
$50,000. Call 753-121
3 BEDROOM alumi
siding, low heating
front sunporch, built-in
ity porch, on large lot. I
negotiable. Call 345or (618)543-9476.
8 ROOM House: 2
rooms, carpet, et
panelled, carport, 21
garage, fenced, outt
ing, fruit trees, 1 acre
has spots for trailer h
ups if wanted to us
rental property Pt
753-3279 5:30-8a.m.
ter 6p.m.

Get.
Yard Sale
Saturday
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
641 South
at Midway
Misc., clothing,
like new motorcycle.

1617 Miller
Rain or Shine

KOPPERUD REAL
tars a complete ra
Real Estate services
wide selection of
homes, all pr
753-1222, toll
1 -800-251-HOME
711L.

Yard Sale
Brookhave

5 miles N. on Hwy
783 N. (Airport Rd)
Country Blue hying morn
suite, VCR, like new Slam
Dunk goal St pole, girls,
boys moms & women,
clothes, toys, aluminum V
bon= boat, trailer &motor,
some home interior, lots of
odds & ends- Something for
everyone!

FOR Sale To Se!
Estate: One of a kir
torn built northern wl
dar log home 28' sq
dining/ kitchen are
cathedral ceilings,
rooms, 2 tile baths,
ditioning, central ftr
burglar alarm, many
spotless condition,
garage, 2 porche
guest house,fenced
acre. $125,000 or
Call owner (502)43E

2109

1608 Magnolia

PEACOCKS 1 male, 3
hens $100 for all
436-2518
350

The Murray Board of Education is
accepting applications for the position of Bookkeeper/Treasurer to the
Board. (A bachelor's degree in accounting or finance is preferred.)
Salary will be determined by experience and educational background.
Interested persons should contact the
Murray Board of Education, 814
Poplar Street, Murray KY or call
753-4363.

380
Public
Sale

2 BEDROOM Apartment.
Washer/ dryer hook-up,
garbage disposal, dishwasher, ceiling fan, $275
plus deposit, 1326 Duigiud
Dr. Call 753-0504 or
759-4557 after 5p m

FACE BRICK 1

Appliance*

•No suwinencis

NOW
INTERVIEWING...

-Pets

•Div
A.C.T. Go,
Peel Nigro. Pompano Bch. AL

114„<1

110

380

SibAtion
Wanted

PROFESSIONAL Sales
Representative. Marion
Pepsi Cola is currently expanding with an aggressive
Train to be a Proleesional
growth plan creating sales
-SECRETARY
and management oppor-EXECUTIVE SEC
tunities fits individual
-WORD PROCESSOR
possess to level 9
HOME STUDY SIES. T RAINING
talet
li . Apply in person on June 7th
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
:4011 PLACEMENT ASSIST
9-11a m at Pepsi Cola
3000 W. Beltline, Paducah,
1-800-327-7728
Ky.
THE HART SCHOOL
SAWYER Experienced,
for afternoon shift, top
wages, excellent benefits
Respond to P0 Box 310,
Henry, TN 38231

Miirray Ledger & Times

410

Real
Estate
4,000 SQUARE Ft Build
ing Ideally located for man
ufacturing wholesale
supply, fitness center, fac
tory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes Well insulated
and equipped with 4 of
flees. 2 restrooms, adequ
ate parking, all city utilities
and room for expansion
Priced for quick sale Otters
appreciated
Call
(502)759-9439 after 5p m
COMMERCIAL rental in
vestment property for sale
Must sell leaving the area
247-1327 or 247-8316
FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments
1 block from campus
$42,000, call 753-1203

Cru
U.S. an
(312)
Ext

FRIDAY, JUNE

CLASSIFIEDS
460

FOR Sale To Seeks An
Estate One of a lund cutorn built northern white cedar log home 28' sq hying/
dining/ kitchen area with
cathedral ceilings, 3 bedrooms, 2 tile baths, air conditioning, central fire and
burglar alarm, many extras,
spotless condition, double
garage, 2 porches, log
guest house,fenced yard, 1
acre $125,000 or offer
Call owner (502)436-5636.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.
RESIDENTIAL/
Commercial/ & Waterfront
properly. Call Lute Real Estate (502)354-6338 or
(502)474-8891.

3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s 753-9866
3 BEDROOM Beck 1 acre
wooded lot, 5 miles from
Murray, Cherry Corner
area Call 753-8872
3 BEDROOM Home In
Town . Exterior is of vinyl
and stone siding, gas heat,
1 -car garage. Vacant and
ready to move in! Call Vicki
at Roberts Realty
753-1651.
3 BEDROOMS, VA baths,
1115 Cecarama, redecorated, by appointment
759-1401.
APPROVED Farmers
Home Applicants!! We
have a 3 bedroom home
located in town. Large
kitchen!dining area. Built in
1985. Call Vicki at Roberts
Realty 753-1651.

BRICK Home 2 bedrooms,
1 bath, aluminum trim, in
Lots
Coldwater, priced in $20s.
For Sale
Must see to appreciate.
1 ACRE newly developed 489-2464.
in July of 1988 for trailer or
house on Independence BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keenland Dr ReChurch Road, 5 miles east
duced!
Appointment only
of Almo or Dexter. New 750
gallon septic system and 474-2342
new 24" well, paved road COUNTRY Charm Beautiand a quiet neighborhood, ful Ranch on 5 acres, shop
good water, going in real building, maintance free
estate in 1 week. Priced to outside, charm and roomy
sell $4,500. 437-4322
inside Call MTG 753-4000.
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of FRAME Home: 2 bedtree tops (triangle bound by rooms, vinyl siding, insula3 roads) center Marshall tion, triple flu pipe for wood
County Look down on Ben- stove, 1 bath, kitchen, living
ton's lights' Deer and wild room, fenced-in backyard
turkey. No building with separate garage and
$62,500. Joe W. Nanney, well house All located on
753-9622/ 527-7864
almost 1 acre with large
garden spot available, out
2 LOTS at Paris Landing,
121 five miles at Stella just
Russwood Shores, $7,000 off
the main road. $18,900,
for 2 lots. (502)851-3506
financing could be avail% ACRE lot near Morris able. Call evenings or early
Camp, $4,500 437-4875 morning 753-1474.
after 5p.m.
GET ready for a summer
460
retreat in this 2 bedroom
Homes
home, located at Center
For Sate
Ridge within walking dis1983 BUICK Regal 4-door tance to the water. Offered
V-6, steering, brakes and at $20,500 Call Vicki at
air, 50,000 actual miles Roberts Realty 753-1651.
759-4059 after 5p m.
HOUSE with something extra! Extra scenic view, spa2 NEW Homes. By building
cious closets, 3 acres, TVA
contractor, 3 and 4 bedrooms. Call 753-3672 after insulated, completely remodeled and newly
5p.m
painted. In Tennessee, but
BY Owner. 3 bedroom only 8.7 miles from Murray
brick, large hying room with Clean, comfortable and affireplace, den, utility, all fordable. Don't miss this
carpeted, mini-blinds, out- one! (901)247-5547.
building, 1 2/10 acres on 94
West, 4'4 miles from Mur- JUST On The Market 4
ray $46,500 Must sell! bedroom, 2 bath house with
2-car garage, in prestigious
Make offer. 759-1987.
neighborhood Call Tina at
3 BEDROOM home in MTG/BH&G for an early
country. 2 extra sleeping showing at 753-4000 or
rooms upstairs, large living 759-9244.
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air. 12 LOW Price, High Value. 2
milks east of Murray. bedroom, 2 bath, central
heat and air on 1.6 acres.
$50,000 Call 753-1203
Call MTG 753-4000.
3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills, REDUCED- $29,900. Lofront sunporch, built-in util- cated at 315 North 7th
ity porch, on large lot. Price Street, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
negotiable Call 345-2642 large living room, new vinyl
siding, carport, nice lot.
or (618)543-9476.
Great starter home! Call
8 ROOM House: 2 bed- Vicki at Roberts Realty
rooms, carpet, cedar 753-1651.
panelled, carport, 20x26 SPLIT Level Brick Home:
garage, fenced, outbuild- Under construction in nice
ing, fruit trees, 1 acre or 3, Benton subdivision. 3 bedhas spots for trailer hook- rooms, 24 baths, utility
ups it wanted to use for room, unfinished den, garrental property. Phone age, beautiful wooded lot.
753-3279 5:30-8a.m or af- David Fielder, home builter 6p.m.
der, 527-1705.
4.10

1-4.•
.t
se.

,

Get A Job!!!

1987 HONDA Rebel 450
Excellent condition, very
sharp, sell for pay-off or
take over payments
759-1976
1988 HONDA Elite Scooter Low mileage, locking
storage compartment,
electric and kick start,
$500 753-0874
ATV parts, accessories
tires & service for all
brands' Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd ,Murray 759-9831
COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polaris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray. 759-9831
490
Used
Cars

CARS:
'88 Dodge Daytona: 25,000
miles. red.
88 Olds 98 Regency Brougham:
16,000 miles,
loaded.
'88 Dodge Daytona: Red, 15,000
miles.
'87 Pontiac Bonneville: Air, tilt,
cruise, 28,000
miles.
87 Chrysler 5th
Ave.: Loaded,
75,000 miles.
'87 Olds Delta 88
Regency: 35,000
miles, loaded.

U.S. and Overseas
(312) 824-1717
Ext. C-136

SHERV/OOD FOREST 3
bedrooms, 2 bath, living
room, dining room, kitchen,
rec room $83,500

141
1 r )1 r

•

84 WEST Cirocery Siam
24197 with haute, kw
acres of frontage. 679,900

1974 DATSUN Stationwagon, boat & trailer, Big Red
3-wheeler 436-2296
1976 AMC Pacer 6 cylinder, automatic, air, $450.
753-9181
1976 FORD LTD. 2-door,
brown with tan interior, new
vinyl top, new tune-up,
79,000 actual miles, cold
air, stereo, looks and runs
very good, $875, negotiable Phone after 6p.m.
753-8165
1979 DATSUN B-210:
Good condition, 1 owner.
759-9309 after 6p.m.
1980 DELTA Royale: All
options, new tires, wires,
V-8, high mileage, serviced
garage kept, $2,000.
437-4577 or 437-4723.

Rent A Car
From Us At

TOYOTA
515 S 12

1981 DATSUN 200 SX
5-speed, sunroof, AM/FM
cassette, A/C, PS, PB, PW,
67,000 miles new battery,
new water pump, new
clutch Call 759-1414
5-9p m

'87 Plymouth Reliant Station Wagon: 21,000 miles

1982 GL 1100 HONDA
Perfect shape, $2,500 or
best offer Call 5p m
759-9425

"86 Olds Cutlass
Ciera: Air, auto.,
20,000 miles.

1982 REGAL Sumrnerset
Limited Fully loaded, Ttops, extra nice 753-0509,
759-1543
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS, PB 753-4993 after
4p.m.

Now it's
'85 Mercury Marquis: Tilt, cruise,
air, 65,000 miles.'85 Chrysler 5th
Ave • Loaded,
63,000 miles.
'85 Porche 944:
49,000 miles,
loaded.
'85 Plymouth
Horizon: 4 speed.
84 Ford Escort
GL Station Wagon: Auto., air,
46,000 miles.

TRUCKS &
VANS:
'1989 Ford F-150
Conversion Van:
695 miles.
'87 Ram 50: 5
speed, air, 45,000
miles.

'86 Dodge D-100
SWB: Blue 37,000
miles, manual
trans. A. air
ALL ELIGABLE
VEHICLES CARRY
A 3 MONTH
3,000 MILE
WARRANTY.

Dan Taylor

PafiS,
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles
901-4141-3000
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

1984 FORD Tempo GLautomatic, air, 2 door,
60,000 miles. Call after
5P.M 753-5279.
1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant:
PS, PB, nice clean car,
excellent condition,$2,500.
435-4526.
1985 MAXIMA: All power,
moon roof, 55,000 actual
miles, 7,000 miles left on
warranty, like new, $8,700
247-7695
1985 MAZDA 626 LX 1
owner, sharp, must sell
753-6125, 753-2615
1985 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE: 50,000 miles, tilt steering, cruise, power locks,
AM/FM stereo, rear defroster, $4,600. 437-4723

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.
Cars From
650043,000
$25435 POf Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks
20 Cars
to Choose from.

Call Sammy

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
Parte. WI
ce04441-4•114--411000411-11104-

CARS

1986 CHRYSLER LeBaron
Turbo GTS Loaded,
$6,995 7,59-1250 or
759-4646, ask for Steve

'88 Chevy Nova

$198.26

For 48 Ma.
$7,987 Sale Price

'87 Pontiac Pro-Am
$272.72
For sa mos
$10,987 Sale Price

'87 Palm Grial-Ani LE
$245.72
For 42 MOB
$8,987 Sale Price

'87 Toyota Corolla FX
$235.49
For 4 Mos.
$9,487 Sale Price

'87 Toyota Camry
$272.72
For 48 Mos.
$10,987 Sal. Price

'86 Chevy iroc
$297.54
For 48 Mos
$11,987 Sale Price
6

Olds Caials

232.99
For 42 woe
$8,487 Sale Price

'86 Olds Calais
$232.99
'86 Toyota Corolla
$197.58

1986 MAZDA 626 Local, 1
owner, cruise A/C, AM/FM
cassette, 5-speed overd
eve 753-8326
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent from Gene t
Dwe IN TA VIL0111
icssivaOLIT,
507 753 7617

son

'86 Chevy Eisrt
sio
S178.

1965 FORD Pick-up: V-8,
straight shift, long bed,
$550 753-9181.

5211
.
CVI
i
For 303 Mos.
$7,487 Sale Price

'85 Buick Skylark
$126.50
For 38 Mos
$3,987 Sale Price

'84 To_yoia Camry

$174.21

For 36 Mos
65,487 Sale Price

LE
$174.21

1976 BRONCO: New motor, $1,000 complete or will
sell parts. 437-4875 after
5P.rn

14 Ford LTD
$142.47
For 36 Mos.
$4,487 Sale Price

'83 Ford Tempo_GL
$167.00
For 24 Mos
$3,787 Sake Price

'83 Chevy Malibu
$175.91
For 24 Mos.
$3,987 Sale Price

'82 Buick Riviera
$215.47
For 36 um
$8,987 Sale Price

'80 Olds Cutlass
$87.54
For 24 Mos.
$1,987 Sale Price
10 Toyota

Coma SW
$131.73

For 24 Mos,
62,987 Sale Price

ON THE SPOT
FINANCING
TRUCKS
'87 Astro Van
$272.72
For 48 We.
$10,987 Sale Price

'87 Fold 150 Cony. Van
$347.18
For 48 Mos,
$13,987 Sale Price

'86 Toyota 4X4 SR-5
$232.99
For 42 Mos.
$8,487 Sale Price

1980 FORD Courier .
5-speed, topper, excellent
condition, $1,750
753-9181
510
Campers
1978 COACHMAN Pop-up
Sleeps 6, bike rack, fron
storage box, awning, ask
ing $1,000. After 4p.m
753-6158
1979 28', AIR, awning, excellent condition, $5,500 or
best offer. 759-1987

'86 Jim)!
$274.17
For 42 Moe.
$9,987 Sale Price

'85 Blazer
$247.45
For 36 filos
$7,987 Sale Price

'85 Blazer
$278.43
For 36 Mos
$8.987 Sale Price

'45 K-10 Blazer
8297.79
For 48 mos.
111,987 Sale Price

13 Slverado
$215.47

Very Clean Boat

$3100
Phone: 753-8788
After 5:00

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848

BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard landscaping. Bush hogging,
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds
436-5430 or 753-0659.
CHRISTIAN mother will
babysit children in my
home, 5 years old and
under. 759-9698
BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios. Free estimates. Chimneys new and
repaired. 28 years experience. 753-6476

1980 WINNEBAGO: 31',
self-contained, center bath,
fully equipped with air.
753-4356.

ELECTRICIAN Quality
work at a price you can
afford 24 hour service. No
charge service call. Runyon Electric Service
759-9682.

29' AIRSTREAM Rear
bath, awning all around,
like new inside and out.
753-0114

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing. Free estimates.
759-1683

USED EQUIPMENT: 2500
watt generator, 20'
Carefree awning, Reese &
Easy Lift hitches and sway
controls, other misc trailer
equipment. 753-0114.

FAMILY Lawn Care: Now in
it's 2nd year! Specializing in
lawn maintenance, including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling. Now serving
county and city. 10% off for
Senior Citizens. Call now
for dependable service
Free estimates 492-8838

520
Boats
Motors
14' ALUMINUM boat, 20HP
electric start, trolling motor
and locator. Trailer with
custom cover 354-8586.
1974 IMPERIAL Runabout
Fiberglass, walk-through
windshield with 70HP motor and trailer, $2,995
1-522-8610 or 474-2732
1975 SEACREST Fishing
Boat: 14', 25HP Evinrude
motor, new gas tank, trolling motor, asking $1,000
After 4p m 753-6158
20' ADVANTAGE Boat.
Moody trailer, 30 Mercury
cruiser. Been used 5 times,
$8,750. 753-4389 or
753-5960

'86 Torte 4X4
$219.27
For 42 Mos.
$7,987 Sale Price

16 ft., tii-hull, open
bow,85 HP, Mercury
outboard engine, accessories available.

BOGARD Paving For all
your sealing, paving, hauling Free estimates
753-0659.

1977 CHEVY Silverado
ton, good and dependable,
$1,950 437-4322

'84 Pontiac 5000

For 36 Mos.
$5,487 Sale Price

1976
Fabuglas
Boat

1988 DODGE Daytona
Light pewter, 5-speed Al530
pine tape deck, louver and
Services
bra aluminum wheel,
Offered
power heated mirror, tilt
A-1
TREE
Service: You
r w defrost white letter
tires, still in 7 year/ 70,000 pro service with 35 years
mile warranty
Call experience. Topping removal, stump removal,
753-8651
spraying and feeding Free
estimates. 753-0906.
acic
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disVans
posals, ranges, ovens, re1985 GMC Vandura 2500 frigerators, washers &
Conversion Van Loaded
dryers. Service on most
sharp 753-2206
makes and models G E
1988 SUBURBAN: 15,000 factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr. Rob Mamiles, loaded, $17,500
son
Rd , Hwy 783,
753-4389 or 753-5960.
753-2455
Used
Trucks

For 42 Mos.
$8,487 Sale Price

530
Boats
& Motors

For 42 Mos
36,987 Sale Price

roll Free 1-800-325-3229

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cedilbc, Inc. ot

s2n
Used
Cars

753-4961

1982 FORD EXP: Air conditioning, AM/FM cassette,
$2,000. Call 753-4545 after
5p m.

'87 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Clera: 2
dr., cherry, loaded,
36,000 miles.

490

Toyotas Cost Less
In Murray

For 42 Mos.
$8,487 Sale Price

'87 Chrysler LaBaron Coupe:
1 8,000 miles.

MAWR listlits
Services sl Coramsrekl
I Residential Real blab

oft.
• 753-0993

1968 FORD 2-door, automatic, V-8, good shape.
Call after 5p.m 753-5279.

87 Olds Delta 88
Royale: 37,000
miles, loaded.

'86 Chev. C-20
Conversion Van:
26,000 miles, TV.
VCR, loaded.-

ON I ACRES with barn 8out
biAdint 3bedroom,lashed
WE, central hew & aw
$30000.

Lease For Less Al
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Conversion Van
S375.28 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Tale & License
48 fdlo Closed End Lease.

1982 CHEVY Citation:
Bronze, good dependable
car, asking 51,000. 1980
Ford 302 Engine: Good engine, hear it run, $400 or
$500 with transmission.
437-4322.

'83 Ford Fairmont: 6 cy., auto,
air, 60,000 miles.

Cruiselines

Used
Cws

Motorcycles
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Homes
For Sale

2, 1989

24 Ft. Harris
25th Anniversary
Ed it on
Pontoon
Fiote Boat
Fully equipped, 70
hp, Johnson outboard motoc AM/FM
cassette stereo, grill,
and all the extras!
Great
condition!
$7,000 firm. May be
seen at Cypress
Springs Boat Dock.
Serious buyers call
(417)335-5634
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Ask for Dave.

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Services
Offered

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835
MITCHELL PAVING. 30
years experience Hauling/
excavating, seal coating
and striping. For estimate
call Rocky, Guy, or R B
753-1537
MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery all
work guaranteed
753-5668
NEW homes built, decks
and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306
PAINTING and decorating
759-1043
PAINTING Quality workmanship, references, free
estimates Call Craig at
436-5245
PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction 436-2617
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, con
crete Free estimates. Call
474-2307 or 753-6973
LAWN Mowing Service 10
years experience Any type
of lawn care 436-2744 or
436-5211

* Four Star*
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Doors and Knobs
$84.95 and up
Exterior Windows
Bath & Garden Tubs
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
Straps & anchoring
Roots Korai Sesied
Repair & replace siding
phon•
(502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 N. Hazel
7i=rn built decks
Lattice or bannister
4x8 $240
6x10 $325
10x16 $660

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674. Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky
SHEETROCK hanging
new or repair, 489 2117
SIRESS Roofing Free esfi
mates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752
SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping pruning tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, 753-0530
WET BASEMENT/ We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL do hauling gravel
mulch, slabs, sawdust,
driveway white rock Call
after 6p m 753-0467
WILL do roofing, carpentry
and remodeling Call
345-2784
560
Free
Column
BEAGLE Pups fullblooded 1709 Ridgewood
Dr
DOGS 1 year old German
Sheppard mix, great with
children, great guard dog,
has had all shots Red
Doberman mix, 17, years
old, very gentle and good
with children, good squirrel
dog 436-5677
FREE To Good Home
Guinea pig, adorable kitten,
6 weeks old, orange, white
& calico. Call evenings or
weekends 753-2993.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & sow our showroom

Ready For Summer

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8, dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HOUSEKEEPING Get
those jobs done that you've
been putting off We do it
all! General Spring Cleaning Reasonable rates and
references Cali for a free
estimate 492-8204
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
L A 'S Stump Removal
Free estimates Call
489-2862
LICENSED electrician, re
sidential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
Fred's Repair
LP
753-7203

For 3e Ws
$6,987 Sale Price

Garage Sale

11111111S

ii
You've found the most
complete guide to
garage sales in town.
Smart bargain hunters
shop here first!
Watch for our
"Garage Sale Days"
special offer
for June 14-17

'82 5-10 LB
$175.91
For 24 Mel.
$3,987 Salo Price
P14111141111 Nod ii 14.S IL
AP* din Owe
Hours 8-7
Id.14

bevies,
Offered

SPACIOUS AND GRACIOUS
4 BR Family house in Canterbury Estates lust
recently on market Very neat home in great location
$115,000 Lots of Extras'

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Advertising
Department
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Long-wear contacts should be cleaned
after a week,recent FDA report says

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Jettie Mae Suiter
The funeral for Mrs. Jettie Mae
Suiter was today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Arnold L.
Clawson officiated.
Pallbearers were Chris Elliott,
Danny Sanderson, Gary Pritchett,
Danny Coleman, Eric Potts and
Danny Speed. Burial was in
Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Suiter, 71, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Wednesday at Community
Hospital, Mayfield. She was the
daughter of the late Finus Pritchett
and Allie Dublin Pritchett.

f-

urvivors are her husband, Melvin W. Suiter; three daughters,
Mrs. Patricia Al!cock, Hickoryh,
Mrs. Sondra Louise Davis, Rt. 3,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Deborah Lynn
Sain, Farmington; three sons, Billy
Ray Suiter, Sedalia, Buddy Melvin
Suiter, Boaz, and Marvin Boone
Suiter, Mayfield.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Jo Ann Murray, Nashville,
Tenn.; one brother, Buddy Pritchett, Mayfield; 18 grandchildren; 16
great-grandchildren.

James Reuben Barrett
Services for James Reuben Barrett are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Dossie
Wheatley of Brownsville, Tenn.,
and the Rev. Harrell Phillips of
Camden, Tenn., are officiating.
Pallbearers are Brett Price Barrett and Curt Walters Barrett,
grandsons, Elwood Walters, Tommy Walters, Hillary Perkins and
Charles Barrett.
Burial will follow in Walker
Cemetery, Paris.
Mr. Barrett, 77, Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn., died unexpectedly Wednesday afternoon at his home of an
apparent heart ttack. He was a
retired school teacher and rural

mail carrier.
A World War II veteran, he was
a 32nd degree Mason, member of
Springville Lodge and member of
the Order of the Eastern Star.
Born March 21, 1912, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Curtis W. Barrett and Eula
Nance Barrett. One son, James
Curtis Barrett, preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Willie Frances Walters Barrett, to
whom he was married on Jan. 31,
1942; one son,'Ben Walters Barrett, Paris; One sister, Mrs. Eunice
Barrett Stewart, Puryear, Tenn.; his
stepmother, Mrs. Pearl Barrett,
Murray; two grandchildren.

Charles A. Harrison
Funeral rites for Charles A. Harrison will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
C.C. Brasher will officiate.
Burial will follow in Brewers
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home where Masonic rites will be
at 7 p.m. tonight (Friday).
Mr. Harrison, 70, Hardin, died
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
•-

A retired employee of Ford
Motor Co., he was a member of
Dearborn Masonic Lodge No. 172,
Dearborn, Mich., the Scottish Rites
and the Shriners in Detroit. He was
a 32nd degree Mason.
Survivors arc his wife, Mrs. Lois
Harrison; one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Strobel, Lincoln Park, Mich.;
three granddaughters, Cheryl! Lynn
Maty, Del Rio, Texas, Bobbi Jean
Strobel and Lori Ann Strobel, Lincoln Park; one great-grandchild.

Harold W. Tabor
Harold W. Tabor, 77, of 1047
North Emily Place, Peoria, Ill.,
died Tuesday at 9:05 a.m. at his
home.
A World War II veteran, he
retired in 1977 as bar manager for
Peoria Ramada Inn.
Born Sept. 17, 1911, in Peoria

Jodie
Cochran
Services for Jodie Cochran were
today at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Stephen Cobb and the
Rev. Jack Geurin officiated. Mrs.
Olivene Erwin was organist.
Pallbearers were Gentry Tucker,
Jamie Washer, John Elmore, Elvin
Crouse, Terry Cavitt and David
Garland. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Cochran, 86, Rt. 1, Murray,
died Wednesday at 11:57 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Clara Mathis Cochran; stepdaughter, Mrs. Betty Ertz and husband,
A.L., Memphis, Tenn.; stepson,
James H. Johnson and wife, Patsy,
Rt. 4, Mayfield; seven stepgrandchildren; eight stepgreatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

County, Ill., he was the son of the
late William Tabor and.Bryle Fitzpatric Tabor.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Bernadine Barrer Tabor, to whom he
was married on Dec. 12, 1980; one
daughter, Mrs. Claudia Welch
Tabor Jones, Cadiz; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Robert W. (Janet) Potts
and Mrs. Kenneth F. (Joan) Carrigan, Peoria; one stepson, Ralph
Barrer Jr., Athens, Mich.; 13
grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.
Memorial services will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in Davison-Fulton
Woodland Chapel, Peoria, Ill. The
Rev. Ken Yocum will officiate.
Private burial rites were today at
Parkview Cemetery there.

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — A man
wanted since 1971 in the shooting
death of his wife, 85-year-old
mother and three children has been
arrested, authorities said today.
John List was arrested in Richmond, Va., Westfield Police Chief
Anthony Scutti said. His case was
featured last weekend on the network television program "America's Most Wanted." Since the
broadcast, tips have been coming
in to police headquarters, Scutti
said.

If the trial is deemed successful,
the service will be offered in 1990
in the five states Ameritech serves,
Hollingsworth said.
Ameritech is the Chicago-based
parent of Bell companies serving
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio
and Wisconsin.

WASHINGTON (AP) — People
who wear soft contact lenses for
more than a week without cleaning
them run an increased risk of a
sight-robbing disease, the Food and
Drug Administration said
Wednesday.
In certified letters mailed on
Wednesday, the FDA asked manufacturers to prepare labels instructing patients not to wear the soft
extended-wear or disposable lenses
for more than seven days because
of an increased risk of developing
ulcerative keratitis, a disease that
can cause blindness.
The FDA also sent letters to
60,000 eye doctors, alerting them
to the labeling change.
Manufacturers have 45 days to
comply with the FDA request.
Dr. Richard E. Lippman of the
FDA said that the new labeling will
apply only to the soft lenses, but he
said rigid extended-wear lenses
already are labeled to limit continuous wear to seven days.
"This means that no lens sold in

Mrs. Joyce Fortin, 73, Rt. 4,
Murray, died Thursday at 4:50 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She had been stricken ill suddenly at her home on Thursday.
She was a retired school teacher
having taught for 37 years in Trigg
County and Rockford, Ill. She was
a past president of Delta Kappa
Gamma sorority for teachers.
Mrs. Fortin was a member of
First United Methodist Church
where she was active in the Youth
activities, a Sunday School teacher,
member of Christian Adult Sunday
School Class and of United
Methodist Women, having served
as past president.
The Murray woman was a former board member of Lifehouse
Crisis Pregnancy Center, was
active in Emmaus Community, and
a member of Murray Woman's
Club Garden Department.
Born Aug. 28, 1915, in Wisconsin, she was the daughter of the
late Alvin Shafer and Alta Hight
Shafer.
Survivors are her husband, John
Fortin, to whom she was married
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
on July 28, 1938; two daughters, Superintendent
of Public InstrucMrs. Alta Jo Adamson and hustion John Brock wants the job of
band, Donald, Freemont, Calif., running
the Floyd County school
and Mrs. Delma Rose Holcomb and system left primarily to local offihusband, William, Manchester, cials, a spokesman for the state
Mo.; one son, Jack Fortin and wife, Department of Education said.
Sara, Madison, Wis.; five
Gordon Nichols said there has
grandchildren.
been no discussion of moving the
The funeral will be Monday at system into the final and toughest
10 a.m. at First United Methodist phase of Kentucky's so-called
Church. The Rev. A. Nowell Bing- "academic bankruptcy law."
ham and Dr. David Roos will
Under Phase IV of the law, the
officiate.
state could remove the Floyd
Friends may call from 4 to 9 County Board of Education and
p.m. Sunday at Miller Funeral
Superintendent Ron Hager and take
Home of Murray.
full control of the district.
The family requests that expressOne of those local officials faces
ions of sympathy take the form of
allegations that he campaigned for
donations to Life House Crisis Precandidates in the May 23 primary
gnancy Center, 1506 Chestnut St.,
election during class time at MayMurray, or to First United Methodtown and McDowell elementary
ist Church, Murray.
schools, an apparent violation of a
local school board policy.
If the claims are proven and the
Floyd board fails to discipline him,
Nichols said Phase IV might then
be discussed.
A four-man team from the Education Department visited Floyd
Memorial gravesite rites for Mrs. County last week to investigate the
Martha Decker Yarnall will be complaints about former SuperinSaturday at 2 p.m. at Murray City tendent E.P. "Pete" Grigsby, who
Cemetery. Dr. David Roos will now serves as administrative assistant to Hager.
officiate.
Brock plans to attend a meeting
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements. of the Floyd board Wednesday
Mrs. Yarnall, 76, of 2200 S. night to present the findings of the
Ocean Blvd., Delray, Fla., died investigation. Nichols said Brock
March 16. Memorial services were probably will talk with the board in
at West Palm Beach, Fla., on closed session.
March 27.
She is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Clara Decker Burrow, Detroit,
Federal-Stale Market News Service June 2, 101i0 KenMich., and Mrs. Helen Decker tucky
Purchase Area hog Market Report Includes 5 Buying
Stations Receipts: Act 475, Est 750 Barrows & GUts
Gray, Lake Odessa, Mich.
25-.50 higher, Sows about steady.

Floyd schools
should be run
locally: Brock

the U.S. should be worn continuoussly longer than seven days," he
said. "People should be aware that
proper lens care is extremely
important and great care should be
taken in the weekly cleaning."

The target of the warnings art.
soft contact lenses that are mark
eted with instructions that permit
continuous wear for up to 30 days,
and soft lenses that are marketed a,
extended-wear disposables.

At'uo 74171-: HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+21.69
I.B.M.110% +V.
Previous Close
2,490.63
Ingersoll Rand
413
/
4 +%
Air Products
43% +3
/
4
JerrIco
171/. B 17% A
14 A
A.T.C.-Class A - 47% B 48/
Kmart
38 +%
AT&T
36% +1
/
2
Kroger
14 +V.
Bell South
49/
3
4 +I%
McDonalds
60 +1
/
2
Briggs & Stratton
28% +1/1
JCPenney
57% -%
Chrysler
24 +%
Penwalt
1283
/
4 unc
CSX Corp
331/. unc
Quaker Oats
59/
3
4 +I
Dean Foods
32% +%
Sears
471/3 +3
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store 12% B 12% A
Texaco
49% +
Exxon
43% +%
Time Inc.
126% -'/.
Ford
50% +%
UST
25% +3
/
4
General Motors
41% +3
/
4
Wal-Mart
39V. +3
/
4
1 4 +%
Goodrich
54/
Woolworth ...........
unc
Goodyear
54% +1
/
2
C.E.F.Yield
8.98

414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Hog Market

"From what I understand he's
denying it, but they've checked his
fingerprints and it's postive,"
Scutti said.
FBI Agent Drucilla Wells
declined to give details of List's
arrest until an afternoon news conference in Newark.
On the night of Dec. 7, 1971,
neighbors noticed that light bulbs
were going out in the List's Westfield home. For a month, no one
had heard anything from the List
family — Patricia, 16, John Jr. 15,
Frederick, 13,. List's 45-year-old
wife, Helen, and his mother Alma.
The city's former police chief,
James Moran, said he expected List
to be caught only after the case
became nationally known through
television or the newspapers.
Moran said he still carries a wanted
poster of List with him.
"I'll gladly tear it up now," he
said.

LS 1-2 220-250 lbs..
LS 1.2 300-230 lbs..
US 2-3 220-250 lbs..
CS 3-4 250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1.2 nom
US 1-3 300-400
US 1-3 400-500
US 1-3 500 and up _____
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 521300-3030

544.75-4525
-54175-44.75

Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

0-

This
Weeks
Special

Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich &
French Fries
$239
Sec-al Good thr., 6. 3
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
641 South
Murray
753-2617

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
C 04404 V re
••
tte Genuuss
Keep The Gre.t GM I.

Per',

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

4***4-4-41-44-4-41-41 I
1986 Dodge Power Ram
4 Wheel Drive, loaded, 13,000
miles, red, short bed.
$11,300

_ $20.00- 30.00

GeR AFC
• , • r•
19191 MeNeught Sped . Inc

I ECAVI
THE RIM TOOL

Summer Sale
10 Days Only!
GRASS TRIMMER

To The Voters of District 2

• 21 2er two
cycler engine
• lightwetght
under 9 tbs

I want to thank you for your votes and support in the
May 23rd primary. I pledge to do my best in the
coming months to justify your faith in me.

Steve Lax and Family
P.S. Henry, about your potholes call 436-5612 for assistance.

$169.99 Peg
$159.99 Sale
—10.00 Mail-in
Rebate

$169.99 Reg.
$149.99 Sole
—10.00 Mail-in
Rebate

GT1100

$149.99

Thank You Again

Paid for by the candid,,i(

753-3366
PAT GOSSUM

BUILDING SITES

Mrs. Martha
Decker Yarnall

Wanted man arrested

Ohio pay phones have new service
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pay
telephone users in Columbus, Ohio,
will be able to leave messages on
local coin calls if they reach a busy
or unanswered number this summer, telephone executives said
Thursday.
The voice messaging capability
will be available on selected pay
phones operated by Ohio Bell,
according to Ameritech Services
Inc., which said it was the first
time any of the seven regional Bell
companies has offered such a
service.
If a caller reaches a busy signal
or unanswered phone, he or she
will be asked by a computerized
voice if, for an additional charge,
they wish to leave a message. After
the caller deposits an additional 25
cents, the computer then records
the caller's message, and attempts
to send it every 15 minutes for as
long as two hours if a busy signal
was reached.
For an unanswered number, the
computer will send the message
every 30 minutes for as long as
four hours, Ameritech said.
"Callers don't have to push any
buttons or read any instructions,"
said Jim Hollingsworth, an Ameritech official.

Mrs. Joyce
Fortin

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St., Murray
rr

753-2571 or 753-4110

Hours:

Mon.-Sat 7:30-5.30
Sat. 7:30-5•00

